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L'histoire de la philosophie, c'est la philosophie

meme; elle a pour le philosophe un interet éternellement
vivant, qui dépasse celui de la pure erudition:

les problemes

que se sont poses en philosophes les vieux penseurs de la
.

I

/.

Greco, ce sont des probler_ies eternels,

dont les termes n'ont

pas été chances, mais dont la discussion est nourrie d'autres

aliments.

L'histoire de la Science, au contraire, ce n'est

plus la science;

c'en est le passé, ce qu'il y a de mort dans

I

1

son effort vers la vérite,

but est atteint.

ou bien l'effort oublie quand le

Cette histoire

de l'erudit, mais non,

satisfait donc la curiosité

comme l'autre, les besoins les plus

généraux et les plus profonds de la pensee.

ROBIN, La pensée ¿raque, pp.
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The present dissertation is a revision,

made in the

light of works published during 1936 and the present year,
of an earlier dissertation compiled at Edinburgh under the

supervision and encouragement of Professor A. E. 'Taylor be-

tween 1934 and 1936 and submitted to the writer's College in
the Autumn of 1936 in connection with the election to Unofficial

Fellowships.
In revising the writer has not always modified phrases

suited only to the more intimate discussion permissible in

submitting work to his own college, nor has he abandoned altogether the dogmatic tone of the judgments made therein.

He

trusts that this dogmatism will be recognised as an attempt to

reach a unified,

'synoptic' position,

against the work of great scholars.

not as gratuitous cavil

His debt to Professor

Taylor will be everywhere apparent.
The work necessarily shares the advantages and the dis-

advantages of recent Cambridge work in the realm of ancient
philosophy, the advantage of insisting on viewing ancient
thought as bound inseparably to ancient life, the disadvantage

(in the case of the present writer at any rate) of blank ignorance of or insufficient acquaintance with the later history of
the metaphysical systems elaborated.

In the case of Plato the

writer is bold enough to suggest that there may be gain rather

than loss in this.
J.

Gonville and Caius College
Cambridge.
October 1937.
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1.

Anticipations of the Doctrine among the Ionians.

Plato's 'later' philosophy of motion might also be called

Plato's 'astronomical' theory of motion if we bear always in mind
that the stars are for him divine beings, whose bodies we see, whose
souls behold the Good, and guide these bodies in dutiful and perfect

revolutionl.

This thinking may fairly be said to belong to the

dialogues later than the Theaetetus2.

That entered into this later

doctrine of motion from the substance of the earlier dialogues, we

may estimate later; here it will be sufficient to sketch the approach
to Plato's doctrine from the earlier conceptions

of motion which it

sought to supersede.

Aristotle tells us plainly at Metaphysics A 987a 32 that Plato

had early connectiohs with Cratylus and the Heracliteans.

Taylor is

probably led to minimise the significance of this because of his
genreal position in the 'historical Socrates' Streitfrage3.

For the

last page of the Cratylus is surely meant to indicate that Plato in-

tends more in that dialogue than merely to present Socrates in a

whimsical mood.

He is at least adding to his 'mime' an epilogue

indicating his own advance from a position he well understood which
he had found untenable.

If it is allowable to see in Socrates's

account of his 'experiences' at Phaedo 96b sqq. a historical account
of his early encounter with Archelaus, it must also be conceded that

the last page of the Cratylus,

since it accords so well with Aristotle'f

account in the Metaphysics, is alsmost certainly a piece of autobiogra-

phical writing on Plato's part.
This contention is borne out by the abundant evidence throughout
the dialogues of 'familiarity with the Heraclitean opinions'.

tend to look for this in the Theaetetus and the Cratylus, and

1

Notes will be found at the end of each Chapter.

We

with justice in so far as the Heracliteans are concerned.

On' closer

study, however, we find Ilato adopting one attitude towards 'material,

foll,wers of Heraclitus and another towards Heraclitus himself4.

ist'

He can make very free use of Her.clitus's doctrine, as in the speech
of Diotima, and even deliberately falsify it earlier in the Symposium

but he clearly understands the essence of his teaching and states
as proceeding from

242c.

al

ouquv JT

al

144

f00ió

in the Sophist,

it

at

Difficult as it is to identify the various parties in this

famous passage, which seems to glide from one antithesis to another

without clear demarcations, we can at least be sure that in the con-

clusiòn at 249d he explicitly rejects the doctrine, associated with
the Heracliteans in the Theaetetus, that reality consists solely of

the ever -changing, while at the same time he accepts and stresses the

claim of an active element

-

life, mind,

intelligence - to be as real

as the Forms and to exist alongside them,

kept the Eleatic attribute of
in by the Pythagoreans.

cowltr/

so to

The Forms had

speak.

though plurality had bean broughl
l

Therefore the admission that a,KtihrrOV

is

not a necessary attribute of the real is the bringing in of Ionian

elements alongside Eleatic, dynamic alongside static.
dynamic element is,

This positive

to a very considerable degree an abstract from

the Ionian conception of the

,

and this can be traced back
i

through the Yous of Anaxagoras and the Xlr. --god of Heraclitus to
Anaxirnander, who, essentially if not verbally, was the first to use

the term.

From this standpoint we may estimate the degree of approximation
to Plato's doctrine in the Ionian systems.

No doubt it would be

false to suggest that Plato himself examined the systems by a fixed

criterion like Aristotle's use of the four causes in Metaphysics A.
But it will be more profitable for us to examine the Ionians in terms
of their approach to Plato than to follow the judgments of the

modern interpreters, who presume to treat of all the pre -Socratics
together as a unity.

In view of the known facts of Plato's reaction

to Heracliteanism the method cannot be considered less historical.

2.

Plato would not glory in Atomism as the reduction of divinity,toimpenetrable substance and of life to mechanical motion; nor would

Mace because

it

is evident already in Anaximander - a view which does less justice

to

he labour to show that such a reduction did not take

Ileraclitus than to any, unless it be Parnrenides7. But he is interested

to know how each thinker deals with the material and the non-material

aspects of process.

These are fused in Heraclitus and stated in the

Laws in conscious dichotomy perhaps for the first

tizne:

the system of

Anaxagoras is philosophically as well as historically intermediate.
It is clear that Plato derived none of his astronomy from the

Ionian systems.

Their astronomy was reactionary, and that of Heracl-

itus most jejune of a118.

What was derived from the Ltilesians came

to Plato through Pythagoreanism and took on new meaninb there.

Anaximander's system is important as the first scientific Veltbild
and as the one Pythatoras received and modified;

but its modifications

alone make it into a direct anticipation of Plato's astronomy and
these must be considered in the next chapter in dealing with Alcmaeon9.

Similarly, Anaximenes's description of the stars as set in a sphere

and the distinction between stars and planets which Sir Thomas Heath

believes to be involved in this10 passed over into the Western systems
and was neglected by the subsequent Ionians.

001

fore on the

We may concentrate these-

y y, Z4Ç in the Ionian systems,

on the question

Aristotle charges them with neglecting and of which he will not allow
that Plato himself gave any philosophical treatment.

The

áC

atoS K'1A

,

of Anaximander has been identified with the

rotary motion of the vortex by Heidelll.

Burnet12 gives good reasons

for denying this, and his acceptance of the theory in the case of the

cosmogonic motion motion is rather too ready, for it may well have

been read into Anaximander by later writers from Anaxagoras and the
Atomists13.

But the eternal and the cosmogonie motions are probably

not to be separated too absolutely:

tiA

K44464

Trie

motion is

E,K

6i ç

and,

the opposites are separated out

Perhaps the only really 'cosmogonie'
if so, Plato's interest is rather

in the more

ultimate eternal motion that gives rise to it14.

There seems to

be definite if indirect reference to Anaximander's ideas on motion
in two Massages in the dialogues - in the description of the random

movements of the U5oó4\

in the Timaeus and in the proof of the im-

mortality of the soul at Phaedrus 245c.
In the course of his couunentary on the Timaeus passage (52dß2 530 3 Taylor Comm. p. 352 ad fin.) Taylor remarks that "all through

the account of the imaginary chaos there is a tacit current of

criticism of certain early ideas of the Physicists ".

But he seems

to suggest that their systems were frankly mechanistic and.that Platds

oblique criticism of them is on this ground; in fact, that Anaximander

really meant to build his world like Herbert Spencer from an "absolutely homogeneous rotating nebula" but had not the words to express his
But in pressing this strictly mechanistic meaning upon

meaning15.

Anaximander, Taylor is adhering to Burnet's canon of interpretation
of the fire- Socratics as "materialists" at the expense of ignoring

that fundamental principle, which he has done so much to re- assert16,

Thus though there is

that all motions for Plato are soul-caused.

criticism and perhaps direct reference to Anaximander in this passage,
the ground of criticism requires more precise definition.
The account of the U ÑoO/t

swayed by random motions and imbued
is better regarded as analysis

with mere 'traces' of formed
than as history.

,

-r

rnY

TayTa1ra.6

as

When Plato describes all things in this condition
)L

1Ki.11i,/a

Ektv

e,'40S

W

a.TCGV

a

at

ur+,
t

(

9

us.o$

(53b), we may take this as a clear hint and blame

Plutarch for his literal interpretation) ?.

But,

granting this, we

must allow that Plutarch worked out most thoroughly the meaning of
the chaos of the Timaeus and traced its ultimate cause.
it as

1-,14

r

á aht-rad Kai

et,0e2

,( v o

ri ay,/

He describes

vat :;1villy

tiv

á

;r

I
I

(de animae procreation 1014 e init.).

removed and

11 \106

If the geometry of God be

cease to function, what remains is not a+1(oTia
r

rather all becomes subject to the -fkaVWfwg

/

atÌis.

The case against

Anaximander is that he fails to show how the Qaitps Kor

can be, or

.

I

can effectuate, as an

ai-ftA

,

anything ordered and rational.

there can be no question of regarding
such an aITIG
g
it is no less psychical than

VOOS itself.

It

as physical;

no more to be identif-

is

ied with external mechanical motions - with the S>rUTfpO('
as they are called in the Laws - than VOOS
It is neither Orlo.

them.

of (i)uO

Ot

141115-6

is to be identified with

nor Wµ[CTiK ,1K116v6ic.

Whatever there was

in Anaximander's concept may be disregarded for the purpose

of this criticism;

psychic plane;
t

But

it

it

is

is

as

judged and condemned as a cause

Plutarch says

( 1

Ki vv

iOI

i

t of

on the

r T\s

18.

+Á1j S
`

Anaximander is not criticised,
the formation of laUfyN.

therefore, for "accounting for

as the mechanical effect of a itV1

eddy set up in some region of the primitive boundless ".

implied against him is that his

itíbtos 1GY.

,

case

The

is no more than

i

or

4uX1

ll

7 !

0.0V5ï0

working random motions.

must be caused by some

His SKKei6i

persuasion of necessity by mind - b.t he gives no account of any such
activity; atKq and

'

voO

TG tç

are too vague.

yet, though

i

Plato cannot allow that his moving

could form a cosmos, he

OtFltppv.

in no way denies - he rather confirms - the existence of a psychical

factor in the

0.11.4.904

and in Q161tX

KIVYIi 6

5.

.

These are criticised

for being alogical but not for being material and mechanical.
It has

been recognised since Krische19 that the argument of

Phaedrus 245c sqq. had been anticipated in some measure by Alcrnaeon.
,/

May there not also be an anticipation of it in Anaximander's Q.1ft(tbI
which is boundless "in order that becoming may not fail "?
that Aristotle's treatment of the argument of

208a

9

Anaximander

It is true
at Physics

assumes that an infinite "simple body" is intended, but this is

what we expect after the denial in Metaphysics A that the Milesians

regarded any but the "material cause ".

Rather would it be the case

that Plato adopts the old argument of the need for an endless reservoir
of mobile primary substance and turns it into the argument that for

becoming (of the visible cosmos) to be everlasting there must be an
everlasting supply of soul to "take charge of all that is body20.

It would seem then,

that seen from Plato's standpoint, Anaximander's

system brought out the specific points at which a force of reason
must o1.erate in the universe, but by its failure to define the

nature of that force declared its weakness as an account of the

nature of things.
alb

In the system of Anaxagoras our concern is with V004

decisive step is that he makes VoUS not only gepltei but

His

.

Q.

yle

.

Whether he is, as Rohde claims, "the first decisive and conscious
dualist among creek philosophers "21, depends on our interpretation of
he
Parménides, but /certainly divides for the first time what in Anaxim-

ander and Heraclitusremained fused:-

yogis

is not only distinct

yew
nature from the seeds but its motion, its
r

KuuTos

,

is also distinguished

-irteXwel6les

Ká, -ris

-1S oirov &TO To7Y

Tutou

,

O

súrirá rts

its

the exercise of

it sets

from the lfie'%W 65

:Î

in

vous

,Kai

up:

Éteárricv.. uá

iry

ti

;

v.

Burnet and Cornford reveal their subjection to their respective

Hypotheses in their treatment of v6dc .22

Both agree that Anaxagoras

was forced to postulate a moving cause since body could no longer be

regarded as self- moving, and Burnet shows also that Parmenides was
responsible for this necessity.
icance of JeVG

.

But both of them minimise the signif-

Cornford's anxiety to counteract the

'pathos' of the

famous Phaedo passage leads him to commend Anaxagoras for an alleged

abstemiousness in the employment of Vous
not bear out.

The Phaedo passage,

that the actual fragments do

::hick Aristotle clearly followed

in Metaphysics A24, probably represents a reaction against the
'impious'

astronomy and reflects not only Socrates's turning from

Archelaus but the bad name which Anaxagoras had at Athens at the
time:

the passage

in the Apology would support this interpretation25.

Moreover there is every reason to suppose that Plato found himself in

opposition to materialists Who claimed to be followers of Anaxagoras:
hence it is the denial of the divinity

of the heavenly bodies,

is regarded as the most pestilent source of

Laws 886d.

which

heresy among the young, at

Yet we have in the etymology of O%(AioV

in the Cratylus

an indication that Plato clearly appreciated the real function'of

vous

in the system of Anaxagoras.

This passage (Cratylus 412c -413d)

is important as expressing the real line of advance from Heraclitus

through Anaxagoras to Plato's own later doctrine.

There is perhaps

no better summary of the meaning of Vois than 413c 5 sqq:

\
re,

/

TorcATroa
I
>
t¡atra rp r

9

QuTov

-

l

Gturof KoÓtíw VI

3r

1

DA

Kai Oc a.Yt

E

tTaa [Dw "ff'avulf
/

o

=1.

But this Vous which "knows all things, both such as shall be and such
as were before" cannot fairly be compared to an absentee Deist God

yo. governs

who only initiated the unfolding of the world.

all things

and many things have a portion of it, though it is always unmixed26.
Burnet argues that there would be no reason for saying this of an
we shall question this;

immaterial mind;

but there certainly. would

be no need to say it of that which gave a solitary original impulse

but thereafter dissociated itself from what it had impelled.

It is

significant that the one passage in Aristotle which is critical of
vogis

is clearly a reminiscence of the Phaedo;

in the other passages,

though Aristotle interprets Anaxagoras in his own terms, he implies

by his use of him an appreciation of the fuller meaning of the original.

Burnet is led by his general hypothesis to discount any interpret-

,

ation of ypvi

But the use of the word ¡,CTbfidi/
/
indicate

immaterial.

as

that Anaxagoras was going as far in that direction as was possible

while the concept of

p

a,rAToS

Cratylus etymology of cbraO'4

eitga

was still unformed27.

Here the

again provides a useful commentary.
7

Developing the common Ionian conception of the

1

A#1

,Plato shows why

tt

I

and

controlling force mast be both TaX6'ror

o
,tq

Jta-rS
yoe,
I

e

AV

bu;/abiA¡

I

cl

r

î

MAiTo ATo4 Tti

n

V

,.

XfAlioT0.To./

IA AL,3s a á

.

Toó ÓVrOS

wae, vTu 71s:Y 6-Tytiv

x

awCratylus

r Var

K4ú

vrs

-TaNci-oJ

412d 5 sqq.)

Anaxag-

4`

oras adds to the earlier adjectives his own

Ka

Wal

and -

most

:

important of all - 0.µil t4

,

/

kat,
I
,({1

9id

explaining on similar lines;

lvroJ
0 uow.. is

c

.-

'! fAlfid
J

7

'

o-

Aasr.bS
C
I- 28,
£avioa

b fay SYA. W6TE

?Sa.J1tJt+(

%

!ca¡

IV
rI
'
po, sOYRa £cb

I

,

VW

It does not follow from this that

approximates to the

material aspect of the 'ever -living' fire of Heraclitus rather it
marks the separation of

X;1y0S.

from 'TUC

not yet conceived as bodiless.

even though the former is

,

On the other hand, it lends no

support to Aristotle's interpretation of VOUS

mover as well as an unmixed knower29.

as being an unmoved

In suggesting that the first

member of the sentence at Physics VIII 256b is "not meant to be

historical" by Aristotle, Burnet is conceding to him a historical
sense that is not generally evident in his treatment of earlier thinkers.

Iñ his doctrine of Jogs

at de anima 429a 15 sqq. there

may well be conscious adaptation to the purposes of his own doctrine,
for he insists on glossing {(ppTq

by IVIASefil

30.

But

in the profess-

edly historical part of the work he clearly acknowledges that Anaxagoras "refers both knowledge and motion to the same principle when he
says that mind moved the whole "31.

ing power of V3VS

To speak of the knowing and mov-

as allied in this way, and to speak so of it in a
7

historical account, sug,ests that Aristotle regarded O.i(vj S

as being

l

predicated of VOJ%

along with

/Mj

s

Thus the Physics passage

.

would only make explicit the assumptions implied in this statement
in the de anima, and there is no reason to suppose that Aristotle

thought one member of the sentence in the Physics less historical than
the other.
Yet there is good reason to believe that in fact yoOt

is not

motionless for Anaxagoras and that Plato describes it correctly in
the Cratylus (v. supr. p. 8) as It0,1FMCWICNTA.Anakagoras can con-

ceive of %16h

as unmixed yet moving,

but motion must lose its material

aspect in so far as that which moves ceases to be material.
r

motion becomes

r

OS
1.4.00705

,

eó

ils

11(11

31.

The Fire

v.aS these, but there was its material side also32:

tinguish between the

Its

-rite,00e.16TS

which VoûS

and these "spiritual motions" of VOWS

.

of Heraclitus

now we must dis-

sets up in the

kiln

But there is no reason to

suppose that Anaxagoras would not regard them still as "motions" in
a sense.

This raises for the first time the real cleavage between

Plato's doctrine of motion and Aristotle's doctrine of the unmoved

mover.

If we deal with the system of Anaxagoras from their respective

can only be used of

positions we find that for Aristotle KiJT64

TiteRm614

the

9
:

VO t must be Q4(101Ji

its activities must be termed

,

1

/
feV

of

14qQ..

06

Plato,

on the other hand,

still regards the activities
1

1

as

K1Yr16Y,ly

,

albeit as '(ÏeWTN

01

KWId

ly

which are in

t
¡

absolute contradistinction to the D t lrn
_h

o

y rlÓiis

It is the

latter which are represented by the -11.4A3eyi9
We must note that the movement set up by \&W'

lr£.v)(Je

irk

.

is precisely a

This is mechanically conceived, and the heavenly bodies

are almost fortuitous off -shoots of the process, and soulless34, (the

fatal heresy in Anaxagoras according to Plato); yet there is at any

rate the germ of the idea that circular motion is the natural effect
of the workings of YOVS

- an idea of cardinal importance for Plato's

later philosophy35.
We are not called upon to take sides on the question of Plato's

knowledge of Atomism.

There was a tradition that Dernocritus said "I

came to Athens and no one knew me *36 which Cicero reports and Valerius

Maximus enlarges upon:

'Athenis autem conpluribus annis moratus omnia

temporum momenta ad percipiendam et exercendam
doctrinam conferens,

ignotus illi urbi vixit

quod ipse quodam volumine testatur'37.

Whatever truth there may be in this,
is no systematic

it points to the fact that there

criticism of the Atomists before Aristotle of Stageira

and that there is nothing in the treatment of materialism in Plato that
proves conclusively that he went beyond materialist followers of Anaxagoras and of Heraclitus for his evidence38.

He had arrived already

by the help of these and by analysis of motion into its. psychic and
physical elements at a point where he would have nothing to learn from

Atomism as to the nature of completely non -psychic motion39:

it would

be in their substance- doctrine not their motion -doctrine that they

would interest him40.

In fine, th.:re runs through the Ionian schools the concept
of the 0

as a natively mobile substance41.

1

be at once psychical and physical:

It is thought to

Anaxagoras alone sought to

isolate these two moments with his doctrine of Vau

INATV

and

.

I\6T

Socrates in the Phaedo is debarred from a direct philosophical
r

consideration of (pÎs
of Forms42.

and turns in his

liAntes,

nOds

to the doctrine

But though Plato worked out thus the implications of an

Eleatic -Pythagorean development of his Waster's teaching, he seems to

have doubted, after the Republic, whether after all it had brought
his "secking of the cause" to its desired haven.

At least we can

say that the conception of an active and pervasive principle, found

in the etymology of DIKQtDV

in the Cratylus and unmistakably Ionian,

reappears somewhat modified in the Phaedrus at 245c in the conception
of the

ible

soul as the ever -moving and therefore everlasting, inexhaust-

4x

.

We shall hope to trace through the Sol,hist, the Philebus

the Timaeus and Laws X Plato's attempt to incorporate this Ionian
,

0,01
7

atria

identified with reasonable soul, within

coeval with the

£101

10

.

thrfrai

GV as the

N

(1)

o

e

t

s

In the passages where a distinction is made between the souls
and the bodies of the stars there seems to be an increasing caution
in allowing the di1in ty of, their bodies as such., Thus we find at
60V
coo -¡'rev -fAd6 vjV
U eòs
g imae us 40a,5 öu
av
E
as
a
distinction
imply
radical
not
does`
in
this
passage
aytTD
in thought as0 /LA - which appears in the case of the planets, though
in a rather different context, at 38c fin: both stars and planets are
treated as of equal status ast . pt 40b . At the end of the dialogue
But the discussion of the relatthe OUe mK is called a Mot 1115VRTOS
1D6T +givopfÿw
ion of the soul of the sun to its body (i -044
_, Laws 898e) shows the modifying effect of the doctrine 5-n "4'u,

ry

a

1

.

full

is

position
worked out in the Epinomis
.çt0`y
vans. The
This. position
8Ôd - 984 b; esp. 983e:í` 1W4 tiytpdat 4K PVAIAATa)
seems to guard equally carefully against trie fnaterialist.impiety that
treats the bodies as mere fire and against a superstitious worship of
the bodies as such.
Taylor in a note in Harward's translation of the
Epinomis (p. 127) seems to suggest that Atalgitak in this passage implies
is it not rather an admonitory limitencouragement of this worship:
ation of it? The visible heaven leads us to number and is not tot
be
to be
worshipped with lesser intentions; 1r6110
{at6.1
-6V ear ns -r.

a6

Ssóbw

WdrbS'£'4

^

TtoívT+

`lfi

fiAW /( ib.977b;

cf.

Tim. 47a

C' ont hah very insufficient grounds for saysqq., Laws 96 de sqq.).
ing as he does (art. Babylon und die griechische Astronomie, Neue
Jahrbücher XXVII pp. 4, 5) of the author of the Epinomis 'Er traümte
ja von einer Verschmelzung des delphischen Apollonkultes mit dem der
Gestirngotter,den Syriens und Agyptens Frommigkeit die Griechen gel
ehrt hatte'
Jaeger's statement in his chapter on the
i 1p4
,aS,
( Aristoteles,
Eng. tr. p. 141) that Plato "stands at the fountairIL
head" of the Hellenistic astronomical theology, should perhaps be received with caution. At any rate clear distinction must be drawn between pure astronomy and astrology of all kinds.
Plato's recognition
that the bodies of the stars are bodies and are mostly of fire must
be allowed to separate his doctrine (and that of the writer of the
Epinomis if he be not Plato) from Aristotle's apotheosis of the

visible heavens

(2)

The new position is enunciated at Phaedrus 245c sqq.
Bury,
arguing on historical grounds but apparently without reference to
stylornetric evidence,
has shown as early as 1886 (J. Phil. XV pp.
80 sqq.) that this passage is sufficient in itself to place the
Phaedrus after the Phaedo and probably after the Republic - a view
that even Jackson could resist as late as 1906 (Cambridge Praelect-

ions

I

p.

20).

But there is in the Phaedrus enunciation no necessary 'conflation' with astronomy;
perhaps the astronomical details of the myth
have been allowed to intrude into the scientific exposition by interpreters (as by Robin in the Bude edition), but Plato makes a definite
line of demarcation (246a, 246d) and prefixes to the definition of a
y
as
god
áVaToV Ti woY E+
g
/u)(J b^ r :: %wa the warning that we
make
art 1$ ÓYrr.s o rc.
Clearly he was. not yet prepariTs
YoMM
ed for the identification of stasis and gods and the disparagement of
the traditional gods which we find_ in the Timaeus (40d sqq. v. Taylor,
Comm. p. 245).
The latter, however, seems to have been an extreme
position which had to be more carefully stated later in the light of
the canon o1
ate; QuOWaîç (v. N. 1 supr .)

it

i

.

Al
One contrasts with Taylor's /hesitation here Burnet's ready
identification of..Pivoo at Phaedo 97b fin. as Archelaus. Yet the evidence
for Socrates's early "discipleship" goes back only to Theophrastus
(Phys. Opin. fr. 4, Diels D. G. E. 139).

11

Karl Reinhardt in his book 'Parmenides und die Geschicte der

(4)

griechischen Philosophie' (Bonn 1916) went so far as to say 'Plato
kannte Heraklit allen Anzeichen nach nur durch die Herakliteer
seiner eigenen Zeit, and wo er auf diesen einging, glaubte er es
This extreme position can

letzten Endes mit Heraklit zutun zu haben'.
be contradicted by much in the dialogues.

Campbell's Introduction to

the Theaetetus contains a very full answer in advance to Reinhardt,
so far as that dialogue is concerned: he says

L.

xliv) at the end.of

his summary of the essence of Heraclitus's doctrine,

"It is not

surprising therefore if Plato grasped the thought of Heraclitus more
firmly than his own followers had done ", and refers for confirmation
to the Cratylus.

It

is there,

after all, that this question must be

tested before the passages in the other dialogues, each more or less
qualified by its context, can be adequately judged.

Unfortunately there is very little English work on the Cratylus
or

on the relations of Plato with Heraclitus and the Heracliteans.

Lutoslawski's chapter (Origin and Growth of Plato's Logic pp. 220
sqq.) is important as showing that the dialogue is a first essay

towards a distinctively Platonic position - a judgment that Taylor

unfortunately feels bound to refuse

(He.also treats the Cratylus

before the Etthydemus on the slender ground of a supposedly earlier
dramatic dateyl "Plato ", pp. 76 fin, 90 finJ quite against the stylometric evidence

C Lutoslawski,

op.cit. pp. 166,1687

).

Heath's art-

icle in J. Phil. XVII pp. 192 sqq. loses itself in an unnecessary

demonstration that Plato himself does not deny all cognition of sansa.
Jackson's dissertation (Cambridge Praelections 1906 (i)

)

is

unfortun-

ately, though necessarily,without notes or supporting evidence
fact, in Haag's work

(v.

ir)

which no English name appears:

.

In

appears a Literaturverzeichnis in

There is however a recent revival of

the perennial German interest in Heraclitus which has turned towards

these problems.
Emil ;7eerts:

The important recent works are:

Heraklit und Herakliteer.
(Klassisch -philologische
ib:

Berlin 1926
ed Jacoby
Heft 7).
Plato und der Her a;litismus
Stu.die.n

Philologus, Supplementband XXIII pp.
12

1

- 80.

Max Warburg:

Erich

Berlin 1929
Zwei Fragen zum Kratylos.
(Neue philologische Untersuchungen, ed.
Jaeger Heft 5)
Platons Kratylos, Versuch einer Interpretation
Torbinger Beztrbge zur Altertumswissenschaft
Heft 19, 1933

Iías.g:

Jackson concluded (Cambridge Praelictions, p. 19) "that the

Heraclitean theories which Plato criticises in the body of the dialogue are to be attributed not to Heraclitus but to Cratylus, and,
consequently, that the neo- Heracliteanism of Cratylus ought to have,

what at present is not conceded to it, a distinct place in the histagr
of Greek thought ".

7

i

OJoµ0.Ta

Fixing on the inconsistency of the 4 6

position with the flux-metaphysic, and pointing out how Socrates is
made to uncover this inconsistency,

he concludes that Cratylus's in-

sistence on it in the dialogue is evidence that this inconsistent

position was in fact held by the historical Cratylus.

This difficulty

of reconciling Erkentnisslehre and Metaphysik in the Cratylus is esp-

ecially stressed by Weerts in his article in Philologis, while Stenzel
(art. Kratylos, Pauly -Wissowa) states a further difficulty: how can

such doctrines, if they really were taught by the historical Cratylus
be reconciled with Aristotle's statement at Metaph

1010a sqq?

Warburg makes the most revolutionary approach to the questions
at

issue.

His 'zwei Fragen' are "Who is meant by the Cratylus of the

dialogue ?" and "What is the place of the dialogue in the Reihenfolge?"
On the latter issue he questions Lutoslawski's evidence and' places

the Cratylus immediately before the critical dialogues in close

affinity with the Theaetetus.
ent position.

On the former he takes up an independ-

Agreeing with Jackson that the inconsistency of ]kent-

nisslehre and Metaphysik implies an actual historical person he insist
that this person cannot be the historical Cratylus because the metaph-

ysic is not essentially materialist and Heraclitean:

the

N ó5implied
t

is rather "jene

IN

ist ".

6Np,

deren Prinzip fur griechische Arsch

ling

die

On the other hand he cannot, according to Warburg, be

Heraclitus himself, or represent Heraclitus's own position because

Plato did not know this directly (this following Reinhardt v. supr.
ad init.)

Such a person must be a member of the Academy interested
l)

Now Heracleides Ponticus is known to have written

in etymologies.

four books of 'interpretations of Heraclitus':

therefore he is

probably the individual intended.
EPor a closer study of the grounds of Warburg's attempt to

equate Cratylus in Plato's dialogue with Heraclideides Ponticus
1

I

may perhaps be allowed to refer to a notice of Warburg's book

in the _.Deutsche Literaturzeitung 1929 (35tes Heft) by Helifried.

hat

Dahlmann.

/t e

He points out

list of Heracleides's writings given

in Diogenes Laertins (V 88 - 'iarburg's main evidence) would prove

him

to have been at least as much a Democritean or a

Pythagorean

as an Heraclitean.

On the question of the etymologies Walburg rests on Cmh-n's

thesis (de Heracleide Pontico etymologiarum scriptore antiquissimo'
1884) that the Heracleides in Orion the grammarian, who is called

four times Heracleides Ponticus is the Heracleides of the Academy

and not a scholar of Didymus.

Dahlmann does not, in my opinion,

disprove Cohn's thesis, but he does disprove Warburg's thesis very

effectively by showing that only one of the twenty -three etymologies ascribed to Heracleides in .Orion could possibly be considered

Heraclitean.

This is enough to discredit Warburg's position, and

it is unnecessary for our purpose to examine Cohn's:

mark, however,

weight,

Haag

that Cicero Acad.

I

8,

one may re-

on which he lays great

32,

proves either too roach or too little]

keeps closer to the text of the dialogue and avoids

constructions based on the internal evidence of the Platonic corpus
in obedience to the warning given by Vleerts(ihilologus Supplementband

XXIII p. 35.

This warning may be needed, but one feels that construct.

ions of this kind are more likely to be fruitful than uncertain con-

structions out of fragments of doxography)

He accepts the late pos-

ition of the Cratylus in the Reihenfolge and relates its content to
s

the relativism of the Theaetetus.
e

Like all German scholars since
i

Hammer- J4nsen, he looks for Demokritosspuren.

He refuses the ident-

ification with Heracleides Ponticus, but postulates an ideal and
14

typical Gegner, who appears for the first time in the Cratylus
and against whom Plato worked out his own position throughout the
dialogues.
`:e

may now, perhaps, come to some conclusion on the Cratylus

before stating general conclusions.

The difficulties, especially
i

that of reconciling Erkentnisslehre and Metaphy$c have probably

been exaggerated by the German writers.

iarburg's contention that

the metaphysic of the Cratylus is not materialist and that the
ß,(1%I

involved is 'jene j(IV1&5

f%4

deren Prinzip fur griechische

1

l

Auschanung die 4vÂ1

ist' is probably deduced from the etymology of

bKi.OV (411a - 413d) not from the dialogue as a whole.

Haag's

suggestion of a typical 'Gegner' though valuable in more general
application,

ignores the dramatic element which is clearly deliberate

on Plato's part.

If we are to recognise a neo- Heracliteanism at

Athens towards the end of the fifth century, it would no doubt be
ro

in reaction/sophistic followers of the Eleatics, and so it is not

impossible that Cratylus held both the positions attributed to him

by Plato and Aristotle respectively.

No doubt the relativism of

Protagoras was the only epistemology really adapted to the fluxmetaphysic - as Plato was to demonstrate in the Theaetetus, but
Cratylus may well have believed that the

required by that metaphysic.

$ú6i1

A
OYOIitTQ

It must be considered in

to the sophistries of Eleatic origin,

doctrine was

contradiction

e.g. in the Euthydemus.

Par -

menides had said that change is "is a name which men had covenanted
to give" (fr.

realities.

7

lines 39 sqq.) Cratylus counters that such names are

This gives point to the warning Plato makes Socrates give

him not to trust.himself to names (Cratylus 440 c).

It is by no

means impossible that in the constant flux of eristic disputation
Cratylus became aware of the vulnerability of the position, but
instead of reacting as Plato did,

physics

f

.

turned to the

M Ço a.of
o1

Meta-

There must be some point in Aristotle's remark that he

came to this position "in the end" (Yo

lb

T ÌIfwjcuoV)

e

are entitled, then,

to deduce from the evidence of the

Cratylus
That Plato knew and reacted from a Heraclitean School

(i)

led by Cratylus holding a materialist flux -doctrine along

with an inconsistent f k1

OYp1I4Ta

doctrine which led them to

ridiculous etymological feats
(ii)

That Plato also well understood the essential metaphydc
7
of the 0.4( common to the Ionians, which he chooses to state
i
concisely in the passage 411a - 413d.[The tone of the dial-

ogue changes as soon as Cratylus has put on the lion's skin

and at the end of the section Hermogenes remarks "This does
not sound like your own invention"]

On examining the rest of the dialogues one may joint to the

sal.ie

distinction between the essential metaphysic of Heraclitus, which
Plato understands and modifies conciously to suit his own purposes,

and the materialist Heraclitean position, which, along with the
materialist Anaxogrean position, may be said to constitute his
"official opposition ",

(i)

The metaphysic of Heraclitus.

Heraclitus's book survived (c.f. Arist. Hhet
b

11) and found many SitynfAi

.

D. L.

Ili

i

5

1407

11 gives a list,

probably in historical sequence, in which the name of an
Antisthenes appears (c.f. D. L. VI

i

11;

not the Socratic,

who had been intruded here also) earlier than Heracleides,

and therefore contemporary with Plato.

Internal evidence

also is against Reinhardt's contention that Plato only knew

Heraclitus through the Heracliteans.

There is no sign of

any interest of the latter in astronomy; but Plato refers
familiarly to the 'sun of the Heraclitus' at Resp. 498a fin:
this reference comes,near to being conclusive as evidence.
In his use of Heraclitus Plato

only is there deliberate

16

is.

somewhat free.

Not

falsification at Symposium 167a

(esp.tVws; the true interpretation and contrast with
Empedocles is found at Sophistes 242d fin), but in the

doctrine of

04/11105014 in the Phaedo and in Diotima's

speech he seems to make a free use of the original
Symp. 207d c.f. fragments 12, 49a

(

with

Diels) -'Bywater,

however, would refer fr. 12 (with him 42) to the soul; which
is

nearer to Plato's use of the

With a.VTa1Co ò0015

passage.

c.f. the group of fragments 26, 36,

62,

88,

111

(

Diels) j.

He holds, hov;everyto the Gegensatzlehre as the central

doctrine.

The position in the Theatetus has never been

stated so well as by Campbell,

Intro. pp. XXXVIII - XL'V1II,
m
.r
except that his application of the 7ls O.Y {oprîato the doctrine
of swifter and slower motions, (op.cit p. XLVI);is probably

forced.
(ii) Plato's opposition to the Heracliteans.
IA'.

Tate is disposed to regard the poets and philosoph-

ers whose atheism Plato rebuts in Laws X init as followers
of Anaxagoras, deriving at Athens from Archelarus (art.

Quart. vol. XXX pp. 52 sqq.)

That

the'W

fpp(,lo1

Class

were re-

1

/

t

cognised as a definite school is attested by the Ai66o1
t\of01

(vi 8 Diels, F.d.V. 5te Aufl.p. 414 1. 13).

Evidence

for a definite school of Heracliteans is not so good (Diels,
F.

d. V.

5te Aufl.,

66),

65,

though D. L. (VI

i

11)

calls

c 1.

Antisthenes the Exegete
ifyotu-rt }°C %/

Wet

t+

and Aristotle twice uses

%(ÀW1JO

101Ob, Probl. 934b 33)

The direct evid-

ence of the Theaetetus'is somewhat difficult to assess.

179d

sqq..

points to a school "in Ephesus" closer to Heraclitus

himself than Cratylus seems to have been.

But these are not

.the class brought into direct alliance with Protagoras.
class is described at 155e sqq.

This

They are materialists whose

materialism consists in believing only in what they can
handle but they also hold

(156a

The materialism of the 'Giants'

in the same words (T

17

Y

..

3

)

that all is in motion.

in the Sophistes is described

os 246a

b)

.

These

Leo; 4

Crakilos

in

o)

ance wail

men may be followers of Archelaus and sharing with them
the moral obloquy of materialism.

Since Plato in the

Theaetetus does not consider such materialism inconsistent

(in historical fact) with a doctrine that all is in motion,
one cannot bring against the view that the Giants

in the

Sophistes include the Heracliteans the objection that the
Gods are said to reduce their solid reality to

ltV44115,

lgp?,4/

The materialists would not object to the proof

that it was

ktitojcl,v

they only objected to the suggestion

:

that it was less than real and that something bodiless was
real.

Therefore we may see a materialistic "opposition"

tolato,

receiving his moral censure, composed of Heraclitean followers of
Cratylus as well as of Anaxagorean followers of Archelans.
it existed in the persons of specific

How far

philosophers and how far it is

Plato's dramatic creation (Haag's theory of the Gegner) is a further
question.

(5)

Taking the whole passage, we may recognise three main antitheses,

treated in three sections of which the last two overlap;

(a)

242b - 245e:

plu !sts as against monists (Parmenides)

(b)

245e - 249d:

materialists as against idealists (the Friends
of the Forms)

(c)

248a - 251a:

believers in a moving reality as against
believers in a motionless reality.

In each of these sections there is criticism of both sides by

Plato himself, though in section (a) the explicit critique is only
of the monists (244b - 245e) and in section (b) the synthesis is

never quite completed (c.f. Cornford, Plato's Theory of Knowledge,

p.239 init, p. 248 init).

Only in section (c) the discussion runs

on from the strictly ontological level into the strictly logical and

reaches the conclusion at 250e

KO.Ta

ly

QUToo

ywbir

T6

01/ p('

I

outs

Ktk

Tat .(The significance of this for Plato's later philosophy

is.discussed below, ch. IV,

18

Al)

lod

The distinction between sections (a) and (b) is clear:
is no

less

there

suggestion that Heraclitus and Empedocles are either more or
'materialist' than Parmenides:

the issue is stated as between

pluralism and monism, and the

the express contrast between

to section (b)

Tot/

Dßt(eif

nd

-104/6

is marked by

OAA

AA

*9

.

But the difficulty of distinguishing (b) and (c) is aggravated in two
ways.

(i)

The description of the "Gods" tactics against the

"Giants" at 246b,
etus,

so obviously Plato's tactics in the Theaet-

as the breaking up of the so- called reality of the

materialists into

,eokl

r1.674

rtti

has been taken as meaning

that the battle is pitched on the issue of motion and motion-

lessness from the outset,

instead of on the wider issue of

materialism and idealism.
248a - 249d is at once the statement of the compromise

ii)

required on the issue of (b) from the Idealists and the setting-out of the problem (c)
This may throw light on the difficulty raised by Cornford

on 248d

- that the

argument

that in

is not taken up in the conclusion.

knowing

T

Ó4

Ta67el

This argument is

necessary to the symmetry of section (b) but irrelevant
to section (c), and by being taken too seriously in

connection with the latter has added to the difficulties
of interpretation.

(G)

Cornford, From Religion to Philosophy p.14.2

(7)

Robin's treatment of Heraclitus in La Pensée grecque mediates
betweo n materialist and Hegelian interpretations and avoids the valuations according to preconceived schema of which Cornford and Burnet are

guilty in their respective books.

(8)

v. Heath, Aristarchus,

Ch. VIII pp. 39

is ridiculed by Aristotle (Meteor.

sqq.

The foot -broad sun

339b34) and Plato's reference to

the sun that goes out is equally derisive in a quiet way (Rep. VI. 498a

fin.).

(9)

v. esp.

Ch.

II n.

41.
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(10)

(11)

Aet. ii :.14,3 (D.G. p. 344) v. Heath, Aristarchus pp. 40 sqq; Tannery,
Pour l'Histoire de la science hellene p. 154.

Classical Philology i p. 279. The theory is reiterated, ib. VII
212 sqq., and restated(with reproaches upon Zeller for hesitancy
in adopting it) in art. "Qualits.tive Change in pre- Socratic Philosophy"
ad init. (A.G_. Ph. Band XIX)
p.

(12)

E.

G.

Ph3 p. 62 n. 1.

(13)

Leucippus's doctrine of thet)toli offers a very close parallel to
Anaximander in expression (D.L. T
2) and might have been read back
into him. On the question of the motion of the earth in Anaximander
see below ch. ii n.L0 p.4.1

(14)

Mr. H. C. Baldry (art. 'Embryological Analogies in pre- Socratic
Cosmology', Classical Cruo,rterly vol. XXVI p. 27) has a completely new
theory of the nature of t'(40iç based on direct parallel to the 1Tt
k.Kos 1(040 .. Though the use of 1tt 4v %ai and Nbtem VQI does seem
very significant, I am inclined to see a closer parallel to the Pythagorean scheme of evolution from the fiery nucleus than to Anaximander.

(15)

Comm. p. 354 init.

(16)

As e.g. Comm. pp. 76 - 78.

(17)

Plutarch de animae prócreatione 1013e -1017d fin. Platonicae
Quaestiones IV.
de animae procreatione 1015d fin. e

(18)

init.

A. B. Krische, Die theologischen Lehren der griechischen Denker,
1840; pp. 68 sqq.

(19)

Gottingen,
(20)

Not only do the dialogues present us with the tension between
the religious doctrines of transmigration and a happy release (a conPindar,
flict to which an agreed solutionQKahad ong been found;
,75 (Schröder) t6re s tftwai Empedocles fr. 146 Diels,
Olympians
Phaedrus 249a) but the position is further complicated by a,kind of
replaces
law of conservation of energy in the realm of To)(` when (1u1
does
This law
the hylozoist.4ú6S as Oi 1KiV6E sas
in the Phaedo (72a sqq. esp.
really behind he doctrine of &VTo.1ro%v
Key; ago,Xt
72d finit: >. A Ç)(&V oi ov i
vaI ers To/ TEVávai;

e.g.

,

it

and

:

for'lato.

is

laVra

is necessarily'hbsile to the religious longing for

KgapOrs(esp.68

The last definitely Platonic treatment
sqq.) which marks the dialogue.
of the question, at Laws X 904, seems to mark the complete triumph of
and the conservation- argument, but the Epinomis
the
)es 1Ci
(992b) still holds out the promise of release for. the wise, whether to
islands of the blest or to continents.

(21)

Rohde, Psyche, Eng. trans. pp. 386 fin. sqq.

(22)

fr.

(23)

12 Diels.(Fr. d. V5 p. 38).

Ph3 p. 267, also p. 261 and 4 127 init.;Cornford,
(I quote leaving out of account
From Religion to Philosophy p. 154.
controversy
;.ith Dr. Peck and others
of
the
any later views arising out
on Anaxagoras's doctrine of
Burnet, E. G.

matter)

(24)

(25)

Metaph. A 985a 18.

Apologia Socratis 26c, d. The full value of this passage in its
bearing both on the historical Socrates and on Anaxagoras seems to he
been passed over both by Prof.. Taylor in his Varia Socratica and by Mr.
Hackforth in his recent book.
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(26)

fr.

(27)

Rohde, Eng. tr. p. 387

(28 )

fr.

(29)

Burnet, E. C. Ph3 p. 268 n. 1.

(30)

12 Diels,

init.

-

,

de an. 404a 25.
12 Diels, Kau ivtappi
,is frequentative n t
of the soul at Timaeus 37aó is
but has been defined as
of like by like, not by unlike
f;,.

,

(33)

mit

Trenclelenburg
Comm. in Ar. de anima pp. 384, esp. p.384 med:
Aristoteles, cum cognoscendi naturam prolositam haberet, quae universa
quadam imagine significata latius patuisse videntur ad solam cognition em traxit.

(31)
(32)

12 Diels, init.

T

aqt Tavros

1064v

i

G

F.i

Kai

i

u

E4

a mere synonym for &xs.i
The action
of the same nature as this force of
the action of circles and as a knowing
as in Anaxagoras.
.

The fragment from the de 7rcunc
e. g. fr. 41 Diels.
(401a 10,
11 Diels, fr. 45 Bywater) may have a similar meaning /c etroversy
concerning its interpretation is noted in Fr. d. V5 pp. 153, 154

fr.

:

(footnotes).
(34)

Having }:ostulated AM to set his Ni7,110 in motion he had no need
of star -souls to account for its continuance.
Moreover the actual
fall of the meteoric stone probably confirmed his adherence to the
astronomy of the School of Anaximenes at Lampsacus. Eudemus objected
to his account of the origin.óf motion on Aristotelian grounds (Simpl.
in 'hysica 1185, 9) while Simplicius himself argued that it must have
been -gyp tids5 'fu(a .
n¡ns( id. ib. 1121, 21; v. Diels, F. d. V5 59A,
59,

(35)

s

64.

1

Plato's sarcastic remark about philosophers who project the state
of their own heads into the macrocosm (Cratylus 411b) is probably
aimed at the -N
But it is all the more significant that it
4,1riy.
could be used against his own (or Alcmaeon's) doctrine in the Timaeus.
Plato would probably evade the issue by claiming that the control of
Vo¡sin the latter case effects the nearest approach to perfection,
while in the former the effect is arbitrary and mechanical.

(36)

fr. 116 Diels (F. d. V5 11p. 165 fin).

(3 ?)

Diels, F. d. V5 68A 11.

(38)

I

For the neKAt41-41D1 v. n. 6. supr: the TVb ä1$ *II are mentioned,
4-6=,i 3'loloh VI 8, Plato Crat. 409B.
In spite of the similarities
between Laws 888e sqq. and Aristotle Physics B 7, 8, there is hardly
any need to postulate a school of followers of Emped.ocles as the
subjects of the former passage. England's comment (on 889b 4) is
probably all that can profitably be said: "The mention of the four
elements suggests 'that it was not the Atomistic system of either
Leucippus or Democritus against which the Athenian's arguments are
specially directed. It is against any system which
or
01k to have had any share in creation that he is fighting, and though
the arguments pat into the mouths of his opponents remind us now of
one school now of another, he probably had no particular school in
mind ". Archelaus not only ma*eno use o:yo`q in cosmology but held
according to D. L. II 16 Kai -tá ,KQov {cam
alumoV OÚ Toot' stmat
Vo :J
This would lead in his followers to the position outlined 'in Laws 890a. (c.f. I6r. Tate's article, Class Quart. vol. XXX

denies

b

.

pp. 48 sqq.)
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(39)

^^

The

Ip. with which Aristotle charges the Atomists (ìet.
A 985b 1
id, no doubt, their refusal to allot a psychic cause to
motion or to hold a doctrine of the 'natural motions' of the simple
bodies ( Cornford, op. cit. p. 156; Burnet op. cit. p.340). But
Plato had gone beyond them in working out the various forms of
derived motion in the Laws (theirs was only the "ninth kind" of his
classification at 893b sqq.). He would no doubt claim that a careful specification of the kinds of mechanical motion would make the
need for postulating the tenth, self -caused kind apparent to the
AV+1

serious thinker.
(40)

I have made no reference to the principle of "like to like" to
which Professor Cornford in his inaugural lecture ( "The Laws of
Potion in Ancient Thought" Camb. Univ. Press 1931) seems prepared to
hand over the whole field among the pre- Socratics. This ignores
and 'pervasive' motion as
circular motion. (e.g., the irte-e+6S
of the air in Diogenes of Apollonia, and all the treatment of motion
of the warm element in the medical writers.
)

(41)

c

itself a ain,modified in

(42)

f

Diogenes of Apollonia and the author of lfei 1401111.4 Q. are contrasted with Alcmaeon in the next chapter as being less directly
precursors of the Timaeus than he.
The fact remains that they asser7
if with emphasis on the physical side, the Ionian
which finds

the

later Plato as the ¡Olt116 61

in 14/ur¡

I follow fir. Murphy's ex;,.osition in Class, Quarterly vol. XXX
pp. 40 sqq. stressing especially his concluding section (pp. 45 - 7)
I wish to regard the later doctrine of the óJod
s
and pF
as
a riA iiiw \6ZIJS
a return to something more Mdlos to Anaxagor s's
Vdvs than the
îc could ever carry one.
EVrfic

1
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CHAPTER

2.

Anticipations of the Doctrine in Alcmaeon of
Croton and among later Pythagorean and Medical Writers.
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Alcmaeon of Crotonl was a contemporary of the old age of Pythagoras, according to Aristotle2.
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'

;Je

are not told explicitly that he

belonged to the Crotoniate medical school, and the evidence for
his being a Pythagorean is ambiguous3, but there can be little doubt
he was in close alliance with both Societies.

The medical schoo

probably existed before Pythagoras came to Croton:

a well -establishes

th:.t

fame is attested by the story of Democedes and by the list of Croton fate victors at Olympia in the first half of the sixth century.

the founding of the Pythagorean brotherhood,

Afte:

the medical men would be

drawn at least into the initiatory grade4, and thus the Pythagorean
concern for dietetics, as distinct from religious abstinences, can
be traced back to the lifetime of the Founder.

Though Alcmaeon's

\:ork

appears as of great significance to us,

it was too special and. too little

speculative to earn the standing

of one of the great systems of pre -Socratic philosophy.

His work

was buried in Pythagoreanism and in the medical writers of the fifth
century, and this may account for the scantiness of references in

antiquity5 and for the apathy reflected in the notice in Laertius
Diogenes6.

Aristotle and Theophrastus are the best sources of our

evidence, though they decided against his view of the common sensoriu:

which was the Coan view also, and though when Aristotle quotes Alcmael
it is to differ from him7.

But these considerations only make klato'l

indebtedness to him in the Timaeus the more significant,

and especial:

so if one shrinks from insisting as strongly as Professor Taylor does

on the strict conformity of the content of that dialogue to its

dramatic date.
There is no evidence that Alcmaeon wrote more than one book8 and

therefore we must suppose all the genuine extant fragments and
'opinions' to have'been contained in it.

In title the book followed

Anaximander and it is clear that Alcmaeon was acquainted with the
work of the =lesions.

The doctrine of Lrovoµ%a,

among contraries

seems to be an application to the microcosm of Anaximander's law of
the macrocosm that opposites pay retribution to one another according
to the ordinance of time.

This assimilation of microcosm to macrocosn

would have a precedent in the doctrine of.Anaximenes found in the one

24

and thus the first Pythagoreans may have

surviving fragment10,

learnt from the Liilesiaris a principle which they were to carry to

perfection, or, as it seems to us, to rank excess.

1f we allow that

the assimilation was made by Alcmaeon in his doctrine of I,6ovoµtQ
it becomes probable that he would carry it out in detail in his

doctrine of the irnniortality of the soul.

But there must have been

some link between these doctrines and his original work in empirical

psychology, unless we are to suppose a hiatus in his -ItQ

iút5110S

.

This link probably consisted in the identification of the brainll

(which Alcmaeon was the first to proclaim,

on empirical grounds,

common sensorium and the seat of "Understanding ")

the

as the microcosmic

theatre of those motions which are the counterpart of the motions of
the immortal heavenly bodies in the macrocosm.

If this link had been

forged already by Alcmaeon, it is clear that Plato found it suited to
his own dealing with psycho -physical matters in the Timaeus.

We must

therefore consider the historic evidence for the anticipation of Plato

by Alcmaeon which is to be deduced from the passages quoted at the
head of the present section.

The first passage testifies only that Alcmaeon held that the
soul is

044.1

OW01 .4

l
aUTOKW1roS

:

it does not

state that he regarded it as

l

or that its

K116-0

is

dcuKÁo+o Sa.

There is strong evidence, however, that he did regard the soul as
Q,ITOU(IVITOÇ

and that Krische12 was right in pointing to the direct

derivation from Alcmaeon of Plato's argument at Phaedrus 245c

5

sqq.

Philoponus and Sophonias commenting on the earlier passage in the de
anima13 where Aristotle speaks in general terms of those who called
%

the soul
meant.

1.0

e.
QUTO KilouI

,

agree Plato, Xenocrates and Alcmmeon are

But this is not to assert that Alcmaeon',s reasoning would be

the same as Plato's in the Phaedrus.

Plato there deduces the immortal-

ity of the soul from the necessity of an everlasting self -moved source
of motion, but Alcmaeon probably deduced the

25

soul's immortality from

the unnuestioned immortality of the stars on the ground14 of their
9 !

coiïa:ion

aft bitVitdpt

characteristic tTv

We might set out Plato's aroment as `dachtler does:
GL 0.vU.Toy
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Alcmaeon's reasoning is far simpler and might be thus stated:
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a

^

)

ergo

T.

(,LSTta.4 t.d

-77)-ji

aVATOlç
I

/

a pava.-ros

Granting to 'sdachtler15 that the idea of auT Kff;;
expressed here, it is surely true that
In calling the

S_o

qTi 6t `p'f

auT79(rw,T);

is

a.

is

not openly

subsumed under

"divine" and his innumerable worlds

"Gods ", Anaximander implied that they "governed" as well as moved

eternally.

Similarly Alcmaeon would regard the continuous motions

alike of the stars and of the soul as the expression of a power of

abiding self -determination.

It is,

indeed, as claiming for the soul

a share in the power of self -determining original motion that Alcmaeon

may rightly be said to anticipate directly the argument of the Phaedrus.
But does it follow that the "likeness" of the ever -moving soul
to the ever -moving stars consists in its KUKAo^:`La.

in some sense?

Only if this can be shown can it be established that Alcmaeon's work

prepared for Plato the psychophysical scheme that lay behind that
doctrine of the soul as at once knowing and moving which dominated in
his latest exoteric philosophy.
The probability that Alcmaeon intended

KU04061

by

KtV1r5,'

f7/V£K.,

is best established by discounting other póssible interpretat-

ions.

The first of these might be that an indeterminate motion, a

kind of flow or permeation, of life -stuff is intended, like the life-
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motion inherent in Anaximander's aTUuy
Anaximenes.

and in the

of

.e,°

Such views.were no doubt prevalent among medical writers

and philosophers and achieved a wider influence in fifth -century

Athens through the works of Diogenes of Apollonia16.

But we can

see that Alcmaeon is much nearer to Plato than Diogenes is if we
L7

compare the fifth fragment of Diogenes (concerning
fragment of Alcmaeon confining
t

-h-

to the beasts18.

tú/E;

to

vertri

)

with the

man and allowing only

The Air that controls all creatures and

by Which they are steered varies in slight gradations throughout

their kinds, but wherever it is found is

lb Thy Vo,16

qtr./

.

But

I

that which is (or causes) the

t-0%/05

which, according to Alcmaeon

sets men apart from all the animals, that which Plato mould place

only in the dominant soul in the.head of man19, cannot be equated in
its nature or in its motions with this pervasive air.

Loreover, in

his astronomy Diogenes sums to have followed Anaxagoras with slight
emendations of his own20.

This implies at least that he laid no

stress on the distinctive livingness of the heavenly bodies and the

analogy which he seems to imply between the air which animals breathe
and the air 'by the sun'21 signifies less, not more, than the analogy
of macrocosm and microcosm in Anaximenes22 and could never serve to

prove the special immortality of the air in man23.
of the views

This discounting

of Diogenes would be applicable to those theories in the

medical writers which show clear affinity to them.

passage in the

-64

$

recognised as Tuw

tq-Cfs

Ct1íO TOO

V0060

Even the notable

(p. 392 Littré) where the brain is

vktpoS i,

rov

+íí5and as

£Qü

pc 1

``
II

c

V

ollE ma)v
as_

fails to anticipate Plato's position in the Tinìaeus

fully as do the fragments of Alcmaeon.

For Alcmaeon there is

something more specific in the movement of the soul than this pervading control of the all -surrounding air24.
There is also the view that the motion intended is an agitation.

Such is the view attributed by Aristotle to some of the Pythagoreans
that the soul is "the motes in the air or that which moves them "25.

In this form the doctrine is clearly late:

its affinities with Dem-

ocritus, who also used the figure of the motes,

27

suggest that

it belongs

j
to Pythagorean atomism. But the phrase

/

VnvrQ

KaV

1704111e;

Yet while an incessant

suggests a much more primitive background26.

motion of this character might well have been attributed to the stars
by Alcmaeon, it is dif_icult to suggest any astronomical phenomenon
to which he could have considered it analogous.

The twinkling

the stars receives no scientific notice before Aristotle27,

of

and the

sun, moon and planets, to whose motions the soul's motion is express-

ly compared, do not twinkle.
It would seem,

then, that we mast assume a definitely astronomic-

al motion to be intended, and this can only be orbital in some
-':Je

sense.

should therefore pass to the evidence for Alcmaeon's astronomical

views, and here we have to rely on Aetius and Stobaeus and on Laertius

Diogenes28.

The language of Laertius is clearly Aristotelian,

the testimony must not be disregarded on that account.
to one of the earliest formulations

but

For it points

of the two radical differences

between riestern' astronomy and the Ionian succession.
The first of these differences is shown in the turning away,

even in the earliest age of Pythagoreanism and even by a semi- inclepend.
ent ',ìestern thinker, from the naturalistic account of the heavenly

bodies.

This naturalism is the mark of the Ionian succession.

For

'Gods' in a sense - they were

the lü lesians, though the stars were

the most notable agregates of life -stuff - yet .interest centered in

their physical constitution, and thus Anaximander, with his daring

account of the breaking -up of the

\V!

into rings of flame,

and

//

Anaximenes with his stars kindled

Togo$

tT

WC674VOU

29 were

succeeded by the "impious" astronomy of Anaxagoras and the open

materialism of the Atomists.

The Pythagoreans made a radically

different approach to the question.

not

It may /have been part of their

philosophy to assert the inherent divinity of the heavenly bodies,
though in Alcrnaeon's own case the epithet

vita

seems established30.

But it was their concern to see rational mathematical law in their

movements, whether in their cosmogonical theory of the limiting of
the dark void into a cosmos by the original fiery monad3l or in their

28

astronomical theory of the orderly motions of the stars and planets32.
'.:'hen

?Plato

discounts star- gazing33 and makes those who looked into

the heavens but no farther to turn into birds in the next life34, he

may have been making a dichotomy that went beyond Pythagoreanism but
he was expressing the common Pythagorean concern for the rational

law rather than for the physical explanation.
In the second place, we have implied for the first time in

Here again

Alcmaeon the outer sphere comprehending the universe.

the necessity was rather logical than physical - as Parmenides was
to point out.

'.hy the

heart of truth must be

'round' will never be

self -evident to us as it was to the Pythagoreans35.

But the physical

consequences of their conviction on this point were to reign till
Kepler.

So firmly was the principle established in cosmology by

Philolaus and Eudoxus and then by Plato,

th&.t

Aristotle could bring

forward the arguments for 'one heaven' in de caelo A

9

believing them

Men no longer looked out into the Boundless

to be entirely 'physical'

This was the real cleavage between

with Anaxirnander and Leucippus.

those who believed in 'one world' and those who believed in many the Pythagoreans who believed in a precise number were clearly felt

by the rest to be holding an untenable position".
But we must return to Alcmaeon's historical place in this develop

ment.

Burnet remarks that "his astronomy seems very crude for one who

stood in close relations with the Pythagoreans "J7, but this statement
must be received with caution.

Any account of the views of Pythagoras

himself must be conjectural, and we mast remember (as Burnet and other

forget") that Alcmaeon's floruit

is probably to be placed between

those of Anaximines and of Xenophanes: as 'a young man in the old age
of Pythagoras' he lived in the second generation only of the School.

Probably we mast agree with the judgment of Lartin39 that the contrary
motions of the heavens diurnally and of the planets in their periods
was first recognised by Pythagoras himself - though Theon of Smyrna is
the first evidence for this.

Concerning the shape of the earth,

Laertius recognises the tradition that Theophrastus said that Parmenid

29

was the first to assert its sphericity-,, and it may be that Pythagoras
as well as Alcmaeon believed in the cylindrical earth of Anaximander
at rest in the centre of the planetary system of "cart -wheel" orbits40.
If so,

the transition from Milesian to Italian astronomy involved but

two transformations of the external scheme,

the relegation of the

fixed stars to the outer sphere with its containing contrary motion

and the recognition of a larger number of planets41.

As we have seen,

there is no reason for assuming a priori that the first Pythagoreans

would speculate very much on the shape and physical constitution of
relations not their physical

the planets;

it was their systematic

constitution

that were important to them.

Therefore Burnet ought

not to say that Alcmaeon's views on the shape of the sun and on eclipse

were 'so crude' that he can hardly have invented the doctrine of conand planets.

trary motions of OVe4405

But it may be the case that

Alcmaeon was only interested in the astronomy of the School in so far
as he could apply it to psychology by the accepted analogy of microc-

osm to macrocosm, and that in this astronomy he recognised

a,

rational

scheme of motions which he believed could be recognised again in some
sense as the motions of that reason which ruled in the brain of man

and set him apart from the beasts.
It becomes relevant here to consider the exact relevance

cryptic saying42 attributed to Alcmaeon in the Problems.

of the

Its authent-

icity has not been questioned, though it occurs only here43 and is not
so easily accomodated to the remaining fragments as Burnet would

suggest.

The cautious comment of the Problems shows that the writer
i

was aware of its difficulties while admitting its y%1(11115

.

Discuss-

ion of it may serve to bring out the tension in Pythagoreanism between
dogma, astronomy and psychophysics which Plato attempted to resolve
into a unity in his latest exoteric philosophy.
'Ilan

Alcmaeon's position must

dies' - 'The soul is immortal'.

include these apparent contradictories.

If

0.T

XKu6

,

refers to the

body only, we need only assert his belief in transmigration44.

30

But

if

Q

i,`

mean more for Alcmaeon than

Ó atvvtL1ro5 airbAmp rust

A.áWaTr

ralNe

Toy bittaToç

seem to find implied a doctrine which foreshadows

Aristotle's doctrine of the entrance from without of the intellectual
A soul -force operates the heavenly bodies incessantly but the

soul.

centres of consciousness in man intermittently, only SO long as the
internal orrery functions adequately and is free from the fatal

mechanical defect of failing to join the beginning to the end.
s

Kt/114/k

is clearly implied45.

necessary, or is the

K010\o5

or biological recurrence,

or,

A

Is this specíal.interpretation of it

merely some life-cycle of human affairs
lastly,

is it the Orphic

TXos

1íY661-,L S ?
I

If the

TEOS yi,vESI4U

is meant,

we must suppose the meaning to

be that man has to go through a cycle of lives before all things are

restored to the same state, but that the heavenly bodies continue in

unchanging being through the whole planetary 'great year'.
cycle runs through many lives,theirs through one:

Man's

he cannot join the

beginning to the end as they can.
There are objections to this interpretation from two aspects.
We cannot be certain that Alcmaeon believed in complete
r

that is in the

alOKAT0.Ó-mrs. irimm V

7011tJE6ia

,

I

These things belonged to the

religious side of the school and a medical associate may well have
refused to accept them. hohde46 suggests that Alcmaeon cannot have

held the transmigration doctrine because he ascribes
alone.
ed,

sc11/611/41.

to man

The Phaedrus myth47 shows how this difficulty could be surmount-

but it is hard to believe that

'the founder of empirical psychology'

would set himself the task of surmounting it.

From the opposite stand-

point, there is the deeper inconsistency for an Orphic, if we do suppose

Alcmaeon to have been of the faith, of assuming that man suffers 0.-rAA%u

p¡

is a very strong expression:

- because he fails to complete

the circle and that the heavens are blessed because they do so.

The

Orphic hope of deliverance from the 'sorrowful, weary wheel' was bound
to conflict, for a Pythagorean Orphic, with with the doctrine of the

glorious and perfect life of the circles and of the outermost sphere.
But this conflict, which Plato himself scarcely resolved, would hardly

Jl

arise at the beginning of the Pythagorean astronomy, but only on the

subsequent realization of the contradiction; and so any interpretation
of Alcmaeon's saying as an adaptation of his own discoveries to the
i

doctrine of Vahuyytvt

Ott

is probably unhistorical.

At Physics 223b 24 Aristotle
r

£11ßt

TA

aVueava

-W0.Ta

.

quotes the

common

saying

KurGOJ

He explains this as meaning that "all

other things are discriminated by time and end and begin as though

conforming to a cycle, for even time is thought to be a circle "48.
This is because these things are measured by circular movement - by
days, months and years.

Alcmaeon's saying might be taken to mean no

more than that at death man fails to complete one of these

but such a minimal meaning is highly improbable.

'periods'49,

Still less probable

is any interpretation based on the idea expressed at de G.

sqq. that

1ïVVTO KAY

as possible.

Ocitra and

ttvAQ

674,41

et C.

336b

ara imitate VUl(A04oe1Ta as

far

For the racial succession and the reciprocal transform-

ation are thought to be circles - not heavenly circles but sub- lunary
approximations, perfect in their degree.

But Alcmaeon makes death a

fault and a break, a broken arc which is in no sense equivalent to a
circle.

No doubt the writer of the Problems passage favoured some

rr

L.V70o

oV- interpretation along these or other lines:

account for his comment.

Perhaps the

O4+ß

='`: which

is precisely the interpretation connecting the

this would

discounts

he

saying with the circles

in the head - for he may have had access to an Aristotelian criticism

of such an

interpretation in the lost

írtoS

must disregard his warning and accept the

NVAM0ç.50.
at

i1(4
t A0

But we

since the

others prove inadequate.

We may best estimate the approximation of this doctrine of Alc-

maeon to the Timaeus by contrasting two passages from later medical
writers, one agreeing with him in recognising the brain as the organ
of intelligence but with no definite astronomical analogy,

the other

drawing some form of astronomical analogy but ignoring the supremacy
of the brain.
a
Var

The first of these,

gJ, we have already glanced
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the later chapters of the
at

1X

to

in distinguishing Alcmaeon's

theories from those of Diogenes of Aidollonia51.

Consciousness and

intelligence depend for this writer on the plt ultimately:
Alcmaeon,kpftbus

belongs to man in his own right.

for

We cannot de-

termine precisely how much of the sentence at Phaedo 96b 4 sqq., with
its clear anticipation of Aristotle's doctrine in Anal. Post. II 19,

can be regarded as directly due to Alcmaeon, but we can be sure that
he regarded
organs52.

uvt/51$.

as capable of dealing with the data of the

sense-

Aetius speaking in Stoic terms says he placed To fiyOVIIK01(

in the brain53.

The sense -organs can only report to the brain if it

is in its right place and unimpaired;54 but it is the brain which

"furnishes the sensations ".

We have nothing to show how this teach-

ing was related to the doctrine of opposites.

The seed was a portion

of the brain55 and the brain was formed first in the embryo56:

there -

presumably, it exercised a directing force on the pairs of

fore,

C

opposite 01/0 1144

imposed

16-00)04.,

that constituted the material of the body, and
It was not far

.

from this conception to the

controlling divine circles of the Timaeus.
The other passage is found in the first book of the

btAATI

.

Dr. A.

L.

irrett

Peck57 finds in the writer not only an obvious

dependence on Heraclitus for his main proposition concerning fire
and water, and not only affinities with Anaxagoras in his treatment
of parte coming together, but close affinities to the Timaeus in

his treatment of the circuits and of respiration in particular.

But

Timaeus 77c - 81c has clearly a different inspiration to that of
73b - 77c.

In the earlier section all is treated teleologically

from the point of view of the soul:
the formation of the marrow ".

"the

starting -point for all was

The circuits of the soul are divine

and are sheltered within this as within a stone fence.

The mouth was

"ordered .... with a view at once to the necessary and the good,

being devised as an entrance for necessary purposes, but an exit with
an eye to the good.

For all that enters it to sustain the body is

no more than a necessity, whereas the stream of discourse which flows
out from it and subserves intelligence

and best ".

is

of all streams

the fairest

But the later treatment of circulation, digestion, respiration and

bodily growth and decay
whole.

a self- contained

is

and self -sufficient

Whether it is derived chiefly from Empedocles or from a

source nearer the
ity' than to

i

OIallç

)

'mind'.

58,

it belongs rather to

'necess-

It is subservient to the divine element:

the

channels flow down either side of the marrow and cross at the neck
'in order to assist the functionings of consciousness' (77d).

The

contents of the blood 'imitate the motions of the universe' (81b,1)63;
all fails when the fire fails to cut the victuals any longer and the
triangles of the marrow fail under the tempest (81d).
.of

Yet the system

threefold soul within the marrow is quite distinct from this

system of bodily process which supports its life on the 'necessary'
plane;

and we must distinguish between the ?gfe(4)615

and respiratory process (79e1) and the Tift;A e1,

brain (76a fin.).

Now the ií4J btaiT1Ç

,

of the digestive

of the soul in the

though it certainly

dis-

tinguishes between soul and body, regards both as a blend of fire
and water.

Tm4,61

The circuits performed by the soul are nearer to the

than to the

-fi6l00k

of the TimaeusJ9.

the power of the fire to 'set in order'

scheme in

-114eè

ò'°

"

110

It is true that

is developed into a remarkable

where we are told that fire has made

itself three circuits corresponding to the stars moon and sun60 and
that

in the hottest and strongest fire are 'soul, mind, thought,

growth, motion, decrease, mutation, sleep, waking'.

Yet the

so described is nothing more than the biological principle

again in Chapter 25 of the same book.

soul

described

The circuit is a circuit

in

the body61.
Therefore there is nothing in these later medical writers that so

nearly approaches to the doctrine of soul -motions found in the Timaeus
as do the fragments of Alcmaeon.

Apparently Plato was willing to

leave the gap between the soul- system and the body-system, between
13-ei

000v

and 1Ï4.ß

wós

,

and follow Alcmaeon's 'older doctrine, elab-

orating it only by giving physical basis to the tripartite sou162.
But the spherical brain containing, in some sense, the divine circles

34

that must be attuned to the movements of the heavenly bodies - this

view of the

ü

V(Wv1405

in man has its direct antecedent in the

hypotheses of the Crotoniate thinker whose scanty fragments we have
discussed.

The Weltbild implied - the oÚ eyci

and the seven planets

moving in contrary senses - received clearer definition, no doubt,

during the fifth century.

But it was implicit in Alcmaeonts position,'

and we shall consider later the possibility that Plato chose to ad-

here to this astronomy because he did not permit himself to break
down the bridge between astronomy and psychophysics that Alcmaeon

had built.
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N

(1)

o

t

e

s

Diels, Fragmente der Vorsokratiker (Ste Aufl.) 24.
The latest individual work, that of ';,achtler (de Alcmaeone
Crotoniata, Lipsiae 1896) is valuable in the collection and discussion
of the fragments, but very wreak in its third section, the inquiry
'quae ratio intercedat inter Alcmaeonem ceterosque Graecorum medicos
et philosophos'.
This does not trace Alcmaeon's influence further
than Democritus.
Wellman contributes an article on Alcmaeon to Archeion vol. XI
(morne

(2)

ietaph. A 986a 29 sqq.
Ross, in his note, seems to argue that the truth of fact is
better attested by Iamiblichus Vit. Pyth. 104 than by this pasage,
owing to the doubtfulness of the text. Wachtler rightly defends the
evidential value of the passage insisting that Brandis and Zeller
went too far in doubting the words KA¡
because
1110.10e4
Ìitt
they are absent in Ab, Al.
The weakness of the evidence of Ianiblichus is shown by his
mentioning Phi
us and Leucippus, as
as Alcmaeon, as bein of
i

,ola

lanai
?w

Kat
ÏC /(3o (sea,

well

GwTw

-it te

ke5p4
uT ,

óavr s

v eor

14

al

.

.

g

RAIrev6avrf,,;
tends to abolish
..... Thisall,
against an

the value of
o the testimo y but makes it tell,
early date for Alcmaeon.
(3)

1929)

ioTaToi

I

if at

Only Iamblichus and Laertius Diogenes make him definitely a
Simplicius (ad% Ar. de an. 405a 29) knowing of this
Pythagorean.
Krische points out (Die theologview, supports Aristotle against it.
p. 68) that Cicero in his inDenker
grieschischen
ischen Lehren der
in de nat. deorum i treats
speech
in
the
Epicurean's
direct doxography
Sander
Ionians.
imunediately.after.the
óf Alchaëon before Pythagoras
or
similar any
intercourse
denies
1893)
(edited fragments, Jittemberg
statement
Martin's
to
justify
seems
ity,but on the whole the evidence
(art. 'fypoth 'ese astronomique de Pythagore, Bulletino di Biblio rafia
"Il existait,,,
e di storia delle scienze matematiche e fisiche V j. 100:
Croton, qui
de
Alcrnaéon
du
médecin
authentique
il est vrai un ouvrage
du
de
séjour
contemporain
pourtant
fut
plus jeune que Pythagore,
moins
pythagoricien
etait
Alcmaeon
mais
Pythagore en cette ville;
qu'un penseur indépendant qui seulement avait sub l'- influence de
voisinage de l'école pythagoricienne". Wellman ( .rcheion vol. XI p.159
n. 3) quotes the evidence of Schol. Plat. Ale. I, 121e that he was
this would be the later tradition, however.
IImPeçA0;
.

(4)

The tradition recognises only scientific neophytes (Sig$067AaTlKo,
The medical men were no necessarily
as distinct from (1DiqmaTIe, )^
either of these, but would be nearer the a <O Ö7.0.TKÖI

Cornford, C. Q. 1922 p. 139, and Burnejt, E. G. Ph.3 p. 94
seemed to confuse O,KouiTa,,vcoI and 11-560footi.
Porphyry, who might have been expected to blur the distinctsee, however,
ion, seems clear on the point (R. P. 56b).
Odo Casel1de philosophorum Graecorum silentio mystico
(Giessen 1919) gip. 32 sqq.

-a1

n2,

(5)

The passages collected by Diele Fr. der V. 24 (14) A consist
almost entirely of comment on or record of the passages in Aristotle
and Theophrastus. Chalcidius (in Tim. p. 279 'Irob; Diels 24A10) seems
.1achtler (op. cit. p. 30)
to follow an independent medical authority.
discusses the question of the survival of Alcmaeon's book into later
It would seem that neither Alcmaeon's'book nor Aristotle's
antiquity.
7(..,k,cp,.au`avo.;
(D. L. V. 25) survived to/the time of Simplicius;
sy
Ice,
of Diogenes of
while we know from Simplicius that the `7r.,)
Appollonia did survive (in Phys. 151, 20 ;Diels 64 (51) A4).

ea

36

(6)

L. VIII 83, c. f. ib. V 25.
It does not follow,however, that the Timaeus passages derive
only at second -hand from Alcmaeon and directly from fourth-century
D.

Pythagoreans, and medical men, e.g. Archytas and Philistion.
The
passages on the circles in the head are surely more primitive than
anything fourth -century. So far Taylor's claim for dramatic propriety must stand. We shall look for a reason why this apparently
very primitive µaos. may have seemed to Plato himself the most'likely'.
Hist. Anim. 581a 12; de gen an. 752b22,

de vita et morte 469a

22.

Galen (in Hippocr.. de natura hominum) after enumerating those
who had written a book, -AA
co? tinues 'Tq/ÉL &, °4x
á, A4 TAWa
.Ova; vico11 aYno -ro, o1 S
tiM. a 1 '

4

46i

4

i

first

that

The statement
Alcmaeon =.:as the
to write a (76-710C
made by D. L. and by Clement (Strom. I 26, 78) is dif icult.
Anaximander and Anaximenes had preceded him.
.Philolaus was the first
Pythagorean to publish a work (D. L. VIII 15, 85).
Perhaps Alcmaeon
was the first 'Western' writer or the first to give a medical bias to
06.44 Trivet, . The explicitness of the testimonies and their
conflict tell against the theory that the title 1It1!) 4j 6i0; is in
every instance the work of the librarians at Alexandria - even though
the testimonies are late.
Tannery (art. 'Sur le sécret dans l'eçole
de Pythagore', Archiv. far Geschichte der Philosophie1Band ;, v. 34)
argues that Alcmaeon was an (ticout ßTlcoç publishing his icQ 4u6ws
against the law of the Brotherhood.
ibfet

,

Dr. A. L. Peck,

(99)

in his unpublished thesis

'Pseudo-Hippocrates

Philosophus' (which he very generously allowed me to inspect)
that Alcmaeon's phrase

towoti4 7nai

ouva,Ltwv

suggests

has political associat-

ions drawn from the Pythagorean activities in Croton and the other

cities of Magna Graecia. %uvtptiç

meant, therefore,

political parties

originally, and passed from this meaning into that found in the medical'
writers.
But Dr. Peck's view seems to beg two questions.

It assumes

that

Alcmaeon was a Pythagorean (which we have seen to be uncertainn.

3

supr.) and politically active (which is not likely in a medical ad-

herent of the Brotherhood.)

Moreover, it assumes that

'Gyro,

could

express the Pythagorean political ideal; for if not, Alcmaeon would

hardly have used the word to express the medical ideal of

c

/

UilyQ

But the Pythagorean governments were oligarchic and though they might

have claimed to be the best harmony of the elements of the state (c. f.

Plato Rep. 430d sale.) would have
p5,v li
J
means any pretensions to 1&01/0µíp which was a democratic

the doctrine of

all

4

)4,

(c. f. Herodotus iii.

80 (speech of Otanes) Plato, Menexenus

avoided by
catchword
239e.

encomium on the Athenian constitution) Republic 5636, 561e (I ó0Y0

37

(

IK

in
)

-

disparaging usage).

The only political philosophy to which Alcmaeon's

doctrine would apply is Solon's (b,{ Jt, )

f4

I

yA rCpW 4X ñT%)

and if

.

J

Alcmaeon held this he would be nearer to the democratic overthrowers
of the Pythagoreans at Croton than to the Brotherhood in his politics.

Kylon was almost certainly a wealthy "Friend of the People ":Burnet E.
G. Ph3 90,

91 is not convincing.

To assert a direct connection with Anaximander is not to deny

that the doctrine is an application to medicine of Pythagoras's dis-

covery of the definin

limit of the musical scale (so Cornford,

H. vol.

G.

iv:- Burnet, E.

Ph. p.

analogy, but see also p. 112.)

195,

C.

A.

seems to rely on the political

;achtler truly says (op. cit. p. 89)

"Praeterea numerorum doctrinae, quam Pythagoreorum primarium fuisse
scimus, ne minimum quidem in Alcmaeonis fragmentis vestigium extat ",

but Alcmaeon may well have seen in the Pythagorean principle a ration

CI
alisation of the 151K1

and )(eovoU)

iç

of Anaximander

.

Thus the

answer to Aristotle's question whether Alcmaeon derived his

'opposite

pairs' from the Pythagoreans or they from him, would be that he de-

rived them from Anaximander but saw the relevance of Pythagoras's doctrine to them.

(10)

fr. 2 Diels.

(n)

It must be admitted that nothing in the extant fragments

T

X^

Éry

-FQorKtiS

(12)

(13)

suggests

that Alcmaeon held that the brain was circular in shape. The discussion on the sutures in the Hippocratic '',`r'ounds in the Head' to
which Taylor appeals (on Timaeus 76a6 - bl; Comm. pp. 536, 537) seems
to be strictly relevant to the matter of that treatise, and it cannot
be more than conjecture to trace this back to Alcmaeon.
In the earlier passage of the Timaeus (42e - 44d) where the
treatment maw be nearer Alcmaeon and less eclectic we have the phrase
to describÉ
-rs
n-av Kul-0 (44a), which may refer to the brain
73c
is
the
head
At
theyf£tbY
motions.
of
the
the actual scene
which contains the spherical brain, the 'ploughland that was to contait
the divine seed'.
Perhaps the most striking conceit concerning the relation of the
inner motions to the outer form is the remarkable statement on the
origin of the various shapes of the heads of the beasts at Timaeus
Tá4 Koeu ác 0T; CV AI
1(
9c E,
Ti Kau ircormac
But
.
.
at
?rcpt
+o
p.i
ÉKábTwV
it) 4Q,it0.j
ingenuity, which may or may not -be humorous, (v. Taylor ad loc. Comm.
pp. 642, 643) is foreign to Alcmaeon, who makes a radical distinction
between man and the beasts.
Forschungen zur greich Philos.
Zeller.
404a 20 sqq. v. Hicks ad loc.

38

I

76;

f

..

follo7.ed'

..

this

by Hirzel, Susemih1,1

(14)

.? logically inadequate
ground,ofcourse, but such an attempt at
logic might well have been made by Alcmaeon.

(15)

"Sed Crotoniata rudern in modem per analogiam colligit:
'Anima
stellis perietus motis similis est motu perpetuo:
ergo ceteris quoque
qualitatibus: ergo etiam immortalitate' notione ?íû Gv'tb
(ws TOJ. si
fides est Aristoteli, plane neglecta:
Flato hac ipsa notione nixes
per syllogismos concludit" (de Alcmaeone Crotoniata p. 57 fin.)
I
object to "plane neglecta".
.

(16)

Aristoph. Nubes 225 sqq.,

264 passim, Hanae 692, Philem..fr. 91
Rohde (Psyche, Ch. XII nn. 143 - 157).
gives full parallels from Euripides but holds that 'it is not true to
say that the poet's views show the "closest kinship" with the monistic
system of Diogenes or with any monism'. Nevertheless they reflect the
prevalence of an eclecticism in contemporary thought of which Diogenes
is the surviving example.
(v. Diels F. d. V.

64 51 C).

(17)

fr. (6) Diels.

(18)

passage VI above

(19)

cf. Timaeus 90A.
The clear distinction between man and the beasts
is obscured for Plato by the exigencies of transmigration, but the
fundamental distinction is really maintained in the distinction between
1/0134

and

o)(,

(20)

Burnet E. G. Phi. pp. 356 sqq.
To insist that the heavenly bodies
are of pumice -stone is to show that Ionian interest in the physical
constitution of the heavenly bodies from which the Pythagoreans turned
away (v. infr. Ph. 28 s4q)

(21)

fr. 5 (6) Die ls.
seems to mean 'in the vicinity of
ísj,Ci its ¡VI
the sun' not air within the sun, which is its 'soul' like the creatures'
Burnet seems to base his
souls of hotter air than their environment.
statement that "the circular motion of the world is due to the intelligence of the Air" (op. cit. p. 357) on the solitary mention of -cy {( -raj
in the short notice in Laertius (IX 57).
This
641.0; -0'4eI+b L
pro ably refers to cosmogonie motion like the 16404,wri, of Anaxagoras
which must be distinguished from the mathematically regular circular
motions of the heavenly bodies in the Pythagorean astroiomy.
Wellmann
(Archeion vol. ix p. 160) argues for a conception of
as early

c

e

ale

as Alcmaeon, moving naturally in a circle in the stars and in man.
Such a doctrine cannot have been explicit, of course, but the stars and
the soul were probably conceived as composed of refined matter (c. f.n.
5: íhfr)
30 infr.)(ef.aho

h

(22)

fr. 2 Diels.

(23)

For Diogenes, as for Heraclitus, mortals are immortal, immortals
for Alcmaeon, man and the stars are in a different case from
mortal;
the beasts.

(24)

Dr. W. H. S. Jones has a valuable comment on the text and transXIX in his Postscript to vol. 1 of the
lation of 146 ifet6 ,A;600
is regarded by the writer as a filter of
brain
The
'Loeb' Hippocrate
thus the brain, though in some
of the Air, keeping its quintessence;
also a passive instruis
nevertheless
communis
sensus
of
sense the seat
fin.,
'Ch.
XIX
XX init.). Thus
consciousness.
ment of the universal
that we think
between
the
theory
distinguishes
at Ihaedo 96b Socrates
of these
'it
is
none
that
theory
the
and
fire)
or
with air (or water
rise
sense
which
gives
to
experiences'
itself
brain
the
is
things, but it
to
240
saw
refer
to
Alcmaeon.
sqq.)
XI
(Hermes
Hirzel
- a passage which
.

(25)

de an. A. 404a 16 sqq.

39

(26)

Rohde
cf. Phaedo 77d 5 sqq. and Rohde Psyche ch. XIII n. 5.
onn. 35,
does seem to explain Alcmaeon in this way (Psyche ch.t
4jî1a.
moon,
,
40), but fails to show in what sense the motion of lh
in
the'sunbeam.
motes
the
resembles
and
heaven'
sun, stars

(27)

de caelo B 290a 18 sqq.

(28)

passages II, III, IV above

(29)

Hippolytus, Ref.

(30)

7

(Diels F. d V., 13 (3) A

Ar. Met.

N.

(:5)

1091a 12 - 19, Ross ad loc.

-'W1e cannot how determine how far the cosmogony,
which was no
doubt taken literally at first, came to be regarded as loS a 6KpAA
á.1v
But it holds good of both that the real interest was in
the application of the principle of number and ratio.

(33)

Republic 528e sqq. v. infr. p.

(34)

'Timaeus 91 d 6 sqq.

(35)

7

Wellmann in his article 'Eine pythagoreische Urkunde' (Hermes
vol. liv p. 231), in which he seeks to attribute to a fourth century
Pythagorean the account of Pythagorean doctrine reported by Laertius
from Alexander Polyhistor at viii 25 sqq. (incorporated by Diels in
F: d. V. (5te Aufl.) 58 B la: see footnotes there) argues that the
doctrine of VIII 27 has its parallel not only in Plato and Aristotle
but also in Alcmaeon. At the very least we must assert that Alcmaeon
added to the Milesian "ageless and deathless" as applied to the stars..
the sense that these "divine things" exhibited individually a contin-'
uous orderly movement, and thus he prepared the way for their recognition as supreme deities. It is noticeable. that there is no open
recognition in philosophy of the divinity of the heavenly bodies
(though popular belief always held it, e.g. Aristoph. Pax 832 sqq.)
between Alcmaeon and Plato.

(31)

(32)

i

s

I cannot agree altogether with Mr. A. H. Coxon's judgment (art.
The Philosophy of,Parmenides, C. Q. vol. XXVIII pp. 134 sqq.) that
"the sphere is not to be taken as a literal description of the
character of Reality but as a simile illustrating the possibility of
rational thinking ".
It is true that Parmenides is consciously working out the con(I take Parmenides fr. 4 (2)
ßet vou1
sequences of the injunction
)
1. 1 with Schottländer, Hermes LXII p. 435
-.- ua.t
such thinking,so long as,it% fixes itse; f, on reality -- and it is no thinking unless
it döes (ov lot &Vfu TOv fAvsos _...K.t .,
8, 35 Diels)-- cannot bút
arrive at this "rounded truth" which is not only its Abject but its
content. Rational thinking is rounded thinking in a more than figurative.sense.
Diels in his note on fr. 3, 1 in Parmenides Lehrgedicht gives
some indication of the way by which the sphere came to acquire this
quality of logical necessity. But the position of Parmenides must be
seen in relation to the Pythagoreant from Whom he dissented, and,thls
holds good for any discussion of the sphere.
It was one of the
,x,2,4
Pf'the Pythagoreans of which Aristotle says at Let. A.
a1
990a5: iMM
oáT(as Kul Tac Ó(ás .--- .._iKAVQç Aty006Tv £Tiavap ¡vat
WU Siff ?0.'1 4v t.M*i0 -ri474 0 VTI Y 10,1 fLQ kxov
Tìá
dares$ A(10 Iy
p
/The sphere may have come into Pythagorean thinking from the
necessity of fitting the fixed stars into an astronomical scheme
(note 40 infr.). But its power and charm lay in its perfection, which
is expressed for us by Aristotle at de Caelo B 4, 286b 10 - 34.
(c.f.
also Problems XVI 10). The sense of its perfection reinforced and
.

fr.

t

¢
oS.
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justified its physical (astronomical) use. Parmen*ides, however,
shows that the necessity and value of it is logical, ,eaihed by

VdJ not by

jas

ú

2 .

But to him

it

must be

/104111-66

,

or

rather
' could not think PO'v-Ris . In this Parmenides dissented
from the Pythagorean ßú 4añs . Plato's meeting of the difficulty
can best be discussed in treating of the gigantomachy in the Sophist.
(36)

Timaeus 55 c, d.
Taylor, Comm. pp. 378, 379; note especially
his comment on 55d 4 - 6; "Thus we may perhaps infer that Plato admits
that but for considerations of a metaphysical order physics need not
be committed to the hypothesis of only one stellar system ". If so
much can be inferred, this grants Parmenides just what he claims.
Alcmaeon's considerations committing him to his Weltbild were psychological rather than metaphysical, that is, they were based on the
analogy of microcosm and macrocosm - though this has a metaphysical
basis, of course.

(37)

E. G.

Ph3. p.

195,

c. f.

ib.

p.

110 n.

2 fin.

(38)

By putting Alcmaeon after Parmenides in his discussion-Burnet
gives a false impression of Alcmaeon's date. He also says that "he
accepted Herakleitos's theory of eclipses ", as though he were later
in date than Heraclitus also. But Stobaeus (passage IVb supr.) names
Alcmaeon, Heraclitus and Antiphon in their historical sequence.
Rivaud, likewise (Le Probleme du Devenir,p.99) makes Alcmaeon follow
(En effet la doctrine d'Héraclite était
Heraclitus unhistorically.
féconde en applications possibles. Des plus anciennes, nous ne
connaissons avec quelque. Précision qu'une seule, celle qu'Alcrneon
de Crotone en fit presque aussitót á, la médecine ".). Alcmaeon was
a contemporary of Pythagoras at Croton, and there is no evidence that
he retired along with him to Metapontium.
In any case the death of
Pythagoras cannot be later than 496 and Heraclitus (fr. 17 Bywater)
and Xenophanes (fr. 7 Diels) speak of him in the past tense. Alcmaeon
therefore cannot have been influenced by any Ionian later than Anaximenes.
Chiapelli (Arch. far Gesch. der Phil. vol. i p. 593) argues
for a later date for Anaximenes that would make him almost a contemporary of Alcmaeon.

(39)

Art. Hypothese astronomique de Pythagore.
Bulletino di Bibliografia e di storia delle scienze matematiche e fisische V. p. 100:
"Alcméon doit avoir emprunte'ce systeme a Pythagore, avant qui personne
ne l'avait enseigne en Grece ".

(40)

Burnet is so anxious to deny any conception of planetary spheres
before .Eudoxus. (E. G. Ph3 p. 110,

ib

93) that he tends to
"i

slur

over the importance of the growth of the conception of the sphere of

the fixed stars - though he does say "The distinction between the

diurnal revolution of the heavens from east to west and the slower

revolutions of the planets from west to east

obviously involves

a complete break with the theory of the vortex and suggests that the

heavens are spherical"

This was "the only way out of the difficulties

of Anaximander's system" (op. cit. p.110)
It

arose

is important,then,

to insist that while the planetary spheres

only from the calculations of"Eudoxus, the sphere of the fixed

41

stars must have been recognised as soon as the contrary sense of
stars and planets.
due,

This is presumed by Alcmaeon and may therefore be

as the tradition states, to Pythagoras himself.

could discover the diurnal motion of the

ll

'

C

The mind that

.'Jc

of Anaximan-

der would be bound to conclude that they shared the including motion
It is true that even in the Timaeus we hear

of an outermost sphere.

of bands rather than spheres,

of the spherical

Nevis

but the band of the Same

is the equator

and the type and mean of the orbits of the

fixed stars, which are set all over the sphere "in the mind of the
Taylor Comm. p.224

highest" (Tim. 40a; c.f. Ar. de caelo 292b27 sqq.
ad fin. Cornford, Plato's Cosmology pp. 118, 119).

Adam was probably wrong in his notes on the myth of Er
(ad Resp. 616 b sqq.) in arguing (after Zeller) that

planetary spheres are there implied.
are,

But even if they

the purpose of that myth, as Adam says,

is not to

dogmatise on astronomical matters: Plato does not intend
it as

r1 K.ú5

on such points.

In the Timaeus,

the orbits

of the planets are no longer solid cart -wheels, still less

are the orbits of the several fixed stars solid:

the out-

er sphere is not necessarily more'solid' than what it con-

tains.

(Cornford,op. cit. p. 119).-1

The implications concerning the shape and motion of the earth

arising from the ':!eltbild of Pythagoras, as we may term it in contra-

distinction to the Pythagorean central -fire system, are disputed and
S

tend to be adapted by each tcholar to his own theory. D. L. (VIII, 48,
c.f. IX,

21) quotes an opinion of Theophrastus that Parmenides was the

first to assert its sphericity.

Frank (Plato und die so- genannten

Fythagoreer, Beilagen V, VI; S. 184 folg.) argues against any mention
of the sphericity of the earth before the Phaedo myth.

Though the only reasons given in

the sources are based on ob-

servation of the conical shadow in eclipses and not on arguments from
the perfection of the sphere, and though Parmenides's reference,

any, would be in

Mr.
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if

and the reasons given would not be

e

- oc(v acs,

F.3g5) Las

G

toa

N

I

still see the inference

of a spherical earth as inevitable from the

eltbild of Pythagoras.

those given for the sphericity of

-rs

,

1

"Anaximander's

Burnet's note at Fhaedo 109a3 really recognises this:
cylindrical earth could hardly be called

tloP ooirbi

like the Pythagor-

,,j-,

ean spherical earth in the centre of a spherical oucAV(y;

recognition of the existence

pf the

9

1

ovpavo

."

The

was bound to affect the

view of the shape of the earth, even though not immediately.

Perhaps

and Alcmaeon were content with the cylindrical earth, but

Pythagoras

our evidence as to Alcmaeon concerns only the shape of the sun and

(Stobaeus,E01. Phys.I 25, 26.)

moon.

Of far greater importance is the question of the motion of the

earth, for this has a direct bearing on Timaeus 40a, where Taylor

would claim precedents in Anaximander and Empedocles (and, 14ourse
Anaxa,r,oras) for the

motion intended by

(Comm. p. 237).

v.j\krtjal

According to him the static spherical earth does not appear earlier
than the Phaedo myth, and therefore a hypothetical fifth-century Pythagorean was under no obligation to believe in it.
Socrates in the Phaedo treats the question of the position of the

earth and its stability as a commonplace of 4voilis
96b fin, 97d fin,

99b ad fin, C).

totle takes up at de caelo 293a33,

c__

!Mel

(Ihaedo4

But in this discussion, which Aristhe point at issue is the immobility

of the earth in space, not any rotation upon its axis that it may

possess.

HoWever, a close reading of de caelo II 13 leads one at every

point to think that Aristotle assumed that the earth was supposed by
the early thinkers to be absolutely static, except by the central-fire

astronomers and the Timaeus.

Anaximenes, Anaxagoras and Democritus

make the earth static because of its flatness and size (294b 23 sqq);
Empedocles believes that the

It((

keeps it static.

Anaximander the evidence is especially strong.

In the case of

His theory is treated

with most respect, is expressly attributed to him in contradistinction
to the

6

theory treated at 295a

8,

and is refuted at length at the

end of the chapter only on the strength of .Aristotle's

natural places (295b 10 sqq.)

own doctrine of

Moreover he is to be included among thos,

who believe the earth cylindrical and not spherical because it is
at rest (294a 9).

may conclude, then, that Aristotle believed that Anaximander

:e

taught that the earth was at rest at the centre of the universe on

His-words could

the same grounds as re-appear in the Phaedo myth.
i

hardly be more explicit:
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The saurces deriving from Theophrastus support this doctrine of

tbly
axis.

and neither mentions any motion of the earth upon its

ïiti

(

Diels D. G. p. 133

patible with the evidence,

).

Admittedly it is not wholly incom-

but no one would assert it solely on the

evidence of Aristotle and Theophrastus, and

the-.t

of the former tells

against it.

(Even in the cases of Anaxagoras and Empedocles there is no
certainty'that the earth still moves;

in the former case

Hippolytus's account leads one to suppose the earth now
at rest,

except in so far as it is moved by VoJ;

everything
561,

else

5627;

like

Philosophumenon ch. VIII Diels,D.

in the case

(Comm. p. 237 fin.)

G.

pp.

Taylor's argument

of Empedocles

loses plausibility unless one

accepts

his hypothesis that the Timaeus argument is only fifth century:

certainly Aristotle did not treat them as in any
continuity

(the

aî,VO,

r

de caelo 293b 31 (the Timaeus) 295a15

theory and Empedocles)]

.

Both Anaxagoras and

Empedocles lose their relevance as evidence for Anaximande Ç
unless one reads back the
this is open to question;

doctrine of the liJ

than the

ZbJcc,

UoVOS

theory into his system:

for it is likely that Leucippus's

is related to

theories

E

L. L.

IX

him fax more closely

32]

)

Against this massed testimony, which at any rate suggests absolut
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immobility, we have the passage of Theo Sinyrnaeus (p. 198, 18 Hill.)
who follows Dercylides, and claims that Eudemus reported Anaxiirander's

c }J

1

rt1kc5

Ivi

1/(

,+

ïü.

I

V%o?oo ftbov,

Too

-6,

Ó

atAC04
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opinion:

/

Heath conveniently ignores this passage.

.Kranz prints it in the

fifth edition of the Vorsokratiker immediately next to the passage
from the de caelo quoted above.
Of

course Eudemus,

even at second -hand, cannot be set aside.

But we ought to scrutinise the passage very carefully before relying.

Does it really mean what Taylor wants it to mean,

on it.

of the earth at the centre?
to

ci

Ot9Ì

r

,

,

ilaijpo5

It might refer

is suspicious.

but this cannot be taken for granted.

hand the usage of the word in the d-oxographers (v.

a motion

D.

On the other
G.

Index S: V.)

makes it possible that the meaning is that the earth is a planet in spite of the passages

at least this must not be excluded,

Hippolytus (D. G. 559, 23; 562,

6,

from

but see the other passages noted

The second colon of the sentenceincreases the

in Diels's index).

suspicion that the view reported is that the earth is a planet and
that the passage is an attempt to foist a variation of the central If the Timaeus had said that the earth

fire doctrine on Anaximander.

my£I îO1
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instead of describing. it as
Ç

,\

v

would this

not have been taken to mean that the earth had a revolution round the

centre of the universe, as in the teaching of Hicetas and Hcphantus
(D.

G.

378,

566)?

Probably Eudemus is falsely reported by Dercylides

as attributing this doctrine to Anaximander.

Therefore it would be wiser not to look for precedents for the
Timaeus doctrine of the motion of the earth in the Western or the
Ionic philosophers, but rather in the conception that the earth, as
ensouled,

enjoys self-motion.

Plato himself:

We cannot trace this further back thar,

certainly there is no evidence for it in Alcmaeon.
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(41)

occur first in the Payth
The seven planets and the 000'J:
this
scheme was older than the
that
be
sure
least
at
of Er. We can
Alcmaeon seems
fire.
central.
the
round
rotating
system of ten bodies
found
in the :myth
Venus,
etc.,
sun,
moon,
order
to have accepted the
this tells
fin.,
193:
192
cp.
Comm.
of Er and in the Timaeus (Taylor
in
Anaximander)
against Burnet's view of the wheel of stars

Passage V above

(42)

(43)

:dachtler quotes the saying again from the lexicographer and
paroemiographer, Michael Apostolius. (Corpus paroemiographorum ed.

Leütsch et Schneidewin II 674).
(44)
the

(45)

Diels (Parmenides Lehrgedicht fr. 3 1 note) took the view that
implied.
;,1, is the C i,c,ti^,
'
4 r

-rQ

Michael Apostolius (n. 43 supr.) adds to his quotation of the
We may compare Aristotle's argument for
i(A ~,
proverb
4.4+
the priority anis continuity of circular movement, Phys.H 9.
Heraclitus fr. 103 Diels, and his note on Parmenides fr. 3 iri Parmenides Lehrgedicht:
.

(46)

Psyche eng. trans., XI n. 55, ad fin.

(47)

Phaedrus 246 ab.

(48)

Oxford translation.

(49)

"das
Zeller, 15 pp. 490, 491, favours such an interpretation.
Geschlecht der Menschen dagegen ist verggnglich)denn wir sind nicht
im Stande den Anfang mit dem Ende zu verknupfen einen neuen Kreislauf
zu beginnen".

(50)

This may not be as fanciful as it appears, in view of Aristotle's
long and detailed criticism of the Timaeus doctrine in de anima A. 3
(406b 26 - 407b 22).
This centres in the difficulty of considering
thinking as circular movement. Similar criticism in regard to the
other vital activities might have been made against Alcmaeon's doctrine

(51)

(52)

v.

pp.Z/7

,

supr. and note 24.

',Jachtler has a good discussion on the question of the corporeality of the soul in Alcmaeon (op. cit. pp. 58, 59). As against 13ohde
(Psyche ch. XII n. 150 med.) he holds, with Gomperz, that the distinction drawn by Theophrastus (passage VI supr.) between Alcmaeon and
and a corporeal but
Empedocles is not between an incorporeal Vúvi.61ç
between a distinguishing of
and an
P.7í .
00016-4
from
ion of the two. Therefore the sou]4 and the st'arsare probably of a
refined substance(like the Vis7J6 of Anaxagoras) to which alone --4,fiJ
belongs. Beare ('Greek Theories of Elementary Cognition'1, pp: 251, 2)
suggests that Alcmaeon slurred over the problem of sensus communis by
the use of the word 3,SYLñy
Theophrastus is not sure how all the
senses are rttached :to the brain (-q. );
passage VI supr.), but his
classing Alcmaeon with those who make perception
h 1w 6 pith
suggests that he regarded the sense -data as "dealt with in some way
by V4015. a faculty of a different order.
If so, the brain "furnishe
the sensations" through the action upon sense -data by f.JYSEiç
and
this faculty would be responsible for building up memory and thought.
No doubt it is an anachronism to suppose Alcmaeon aware of the
distinction between Sensus Comraanis and Soul as synthetiser of sensa
drawn by Aristotle (see Beare op. cit. pp. 275, 276). But it is
important to insist on his recognition of a higher faculty in. man
connected with the brain which gave to his Q,¡4 6i; a content denied
to the ')r 4'},'r, -,
of the beasts ü
Yw
at
i'4',11rVm rów.

identificat-

`

.

,

z

,

,-
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o

(53)

fr. 17,
Plut Epit. V 17, 3 (Dox. Graec. 427a 8). Vlachtler
dachtler
but
Stoics;
of
the
fin.
(c.f. what is given D. G. IV 21
tantum').
ad
verbum
rem
sed
ad
ipsam
argues that suspicion falls "non
cerebri
10)'
....
Diels
(
24A
C.f. Chalcidius in Tim. p. 279 Lrob.
sede, in qua est sita poteatas animae summa ac principalis, ...'
Alcmaeon is reported to have held to an explanation of sleep which
has no relation to the brain but is akin to those of Empedocles and
op. cit. pp. 71, 72; Diels 24A 18).
( \Jachtler,
Aristotle.
i

(54)

Theophr. de sensu 26 fin; fr. 8 Wachtler. The conception here
seems to be rather of a self-running machine out of connection or
damaged than of ark organ impaired by influences, the idea found in
V0ó0.
the 1Tte i

s

(55)
(56)

(57)

Aetius V,

3,

3 (D.

G.

417).

Diels 24A 13.

Aetius V. 17 3 (D.G. 427). Wachtler op. cit. p. 66.. Plato has
no interest in embryology, and gives it the most cursory treatment at
Timaeus 91 c, d. Aristotle in the de gen. animalium is all the more
insistent to establish the form as the Áa)(11 WV/0;n in this field.
In his unpublished "Pseudo-Hippocrates Philosophus ", Dr. Peck
seems to have proved his case that the treatment of respiration in
I
the -ut.g) S,aíri5 is virtually identical with that in the Timaeus.
do not presumè to differ from him on this or to question the value of
the evidence he brings forward. I am questioning rather his suggestio:
that there can also be comparison with such passages as Timaeus 37 b,c
The circles of the soul are definitely contained within the
and this, as it seems to me, proves to be the marrow which
Foja4
terminates in the spherical brain. (73 c.d.). There is not a single
mention of the marrow in -tad Stair1s 0.i

%Mt

(58)

Dr. Peck suggests close affinities with Philistion, though without pronouncing definitely.

(59)

The iriet jj01 can be affected by bodily conditions, through affect
ions of the marrow. (Tim. 81d, 84c fin., 85e, 86c, 87a). They can,
man must imitate the AlADX
and must be aided by bodily exercise;
point
a
(88d).
to
similar physical and direct control
But we cannot
the
by the circles of
soul over the bodily processes.
So far from
justifying a 'determinist moral psychology' (Taylor, Comm. p. 614),
it seems to me that the psychophysics of the Timaeus come near to mei.t
ing Aristotle's charge against the Pythagoreans that they taught that
any soul could visit any body.
.

(60)

(ol4tfiç 1, 10 fin.
The astronomy involved cannot be Anaximander's for the stars are 'toward the outer circumference'. The
"hottest and strongest fire" presumably means the sun. There is an
extraordinary development of the analogy between microcosm and macrocosm in the fourth book (ch. LXXXIX). Dr. Jones remarks on this in
his Introduction to the Loeb edition (p. lii).
It is made clear there
that 'the sun is in the middle sphere', and the order outwards is
moon, sun, stars.
I.t would be interesting to know the
evidence on
which Professor Housman relied in informing Dr, Jones that a system
of
eight concentric spheres is implied (v. Loeb, Hippocrates vol.
IV p.
427 n 2.).
But whatever the astronomy here implied, there is no parallel
between this analogy between stars and bodily circuits and Alcmaeon's
analogy between the heavenly bodies and the soul.

(61)

C. f. ch. XIX (tr. Jones) "Basket -makers turn
their baskets round
as they plait them;
they end at the place from which they begin.
The
circuit in the body is the same;
it ends where it begins."
C. f. al s(
Ch. VI line 18 (Jones)
111u1i

C

14A
TitcciTo ?á podi
This is precisely .ihat the soul in Alcmaeon and
lato
'

ÉWvT
not db.

'

.
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TR

does

(62)

The difficulties raised by the tri- partite soul clearly show
that Plato felt bound to introduce it in faithfulness to the Pythagorean doctrines, but feltit to conflict with its essential
'simplicity'. Commenting on Rep. X 611b, where Plato states this
definitely, Adam suggests that only the kbyi&iKóv' is immortal.
Jackson (J. RIM. X pp. 120 sqq.) says the conflict crust be reconciled by the interpretation of Timaeus 69c, and interprets this as
meaning that soul exists in mortal only so long as its association
with matter continues, or, as he says at p. 128, they are "a terminable mode of the soul's existence ". The description of natural
death at 81d fin., e, suggests that the whole soul that has functioned in the three 'ganglia' of the marrow, "comes to her natural release
and takes her flight with pleasure" which means that in a sense even

the highest part of the soul in the brain is imprisoned and that even
the lowest part of the soul around the midriff is allowed to escape.
(63)

is said to have an action upon the contents
Here the 1fEew6iS
the
of
blood like the 14ficiv exerted by the i (b cÇ of the oúeavos
upon the (Empedoclean) elements (58a sqq.). But this mast not be
taken to imply that the ireeiwl615
is caused by Vôis in the sense
that the movement of the oúpvós is.
Its outward effects are an
imitation only of the outward effects of Yôvs . Plato
is really
thinking only of the action of the particles and accounting for
"like to like" on the same grounds as in the macrocosm.
He ignores
the implication that there must be a microcosmic
with circular
and therefore VOVS -caused motion.
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5.

Professor A. E. Taylor's Interpretation
of the Timaeus in relation to Plato's later
Doctrine of Motion.

Professor Taylor's work on the Timaeus is so massive that any
critic will be fortunate to escape suspicion of q,.wi,K..i

essor Field Says at the beginning of his review in Mindl,

.

it

As Profis prob-

able that no Platonic dialogue "has been dealt with on this scale and

with this care and thoroughness, at any rate in modern times ".

But

when he goes on to say that 'Taylor's theory of the general nature and

intention of the dialogue "is not likely to meet with universal acceptance",

Field is manifestly understating the position.

The issue is

vital as far as the present dissertation is concerned, for we have

assumed that the Timaeus is not only a compendium of historical information but that it gives our main evidence for the use that Plato
of his predecessors in building up - or,

his own doctrine of notion.

at any rate,

made

in sketching out -

must now attempt to justify this

':ie

assumption.
Taylor states his position early in his Prolegomena2:
"It is,

in fact,

the main thesis of the present interpret

ation of Plato's dialogue that the teaching of Timaeus can be
shown to be in detail exactly what we should expect in a

fifth-century Italian Pythagorean who was also a medical man;
that it isin.fact a deliberate attempt to amalgamate Pythagor-

ean religion and mathematics with Erapedoclean biology, and
thus correctly represents the sane tendency in fifth- century

thought for which the name e.g., of Ihilolaus stands in the

history of philosophy ".
This interpretation is, according to Taylor "an antecedent possib-

ility which the editors of the dialogue and nearly all the historians
of philosophy seem to have ignored ".

this charge is made by Field3.
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An adequate general defence againsi

Perhaps the strongest piece of evidence_

that Plato was made fully responsible for the doctrine of the

dialogue is Theophrastus's. citation of the sense-physiology in the
de Sensu4, distinguished from that of Empedocles but recognised as
in close alliance with it.

It might,

of course, be argued that the

inability of Theophrastus to distinguish between Plato and "Plato"
does not invalidate the distinction, and that the dialogue may still
be dramatic and historical only.
the 'Characters',if genuine,

without dramatic sense;

thing in antiquity).

(',;e

should remember, however, that

shows that Theophrastus was not totally

historical sense,

says J
as Burnet /, was a rare

Yet there is no reason why Plato for the sheer

joy of writing a mime should return at the end of a series of critical

dialogues to write what is after all no mime but a laborious fabrication.

The formal literary connection which 3risotole saw between the

mimes of Sophron and the Socratic dialogues does not afford ground for

supposing that Plato would give mach pains in advancing years to bring
forth such a monster of rnimography.
we
But if we refuse the extreme form of Taylor's hypothesis&

and
must examine the facts which seem to have led him to offer it,

bring forward, if pos::ible, an alternative hypothesis accounting for
them while doing less violence than his must do to other known facts.
The most important of these is the natural
the Reihenfolge.

place of the dialogue in

It is significant that Burnet,

in his general remarì

explains the omission of all reference to Books VI and VII of the

Republic in the opening recapitulation of the Timaeus on the ground
that "the central books of the Republic do not, except in the matter
of solid geometry, go materially beyond what Socrates might have

learned and probably did learn from his Pythagorean associates and
Plato now wishes to make a further advance ".

Taylor, however,

sees

how damaging an admission this is and hastens to supply an alternative theory8.

Burnet himself in his remarks on the astronomy of

the Timaeus9 is starkly uncompromising and Taylor in his comment on
it appears, as elsewhere,

as a reasoned advocate of views which

Burnet was wont rather to state dogmatically.
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Yet if Taylor would

consent to apply to the astronomical questions in the dialogue
the canon of interpretation stated by Burnet himself in dealing

with the introductory conversation- namely that "Hato now wishes
to make a further advance ", we could readily grant him that "the

new views are introduced with great reserve" and that Plato does
not forget that the dialogue is supposed to take place in the

fifth

century "lO.

But we should hold to our main contention -

that the cosmological doctrines of the Timaeus are those which
Plato chooses to make his own.
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the available evidence, supported now by stylometry, goes

to show that the Timaeus comes at the end of a series of critical

dialogues which begins with the Theaetetus11.

The diversity of

judgments concerning the positive conclusions arrived at in the
dialogues

crust

not be allowed to blur the common consent that we

have in them works of deliberate criticism almost certainly intended

by Plato for reading in the Academy.

To press

Eli.

meaning that Plato's philosophy is confined to the

ii 3140

into

O*1.0. doyrTa
ji

is as extreme as to attempt with Shorey to constrict the later

dialogues into a unity of thought with the Meno and the Gorgias.
The existence of a later group of critical dialogues stast be recog-

nised, whatever method of interpretation of them may prevail.

Loreover we are bound to recognise that these dialogues are not

critical only of the teaching of the earlier dialogues but also of
the great pre- Socratic thinkers.

Mr. Baldry of Trinity Hall has

pointed out12 that there may well be an extended significance in the
treatment of the "midwifery" of Socrates in the Theaetetus.

historical basis of the statement is indisputable13.

The

The jests of

Aristophanes afford supporting evidence, and the saying is entirely
in character.

But it may well. appear strange that Plato should

allow the episode such length in a critical dialogae14.

This might

be explained more easily if it is intended by Plato.as a kind of

preface to the method of the Theaetetus and of the subsequent

critical dialogues.

Socrates would attend his young men in their

51.

-a

llato will not so rauch

travail, being now past bearing himself:

bring forth a new philosophy of his own as extract from the existing systems by a truly Socratic technique the elements of truth

they contain and will reject anything that appears of the nature
'changeling'.

of the

',hether we may read so much into

r at E,U ii'Cl

the fact remains that this is actually what is done to the

or not,

systems of the Heracliteans and of Protagoras in the course of the

dialogue.

I.ioreover

there may be more than dramatic propriety in

the deliberate recalling of the figure of
the dialogue.
to say ",

WYiKI at the end of

"You have made me express more than

Theaetetus remarks15.

I

had it in me

Plato may very well mean by this

that he is aware that he has gone beyond the actual statements of
the thinkers whose systems he has criticised,

and that they are not

responsible for any unified result at which he has arrived.

The

Parmenides, the Sophist and the Politicus present us with the same
i,

,tî,9.r,u,,0,-

applied to the Eleatics and to all the logicians.

Philebus examines contemporary ethical theories.

The

The Timaeus is

the most ambitious of the critical dialogues and examines all the
>

earlier thinkers who seem to Plato to be
astronomy,

f,.{

r

(uµoIfES on matters of

physics and medicine - in fact, upon all that the early

thinkers had dealt with when they wrote
dialogue Plato

111.Lp

l.

4iu6US.

In each

maintains dramatic propriety and shows that historic-

al sense, which, as Burnet says16,

is a rare

thing in antiquity.

Yet in each dialogue he works through to a positive

own which goes beyond his sources; to a theory of OA

of his

in the

Theaetetus17, in the Eleatic dialogues to a logic and an epistem-

ology and in the Timaeus to a physics (which included for Plato
astrophysics) physiology and psychophysics.
To test out this canon of interpretation in detail, even in the

Timaeus, would exceed the powers of the writer and the scope of the
theme,

but it may have been profitable to state the general hypothesis

on which the very recognition of a "later doctrine of motion" is

based.

Plato's ontology would only be fully recoverable if we had
-
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I

the

0.Ypata

0Oj?A.u-fq

but his treatment of

Kv161

only became important in the critical dialogues,

though it

,

is probably extant

in its entirety; at any rate we shall try to show that it is the

doctrine implied in them which is the

of Aristotle's

doctrines of motion.
We shall claim then, for our hypothesis that it accounts for the

facts Taylor adduces more adequately than his own and that it succeeds
(where his must fail) in bringing to

light two characteristics of the

dialogues that are of fundamental significance, namely an advance be-

yond the thinkers whose results are drawn upon to a unified positive
position - even if this be sketched in barest outline - and a direct

relation between the teachings of Aristotle and the position

so

arrived

which is more intimate than the relation between Aristotle and the
pre- Socratics.

The former of these characteristics is most clearly to be seen
in the account of the formation of the ïlorld -Soul.

This construction,

which we may agree with Yenocrates to regard as in fact an analysis,
has an importance which can easily be disregarded if too much

attention is paid to the merely astronomical side.

It

stands at

the point of convergence of many earlier attempts to define the

nature and function of the soul, and even if a historical Timaeus
might have been in a privileged position as a philosopher in Sicily
in the fifth century, which would have enabled him to fuse the

mathematical and astronomical elements in it, it is extremely difficult to imagine anyone but Plato himself adding to the epistemological
side of the account the results he had worked out but lately himself
in the Sophistes.

It will perhaps be well to state briefly the ante-

cedents that are found combined and unified in the Timaeus account.
First there are evident obligations to Alcmaeon.

.These are

seen most clearly in the account of the human soul and especially in
the account of its location in the head, but we must remember that
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Alcrnaeon argaed back to the human head from the universe and saw

the same motions prevailing in both.
sense of planets and Outavos

human head to correspond.

Having recognised the contrary

he perhaps supposed something in the

But we cannot be sure where to draw the

line between Alcmaeon's ideas and Plato's development of them.

The

essential point is that Plato had a reason for seizing on the work
of this ancient but most original thinker which none of the Pythagoreans had, for it would obviously offer to Plato some support from the
side of empirical psychology for the conclusion he had reached in the

Sophistes, that Sameness and Otherness are Forms interpenetrating
the whole of Being.

He had maintained there as soon as he had

worked through his argument (at 256d fin.) that Not-being, which is
Otherness, was to be predicable of Motion as of all the other kinds.

Now in Alcmaeon's work was a hint of a doctrine of the nature of the
soul which could be used to prove the soul exactly fitted to know a

Reality formed according to that pattern which the 'Eleatic stranger'
had been driven to discover in his attempt to hunt down that master
of eristic, the Sophist (Sophistes 253c - 254b).18

The other factors in the doctrine of the

Molovca

are three:

the Pythagorean conception of the soul as having a

(i)

harmony.
The world -soul is a

lra'

î

not of its

of itself,

body19 (Taylor Comm. p. 136 fin.).

"For the mere astronomy

of the dialogue it would have been sufficient to construct

the original progression with its seven terms, to answer
the seven planets.

Astronomically the remaining terms of

the full progression of thirty -four numbers have nothing
to correspond to them.
if
t

is

t9(

Also we must remember that the

constructed according to the great

:

-,

.Ac

ei

before

'

there has been any splitting of it into the circle of the
Same and Other or any subdivision of the circle of the

Other ". (id. ib. p. 156).

But as Plutarch pointed out in

opposition to Crantor concerning the
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iThe advance beyond the Pythagorean position

i7,1(

is due

¡Ira
Tw

in part

to the intention to use Alcmaeon's findings -- and a fifth -cent-

ury Pythagorean might conceivably have wished to do that2° -- but
also more especially to the will to incorporate the doctrine of
the soul as movent which is of Ionian origin as we shall see

Plutarch's reference to the refutation of Simmias in the

later.

Phaedo at the end of the passage just quoted is not without significance.

Would not the historical Timaeus almost certainly

have followed the historical Philolaus in holding this position -

perhaps drawing mathematical and musical implications?

Is not

this precisely what would result from "an attempt to graft Emped-

oclean biology on the stock of Pythagorean mathematics" (Taylor
Comm. p.

18)?

And finding more, as we do, are we not entitled to

believe that Plato knew, used and transcended for hic own purpose
any such- synthesis as a historical Timaeus could have reached?
(ii)

the principle that "like knows like ".

This principle underlies Crantor's explanation of the
'f''kyOvia,

and Chalcidius's explanation of the subdivision into

the circles of Same and Other21.

place

Though Chalcidius says in this

'est porro Pythagoricum dogma

simile

nonnisi a similibus

suis comprehendi', there is not much evidence of any explicit

epistemological pronouncement in the surviving accounts of the
school before the fragments of Philolaus22.

ification of Thinking and

Being in

Apart from the ident-

the Eleatics'there is no clear

recognition of this principle in the West before Empedocles:
Chalcidius was probably taking the Academy doctrine into account
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(the soul as a self- moving number) and possibly neo- Pythagorean

developments also.

It is not self- evident that a fifth century

Pythagorean would take the principle that "like knows like" for

granted in the way Timaeus is made to do by Plato.
(iii)

the doctrine that the soul at once knows and imparts motion

This doctrine is notoriously Ionian.

Aristotle in his

historical summary speaks of Empedocles as looking more to the
cognitive than to the motive function of the soul and classes
"Plato in the Timaeus" with him.

But here Aristotle is probably

looking at Plato's doctrine through the contemporary interpretations in the Academy, which abandoned precisely that insistence

4I16

on the soul as -rNyl Kat

&4

claims to be an essential element in it.

which Plutarch rightly
At any rate,

it is

only Empedocles among the philosophers named in the de anima who

regarded the soul merely as knowing: the others in varying degrees
of insistence treated it as both knowing and moving; and these

others are the philosophers of the Ionian succession.

The

Platonic doctrine of the soul in the Timaeus incorporates this

which we have already traced through

central character of
the Ionian school in chapter

Taylor's comment on this is

1.

significant:
"Timaeus who distinguishes sharply between

and

4a,

l u X4

cannot understand this principle in the original

crudely materialistic sense.

But he retains the spirit of

the doctrine by teaching that as regards its formal structixe
the soul which knows the laws and proportions of all things
is itself a thing which has an instrinsic law of proportion

in its own constitution.

Similarly he does not accept in

all its unqualified crudity the saying of Anaxagoras that

Mind must be 'unmixed' with anything else in order that it
may 'prevail' over everything, but the thóught is preserved
in the form that if Mind is to be the cause of orderly

motion in other things it must have law and order in itself.
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In respect of its formal structure there must be a
1

correspondence between the

and the things it knows
4/4k

and moves.

If it is to find

first have 'system'

I

in things it must

in itself, and again if it is to fat

into things, it must likewise itself be a

'system'
This,

'system'

take it,

is what the

parable

)f

'system'.

the construction

c

of the CltµoVA,

is,

as a whole,

meant to teach ".

This is no doubt a very valuable statement of the meaning
of the Timaeus,

but it demands great credence if we are to allow

that it could have emanated from a fifth- century Pythagorean.
The "sharp distinction between

and

4'4`".

at a time when the prevailing doctrine

the soul is a harmony of the body.

nU.a

"

is

unlikely

seems to have been that

Jioreover the

only Pythagor-

eans who held that the soul was in any sense a source of motion

were the group of whom Aristotle tells us in the de anima who

held that the soul is 'the motes in the air or that which moves
them'23.

These seem to bear a close relation to the Atomists

and would not b

ikely to hold the view of the soul as a harmony.

Empedocles himself

does not regard the soul as knowing and

moving in the way the Ionians do.

It is

very difficult to

imagine that a Sicilian fifth-century Pythagorean could have
;:_;reciated and

used the underlying assumptions of doctrines of

IIeraclitus and Anaxagoras in the way that we actually find them

used in the Timaeus account.
It appears then that the factors entering into the account

of the formation and functioning of the world-soul can hardly

have been combined by any but Plato himself.

question

is,

The decisive

after all, the relation of the account to the

doctrine of Same and Other elaborated in the Sophistes.

Our

contention is that Plato combined the geocentric astronomical
scheme with its contrary motions of stars and planets with this

doctrine of Same and Other, and following the suggestion container
in the works of Alcmaeon constructed the soul of the world (and
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the human soul by analogy) so as to know all things and to move
all things24.

Who but.Plato himself could have brought together

into one the Pythagorean doctrine of harmony,

the Ionian view

of the soul as knowing and moving, Alcmaeon's view,

which bridged

the gap between them by finding the pattern of the soul's motion
in the law-abiding motions of the heavens, and finally his own

distinction between Same and Other which seemed to provide the
ulterior metaphysical reason for the contrary astronomical movements of stars and planets?
Having then achieved this synthesis, it would not be surprising if Plato was loth to see it dissolved.

But it must be dissolv

ed if the contrary motions of the circles of the soul are no longer shown in the contrary motions of the stars and planets.

No

other movements could so perfectly represent the processes of

cognition described at 37a -

c.

Hence, while Plato had no reason

to prefer one scheme of astronomy to another in itself, except

as being a more 'likely' account25, there must have been a strong

prejudice in his mind in favour of the geocentric scheme with

which the system of the two circles was bound up.

If the structu

of the soul is to reflect the structure of eternal Being, it is to

be expected that the external effects of that soul in time and
space will be such as indicate the activity of an entity so cons-

tructed.

Of the astronomical schemes current at the time,

one

group faithfully represented these principles; therefore it was
this group of theories that would necessarily appear to Plato

overwhelmingly 'probable'.

With these presuppositions, then, we turn to consider the
systems of astronomy actually 'available' at the time of the

writing of the dialogue.
at once.

The Ionian systems can be disregarded

We know that Plato rejected the Anaxagorean scheme as

materialist and mechanist, and the Atomist astronomy would have

been (or was, if he knew it) repellent to him for the same reasons
and further because it regarded the heavens even more than Anaxag-

5fi

oras had done as the place of motions that were totally

incapable of expressing the
':;e

41Aub'to5

Kos

i.M

n

iosof

the

cupaios

are really concerned only with the '.extern systems.

were two main systems among these:

There

there was the geocentric,

which derived from Anaximander through Pythagoras; which Alcmaeon had followed, which Parmenides had outlined with modificat
ions in

2

: a

and which Plato himself had used for

the astronomical detail in the myth of Er; and there was also
the doctrine of bodies moving round a central fire which made

the earth one of the planets26.
One of the main difficulties in the élucidation of this

latter theory is to decide what motion it can allow to the
.

Sir Thomas Heath has pointed out that they must

have given it some motion, and offers the suggestion that it
was either an indefinitely fast rotation of the whole universe
or an imperceptibly slow

in the same sense as the planets,

motion.

In either case, the motion would not satisfy Plato

as a description of the effects of the world-soul;

circle of the same

for the

'has the mastery over' the circle of the
i

other, and the Vú

is

rttov

P

1

init.)27.
this could no longer be so;

0

r'

TrS
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On the 1 central -fire assumption
I

therefore we may suppose that

Plato would hesitate to adopt such a theory unless he was

convinced that the geocentric theory was incapable of saving
the phenomena.
For we must also take into account the concern in the

Academy on astronomical questions.
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and Eudoxus's theory was probably worked out in order to
satisfy these terms28.

We see here Plato's concern to deal

with anomalies that appearances seemed to present, and especial -1
ly anomalies connected with the planets.
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To what astronomical

scheme were such appearances anomalous?

Surely to the scheme

of compound motions arising from the system of the two circles
.Moving in contrary senses.

Taylor holds that

Mato knew

of the theory of Eadoxus when

he wrote the Timaeus, but deliberately excluded it from the
dialogue because "to make a fifth-century Pythagorean expound
it at a date before its author's birth would involve singular

violation of historical probability ", but that he did attack it
in the Laws when he was free to do so in his own person29.

This

is perhaps the most convinving argument for Taylor's general

thesis, but even here the facts will bear an alternative explanation.

';,hile

it

is quite true,

no doubt,

that to

iict

Eadoxus's

theory into Timaeus's mouth would be anachronistic, and that
Plato would feel it to be so, yet Plato may have had his reasons
for clinging to an astronomy which would otherwise seem outdated
at the time.

After all, Eu.doxus's theory was almost as unsatis-

fying as the central -fire theory if considered as an £iKwV of the
activities of the world -soul.

In itself it was,

of course,

simply

a piece of mathematics, and it was only by Aristotle that it was

used to account for the actual 0wOVo4
employed,

it was necessary to introduce

.

And when it was

so

fifty-five moving intell-

igences to effect the motions of the spheres.

Plato was surely

capable of realising that such a host of movents at cross -purposes
were not what he believed to be the soul moving the
it was perhaps because he

OVVV

.

saw that it would necessitate the

assumption of these unorthodox

ROR4 Voyftwç

for spheres without stars in them - that

- most

of them

chose to leave the

theory of Eadoxus still mathematical and made no attempt to

apply it to the OvDo
later to do.
If,

ç

and so deprave it30, as Aristotle was

l,J

then, neither Eudoxas's theory nor the. central -fire

doctrine satisfied Plato at the time of writing the Timaeus, it

would seem that he still hoped to save the phenomena without
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abandoning the old double- motion theory.
Perhaps this desire on Plato's part will give us the key
to the interpretation of the instantia crucis of the dialogue,
as Taylor calls itS1, - the problem of the motion of the earth

arising out of the famous sentence at 40b fin. sqq.

To test

our hypothesis by its relevance to this problem is not alto`eth-.
er arbitrary,

for it is from a discussion of precisely this

point that Burnet goes on to say that "the idea that Plato exsounded his own views in a dialogue obviously supposed to take

place before he was born is one which to me at least is quite

incredible "32.

Field has well said33 that Taylor's note is

definitive as a summary of previous discussion: we can therefore

begin by stating concisely the conclusion he draws from the
evidence he has gathered.
This conclusion is that the Timaeus position is not Plato's
own,

but that both Timaeus and Plato teach a motion of the earth

that Aristotle recognises these facts in the de Caelo (B 13)

where the oscillatory motion theory is recognised and is express
ly noted as "written in the Timaeus ", while the view that the

earth moves round the centre is distinguished from this theory

and ascribed to

-TiVtç

(293b le), meaning, as often in the

Metaphysics, the Academy, and therefore Plato; further that the
statements of Plutarch in the Platonicae Quaestiones and in the

Vita Numae that Flato changed his mind "as an old man" about
the centrality of the earth,

mean that Platohad always held

that the earth is a planet since he abandoned belief in the
static earth found in the Phaedo and Republic myths; that Laws

822a and Fpinornis 987b (which is almost certainly genuine)

confirm what Aristotle says implicitly - at de Caelo 293b 18 and Theophrastus explicitly and what both had reason to know
quite definitely because both had belonged to the Academy.

We must distinguish first two questions which are in fact
separate.

Does the Timaeus teach the motion of the earth?
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Is

Critics dissatisfied with

the Timaeus teaching Plato's?

Taylor's arguments on the latter question may tend to an
unscientific disparagement of the positive evidence on the
former.

On this question the tegtual and lexicological evid-

ence mast prevail, and all hinges on the reading of Tryv

IT,

If

.

t

is read, ¡¡tApµtily

or

another form with the sense of

motion is necessitated. The positive evidence as Burnet and
Taylor have stated it is very strong:
absence of

Tali

as Taylor says34 "the

from FY and from Plutarch's quotation of the

passage counts for nothing.

It was certain to be dropped when

the doctrine of a central, immobile earth had become a universal

dogma

that it should have been illegitimately foisted into

A.

or into the archetype of A, on the other hand, would be perfect-

ly inexplicable ".

Perhaps it has not been sheer blindness on

the part of the editors until Burnet that has disposed them to

ignore

-7

Aristotle's citation of the passage without it

.

has probably been the deciding factor.

Taylor is perhaps guilty

of a meiosis at this point when he says that Aristotle cites

Plato "not quite accuratelyiJ5.

But even though we take account

of this (and we ought to remember that Aristotle can interpret

the passage as meaning the motion of the earth even without
-f1v

)

to read

the strength of the probability is such that it is wiser

T\'

,

at any rate until a sufficient argument against

it is forthcoming.

The objection to the reading has probably

been influenced unduly by the difficulty of seeing what meaning
the motion implied could have.

Taylor himself is content to

abandon the idea that Plato could ever have believed in it himself, and is satisfied to place it at a particular point in the

development of the Pythagorean astronomy.

Yet it may be possibl(

to find a reason for adherence to the view by Plato himself, and

if such a reason could be found it would be possible to disagree

with Taylor on one of the main questions while accepting his
finding on the other and to hold that :Hato himself taught
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in

the Timaeus that the earth oscillates at the centre of the

universe.
If this can be

shown,

it will be found to ease considerably

the strain of Taylor's argument at the points where it will be

felt by most critics to be severest.

lie

have already agreed

with Field in doubting the general thesis that the Timaeus
does not represent Plato's own position; all the general argu-

ments apply to the special and crucial case of de Caelo 293b,
18,

of

One cannot help feeling that Taylor's identification

33.

is precarious and most

Twts

of all his attempt to disti

{guis

them from the generality of those who believed in the central
fire.

But even if

are a group in the Academy with whom

`rvts

Plato came to agree in his old age and even if Aristotle knew
that he did so,

it might still be true that Plato previously

held the Timaeus doctrine and that because Aristotle knew he
had held it and had never elaborated another, he chose the

r
phrase

Cy

.--i' AaIL tlealrai
I

J

Tut)

as the most adequate description

of the case.

On this supposition the alleged
be rather more understandable.

KTAttik4.la

It may

of Plato would

be//strange, as Taylor says
i

that Aristotle makes no polemical use of this itTAL

XIQ

-

though if Plato was never definite on his later view as he had
been up to the time of the Timaeus on the earlier it would not
But it is surely very strange to stretch the

appear so strange.
rnenaing

of iroolly%os

in the two Plutarch passages36,

as Taylor

is forced to do, to cover all Plato's teaching life in the

Academy and to insist on a clear break between the static earth
of the myth of Er and the planetary earth implied in the Laws

and in the Epinomis.

?oreover,

T;

in the Laws passage the Athenian

is made to stress most carefully the fact that his conversion to

the new doctrine is very recent and that it may well appear

paradoxical.

:',may

should he be so mystifying if his readers knew

that he was only expounding his orthodox school doctrine?
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The

Epinoznis passage37, whatever view be taken of its authenticity

and meaning, is at any,rate indicative of a controversy that
was going on at the time and shows an unwillingness to be definite which is consistent with a late and diffident 'repentance'

but impossible to reconcile with a history of twenty years' consistent teaching".
Therefore all the evidence would be satisfied if we could

show that Plato adopted for a time a modification of the Pythagorean geocentric

astronomy which gave an oscillatory motion

to

the earth and that late in life he saw reason to abandon this

in favour of some theory of planetary motion which he never dis-

tinctly formulated.
But it is just this situation that our general hypothesis

would account for.

The complicL..tions of the planetary motions

are evidently due to an attempt to maintain as their norm the
constant motion of the circle of the Other while doing justice
to the astronomical facts.

The fundamental reason for requiring

this constant motion of the circle of the Other to be preserved
is that the account of the motions of the world -soul must not be

disturbed.

Now the refinements of the planetary motions avail

to account for the varying 'years' of the planets39 and the

phenomena of station and retrogradation,but they could not account
for variations in latitude.

Could Plato admit these as part

of

the planetary motions without implying that the world -soul had
its motions temporarily distorted like the human soul in infancy4

There was an escape from this dilemma.

The earth on the astronom-

ical plane has no counterpart in the constitution of the soul:
the common centre of the two 'bands' does not enter into consider-

ation, for only their contrary senses and the
Same over the Other are in question.

Kea-vs

of the

Therefore it is not imposs-

ible that Plato was prepared to allow some oscillatory motion to

the earth in order that the ecliptic might be kept true in his

system.

It was perhaps a desperate remedy,
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but it was a remedy

more likely to be exploited by Plato in an attempt at once to
save the phenomena and to keep the two-motion astronomy than

by any known group of fifth- century Pythagoreans.
After so desperate an attempt, µr1AAtAtta
expected.

is only to be

The disputed passages in Laws vii and the Epinomis

fit naturally into this interpretation41.

The former would

indicate at once a realisation that the demands made by the

astronomical facts on the old geocentric theory had strained

it

intolerably and a dissatisfaction with the remedies propounded
by Eudoxus.

The language used about the runners at Olympia

seems to take up the words used in the Timaeus and to mean that
a scheme implying one motion for each of the

found, though it is not certain whence.42

'gods' must be

The Epinomis passage

may suggest urbane irony, but it may also reflect the prevailing

controversies of the Academy.

There would no doubt be some in

the fraternity who persisted in their dissatisfaction with the

new planetary theory and were prepared to argue for the retentt

ion of the

1xin

the old sense,

even at the expense of being

told that they "knew very little about it ".

If the argument we

have constructed is not a mere fabrication it may be suspected
that the Master himself, whose change of mind was late and
diffident, would be in secret sympathy with them.
We have tried to show that Plato and Plato alone could have

combined the elements that enter into the doctrine of the worldsoul,

and that he was sufficiently tenacious of his own creation

to be unwilling to give it up under pressure from the advance in

astronomical knowledge in the Academy;

moreover we have seen

that he had a priori reasons for refusing to accept the system
of Eudoxus.

Aristotle had no such a priori reasons.

He did not

believe in a single world -soul whose activities were those repres
7

ented by the ) povec

and the ecliptic.

He condemns the notion of

thought as 'circular' in the de anima,criticising the Timaeus43.
The movers of his spheres were unmoved,
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the spheres themselves

were capable of spherical movement by nature.

So he is at

liberty to postulate as many of these movers as the facts
require, and he goes to Eudoxus and to Calippas for
these
facts.

!e

are concerned to suggest at the moment that here
we

have characteristic reactions to the astronomical
facts of the

day by the two great masters,and that the reaction represented
in the Timaeus is after all Plato's own,
even if he repented of
it in extreme old age.

A p p

e

n d

It remains to be considered

i

x

how far the conclusions arrived at

in this chapter are to be modified in view of Professor Cornford's

recent Commentary and how far they are to be defended against his viewsJ
The main contentions, that the dialogue is Plato's own doctrine and

that the astronomy, being so closely bound to the epistemology and

ontology of the Sophistes, is also Plato's, receive very powerful
support from Professor Cornford.

Indeed, one is inclined to feel that

the support is a little more powerful than the proportion of the faith

(that is the Platonic faith) requires.
ing stress on the UAL LTb

of.

One feels the necessity of lay-

the Theaetetus,

in its extended sense

(v. p.3isupr.) and particularly on the Ionian and Alcmaeonic
of the doctrines of the world-soul and the human soul.

sources

But Professar

Cornford's satisfying explanation of the composition of the world -soul
in terms of the Sophistes ontology has settled the place of the Timaeus
as a critical dialogue intended by Plato to state his own views on

cosmological questions.
At the end of his footnote on p.

122 of his work Cornford remarks

that he cannot (in the special case of the motion of the earth) "pursue
the intricacies resulting from Taylor's theory that Timaeus puts for-

ward a view which Plato did not hold himself ".

It was

the writer's

task to pursue these intricacies at least in so far as they had a
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bearing on Plato's doctrine of motion; and so there is much in what
has been written of which Cornford's commentary can make no direct
criticism.

But we can test afresh in the light of his decisions on

specific points the general hypothesis that Plato was unwilling to

abandon the double- motion geocentric astronomy because it was the only
one adequate to his preconceived ontology and epistemology and that
the astronomical difficulties are to be seen as part of an attempt to

preserve this system while saving the phenomena.
The main hypothesis is much strengthened by the exposition of the

importance of the ontology and epistemology,

Differences only appear in the

the ingredients of the world-soul.

specific astronomical issues.

shown in the account of

Cornford maintains that Plato never

abandoned the two- motion astronomy and never taught a motion of the
a

earth except as a counter -availing of the motion of the Ovpaiv>.
our point of view this is very good news:

From

the only question is whether

the news is too good to be true in every detail and whether the diffi-

culties raised by Taylor, which the writer felt bound to deal with, are

really there.

The detailed questions concerning the planets,

so far as

they are relevant to our main theme, will come up for discussion in

dealing later with the translation of a passage in Laws X (v. infr.p.V1
here we mast deal with the motion of the earth, the passage in Laws vii

and the Epinomis passage.
A.

Tirnaeus 40b fin. ,c

init.

The several questions can best be dealt with by taking the

crucial words, ei

s

,

I

A

A

Iv

v

,

:'.:'f

in the reverse

order for purposes of comment.
6"

Cornford's note on p. 120 does not seem to require
further comment than that already made - that

it.

is wiser to

readlNk4 until a sufficient argument against it is produced.

Cornford brings up objections which Taylor had already faced
but offers no explanation at all of the entrance of

A and P.

The main difficulty he raises,
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171/

into

is the one we have

already stressed - the citation without ly at de caelo 293 b
30.

But it is much easier to understand how Aristotle,(or

still more the the text of Aristotle) can have lost Tirthan

how the chief Plato MSS can have introduced

it.

all, this citation by Aristotle without-Ty

whiéh influenced

It

is,

after

subsequent quotation rather than 'universal acceptance of the
static earth of Budoxus' as Taylor would have it - though the

Aristotelian scheme may have influenced the Aristotelian text.
We must decide our text on philological grounds alone

and therefore it is true but irrelevant to remark that
Aristotle takes the sentence to imply motion without the
and that the reading of

-Illy

Cornford's explanation of

i

litv

does not necessarily invalidate
fw.

Jra.f

or necessarily confirm

t

Burnet's and Taylor's.

/

Cornford states the difficulties most of us have felt in
the translation 'oscillating'.

His contention that the

motion must be related to the earth's "guardianship of day
and night" seems to the writer sound from every point of view.
Cornford has justified Grote's old contention in a way Martin
failed to do because he looked at the system from an "earththe winding is seen to be indeed a

bound" point of view:

motion, counteravailing the motion of the Same, when it is

seen "against" the moving pupov+J; and when it is understood
that the Same spreads its motion throughout the whole from

circumference to centre and not merely to the
7

:1; ,s0 ç

cra'.

i!

.

- the

in the limited Pythagorean sense,(Taylor is quite

wrong in his footnote on p. 236: does he suppose that the
motion

FTi+

.

,ra.

peters out after twisting the paths of'the

planets into spiralsi! For while the orbit of Saturn is per-

haps at the same distance from the centre as-the fixed stars,
the other planets are
t:otib'n

la

ro]or.tìonately

nearer:why should the

ofthe Same cease. to operate "below"
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:the

moon ?)

The writer finds himself convinced, by Cornford on

these points - the counteravailing motion, motion seeming
rest from an "earth-bound" viewpoint, and the connection

with the guardianship of day and night.

The only question

that remains for him is whether this counteravailing
!

tW,Mt

ing' motion is all that

'wind-

,,

is intended to mean.

Taylor is guilty (at p. 240) of the dogmatism that there

is

no

connection between

and t4uAaKa

tAtoj `,i/Av

Y. ?.A,

and

for this Cornford justly censures him (p. 125 n.2); but

Cornford also tends to great dogmatism if he would maintain
that 1/1/VA

does and can only mean rotation if it refers to

¡

motion at all.

His own brilliant suggestion of a motion of

the poles of the earth due to a motion of the earth in the

plane of the Other - a doctrine he makes Aristotle take to
be Plato's intention in his imaginary dialogue between them -

was perhaps worthy of a

1

.!I er

survival than he allows it.

True, the motion of the Other belongs only to the

circles and the rotation intended in

ryhíh

seven

must be in

the plane of the Same and counter to it, but the feeling that

0 /04144l,v

the use of

J

involves something more than this simple

t

rotation may after all be well grounded.

beyond Plato's power to qualify

6T-tf

Surely it was not

foµr,jI (v. Cornford p.134

init.) adequately to make his meaning clear, if this had

May there not be some hint in the

really been all he meant.

The motion of ploughs is at once

Antigone passage after all?
"to and fro" and winding.

The idea that the supposed oscillat'

ion must be "North- South" rests on the supposed connection

with the 0A4e. of the Phaedo.
P

F

for this 9,1W a

whatever it was, was felt to be consistent

with a static earth
109 a fin.).

That is certainly no proof,

(

Kpt

4ps yE

,

41

pµ:as.

Phaedo

There is, however, left a possibility of "East -

;est" displacement about the centre
;

which would be pictured

exactly by the "plough" motion and would not contradict
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EIS

as Cornford charges Burnet's and Taylor's explanation with
doing.
Is this

only an attempt to resist truth in the last

ditch or is it justified by the point we made that the
earth could be allowed displacements in latitude without
straining the link between astronomical motions and the
circles in the world -soul as it would be strained if these
displacements were attributed to the planets?

True,

the

earth, as a goddess and ensouled, ought to choose a purely

circular path; but earth is

pre -eminently the theatre of the
y
1

rectilinear movements due to

:1..4a

K

,

and if Plato had

certain astronomical variations to account for which he
must not attribute to the planets, what more natural than
to argue that the earth, albeit the

'first and most venerabl

of Gods' shares the failings of the other gods of tradition

and

is not

Completely persuaded to the good and wise path of

Circularity?

e

agree,

then, that there is a contrast between earth's

function as our nurse and as guardian of night and day, and

that to be the latter she must be ensouled.

And the planets

Since Taylor does not treat

must be ensouled a fortiori.

the Timaeus as Plato's own doctrine he was not driven to
the impossible belief that Plato himself thought that the

planets were soulless clocks, and he could take Susemihl's
position on the question against the consensus of Boeckh,
Martin, Zeller and Heath. Susemihl, (art. zur platonischen

Eschatologie and Astronomie, Philologus xv 417 -34) argued
that to give the planets souls would be to give them three

motions, whereas

KtV +S1.PS

L

.".4,1

at 40a fin. applies to

the planets (40b) as well as to the fixed stars and because
in any.case they could only be thought to have "zwei Denk

tatigkeiten ".
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It seems.to the writer that the real value of this

argument is to raise the interesting question of the self -

motion of the sun, for in his case alone it might at first
seem that a third movement was otiose.

Yet it is less

possible to imagive Plato believing in a soulless sun than
in soulless planets.

How could he possibly grant the

wicked Anaxagoreans that the sun was only a light kindled
to show the stars their way?

But on closer inspection it

would appear that there is good reason for the sun's special
position.

The fixed stars are set

Qovi\ 6Tv,

£.%

vo

Ely

irT Toil

61TV ellroixtv °V/.

K.e0,116TbU

This is in a

sense "two motions ",

for even though it is true as Taylor

says (p. 226 on 40 b

1,

fin.)

that "if the

circle of the Same were eliminated,

04.00731.

of the

what would be left to

the stars by Timaeus is not rectilinear progress but the
one motion of rotation on their axes ", yet we are not to

think of the motion of the Same dragging round the stars:
they follow of their own volition, and so there are in a
sense three motions,

one of the circle of the Same, two

proper to the star - the second a deliberate identification
of itself with "the mind of the highest ".

Here Proclus's

argument that the fixed star has two motions but the planet,

being nearer to multiplicity, has three, though literally
wrong, is suggestive.

The sub evidently occupies a special

place for Plato - one need only mention Republic VI and the

discussion on the way the Soul of the sun moves its body in
Laws X.

We shall not be surprised if the sun has the place

of honour among the planets,

and we find that it has,

as

Cornford points out. (p.83, 84, c.f. spin. 9865, there
cited),

The Sun alone presents the motion of the Different

t

unmodified, and therefore may be considered

yy',

riVtinAu

,

to

follow it of its own volition, like the fixed stars follow
the motion of the Same, and therefore to share their perfect

v.

.101

1.
1
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rationality in the highest degree compatible with its
(obvious) position as a planet:

with their

V0.VTtat

Çthl

f..,S

the rest of the planets

are by so much the less perfect-

ly rational,
B. Laws vii,

820e

sqq.

Cornford's treatment of this passage seems to the writer as unsatisfying as his treatment of the earlier one is convincing.

His

attempt to find grounds for Theophrastus's statements by supposing that

Plato reverted in his old age to a doctrine that both he and Hilda

Richardson admit to be a primitive Pythagorean one, is not convincing;
and the attempt to use the unfinished sentence at the end of the
Critias is at least dangerous. (Significantly enough Professor Frank

used the same sentence in seeking to convence the writer that Plato
came to believe in the central -fire theory::)

The language there, as

Cornford says (p. 128) is mythical,and the parallel with the Phaedrus

myth is important;

for the attempts that have been made (notably by

Robin in his Bud' edition of the Phaedrus) to equate eleven moving
gods and one who stays at home with any possible astronomical scheme
are rather more audacious than the excesses of the central -fire treorr

fists

who introduced the a

iAtoy

.

The Phaedrus passage, and there-

fore perhaps the Critias passage too, are

sufficiently accounted for

e

if we remember that the Dw

Ç

O

tot

had a common altar in kthens:

neither passage is really relevant to the problem of Plato's alleged
t1'Q}LtXít0.

.

1

But it does not follow that we are compelled to believe that
Plato adopted the central -fire hypothesis.
(n. 26

0411.)

We have already argued

that this was more primitive than Frank allows, and we

have seen why it would appear less satisfactory to Plato than the

double -motion system.

The position consistent with our general

hypothesis seems to satisfy also the actual conditions.

may summarise:
(i)

This we

.

Plutarch's statements concerning Theophrastus's affirmation
of Plato's change of mind.
'fay it not

have been the case that discussion of
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astronomical problems in the Academy led Plato to see the
difficulties connected with the motion of the earth which
arose if the two- motion system was to be adhered to, and
that he admitted this in discussion;

but,

on the other hand,

th<t he found such alternative explanations as were offered

unacceptable and was content to express this in the terms
Theophrastus relates?

Probably Plato was aware that he was

"harking back" to an old Pythagorean form of expression, but
it is quite another matter to claim that he serioúsly and

literally adopted this position.
(ii)

7!
OUTS

821e init.
ïe

'
lug

A

TaÀ4.I 031Ke03s.

OV1L

have already pointed out the difficulty of reconcil-

viDt

ing these words (or rather the

10v0p4v04.

of the

Plutarch passage) with Taylor's suggestion tha t Plato turned
directly from the static earth and double- motions of the myth
of Er to a doctrine of a planetary earth and never held the
Tirnaeus

position (v. suer. p.(3).

iAVe
(v.

sue.

n.

26

p J and Cornford,

It is further questionable
p.

129) whether the central

fire system flourished so late in the fourth -century that the

have said

old Plato could

OuTL VíWS

Ovr

-row

¿a1kOu3

of it.

But this is true a fortiori of the scheme which Cornford

now desires to attribute to I1ato in his old age.

Hilda

Richardson shows that ilato's cognisance of it goes back at
least to the myth of

Therefore, unless Cornford will

EEr.

separate this sentence from the report of the 4t1J4.A Ela

,

his theory can hardly be sustained; and if he does separate
the two, how does he account for this phrase?

the Athenian say

OVT.

Vtoi

ified Tirnaeus theory?
in the Lyth of Er, and,
as we have seen,

OÚTE

áKpWi

should

of the unmod-

The double motions are already there

indeed, were there from the beginning,

in Alcmaeon.
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The first thing that calls for stress

is that this
I

passage is critical of an established opinion

ä Dó

'

bu l'`t6 bor%

It contains no constructive suggestion

except, in so far as a desideratum is implied in

.i_L..tever,

ate,/

VW).

rj

(

d

hi

.

the

Secondly,

it.ta

is criticised so ex-

plicitly that it is unlikely that the mere ignorance of all
astronomy is what is attacked.

Thirdly, the/language used

suggests that what is under criticism is the double- motion theory
of the Tirnaeus rather than,

or more than, the scheme of Eudoxus.

Cornford's grounds for saying that "to move with several

motions at once" is an impossible rendering of

rßQd.

s.

-11404

t

0 im4

Certainly this phrase

can hardly be linnuistic.

is entirely compatible with the meaning of completely irregular

paths, but one cannot see why it must necessarily mean that:
c

the reasons are a priori.

The substitution of

the Aristotelian ,ioep,, does not signify:

and

1 e,lA Oy

O

D

OS

Plato can use

in the same sentence at Tim.

39c init.

for
-Tt'íel

pea

The

objection to Cornford's interpretation is admittedly also on
a priori grounds, but

support may perhaps be claimed from

sonie

the language.

!

/

(a)

µßíí

the combination

a ci

Kt (A

does seem like a

is

comment on the complications of the Timaeus.

opposed to the

!

tVWfl4

iyillhitid

exhibited by most of the

planets in the Tirnaeus scheme.
(b)

The last phrase,

''

4;

VtT.

the decisive one for the writer.

73(a)
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The

,'asi-d

O0

', is
A

$

refers

back to

and

is'

Ora

taken up later in the talk about

the runners at Olympia.

This is evidently the main

point the Athenian is making - the gods must not be
dishonoured, and the

Et

that has been dishonouring

them is that which offends the speedier gods by thinking there the slower.

This seems to the writer a direct

and obvious reference to Timaeus 39a, and to be a

disavowal implicitly of the double -motion scheme in

which this phenomenon necessarily occurs.
This disavowal would seem to be rather of the Timaeus system than
of that of

doxus;

for the special question of speed and slowness

occurs only in the former as a consequence of the subdivision of the

circle of the Other; moreover Cornford has a much stronger case for his
denials if it is the scheme of :tdoxus that is in question - there it
is more arguable that the path of the planet,
%

/

sphere, is ?AaV

ßti

i.e.

of its immediate

/

Ku KAui

.

Nor can Taylor's objection stand that

1%Añets means 'more than two' and could not be used of two motions only
and

therefore refers to Eudoxus's scheme and not to the Timaeus;

for

if we allow that the planets have (at least) a third motion as ensouled,
is quite in order.

1Co)J'5
e

return, then, to our original explanation.

Plato, aware from

discussions in the Academy of the difficulties of the two- motion
scheme,

especially as they concern the motion of the earth, "repents"

to the extent of saying that any satisfactory astronomy mast do honour

to the gods according to the real facts of their motion, and implies

that some scheme allowing a simple motion to each of the planets must

be found:

he also implies

that neither Eudoxus nor anyone else has as

yet found it.

Epinomis 987b.
This pas:.age fits in to the main explanation and need hardly be
J

of course, goes out, and though we envisage the

discussed.

OU K

'dramatic'

situation rather differently (v.

,

supe. p.t S

).

we agree

essentially with Heath and Cornford (pp. 91, 92) that the Epinomis in
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so far as

it teaches a system,
7

_...

C.1

%

with the Mitte/os
0,P,

teaches the old double -motion

functioning. as before.

The sentence

WS

I;robably reflects the divisions of the Academy
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system

y£

N

(1)

t

o

s

e

vol. 38, 1_ßp. 84 sqq.
have thought it best to alter the oringinal drafting of this
chapter as little as possible and to reserve consideration of Prof.
Cornford's
Cosmology' for the appendi>: v.
' 11.66 Sly
'Mind',
I

'Plato's

(2)

'A

(3)

I

Commentary on the Timaeus',

loc. cit. pp. 85 - 88.

11.

p.

It is not

cuite fair to say that de

anima 404 b 16 sqq. is the only passage Taylor adduces in support of
his thesis that Aristotle distinguishes between Timaeus and Plato.
Taylor himself (Comm. p. 111 med.) calls it 'one of the many indications'.
The crucial one is de caelo 293 b 18, 33, concerning the
motion of the earth.

(4)

d.e

sensu 5, 6;

with 1Tty
(5)
(6)

E.

01foaóWi

G. Ph.3 p.

cf.
,

31

7

init.,

though brooms

contrasted with
11

5

there is to be taken
init. (Diels D. G. p. 500).

1.

Taylor really moderates it himself; Comm. p. 19 med.
I have
deliberately taken his a-rtoe-t.6
au pied de la lettre, and I claim
Socratic precedent for so doing.
'Greek Philosophy Thales to Plato' p. 339.

(7)

(8)

Comm. pp. 33, 34.

(9)

E.

(10)

op. cit. p. 339:

G.

Ph3 pp. 301 - 5.

(11)

Jackson (Cambridge Praelections 1906, I ad fin.) calls this
There is a
series 'metaphysical' and the Laws 'post-metaphysical.
distinction, which Taylor perhaps recognises insufficiently in arguPerhaps it might
ing against an interval between Timaeus and Laws.
be said that the Laws is wholly reconstructive while the Timaeus is
critical also. Raeder makes the significant suggestion that the
Hermocrates became the Laws and the Philosopher the Epinomis ('Platone
In a sense, all the critical
philosophischeEntwickelung' p. 379).
dialogues are also reconstructive.

(12)

In private conversations and in lecturing on the history of the
doctrine of Forms.

(13)

That is to say, Socrates certainly called himself a 'midwife',
whatever Phaenarete may have actually been. c.f. Aristophanes Nubes
137.

Emil 'Jeerts, in 'Plato und der Heraklitisrnus' (Philologue,
Supplementband XXIII; p. 59), argues that the 'maieutic' of the
Theaetetus differs from that of the historical Socrates, as revealed
in the Socratic dialogues of Plato and in the 'Alcibiades' of
Aeschines of Sphettus.
(14)

Plutarch (Plat. Quaest. i) explains this by suggesting that
is a modified statement of aYa
(loc.
1000e) .
c.f. the newly-discovered Commentary (Ber Liner Klaisikertexte II)

y,c

4(Lt80 1iii

Ch.

(15)

47,

48.

Theaet. 210b. c.
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cit.

(16)
(17)

(is)

E.

G. Ph5 p.

31

1.

No doubt the real result of the Theaetetus is to be negatively
stated - that there can be no explanation of ) nowledge apart
from
the Forms.
But a positive theory of sheer- alóOidily is achieved;
though 184d sqq. shows that ::lato knew its inadequacy without
an
account of el

The very brief account of cognition at 37a -c is hardly intelligible apart from Sophistes 253b -254a and the definitions of
and Çu Voia ib 263d, e (c.f. 6Jtaietyol
Tim. 37b 6 with üVgo
Soph. 263e4).
tav1s
The philosopher who successfully assimilates
he circles in his head to the circles of the world.-soul (47d, 90ó,c)
is exactly the iSilatwiltió%
of Sopih. 253d, and that Massage details
the content of his wisdom.
It was out of place to develop the logical
side of this in the Timaeus, but the language used clearly implies it.
(c.f.n. 25 infr.)
Two points emerge from the Timaeus account:
(i)
The quaint passage 42d-45b (on its quaintness v.
Cornford, op. cit. p. 151 med.), which is more certainly
to be traced to Âlcmaeon's influence than any other, is
most closely linked with the ontology and epistemology of
the Sophistes (Cornford, op. ci. p. 96).

Sop

,

,

.

(ii)

The account of error at 44a sqq.

seems to be intended
wax and the birdcage which
had to suffice in the Theaetetus until the real dialectic
of the Sophistes could be attained.
This guarantees the
succession Theaetetus - Sophistes - Timaeus 'genetically'
as well as temporally.

.to supplant the figures of the

(19)

Philolaus held that it was a harmony of the body, if the views of
Simmias in the Phaedo represent his position (Burnet on Phaedo 86 b).
Timaeus might be expected to have agreed.

(20)

But the Sicilian school seems rather to have followed Álcmaeon's
lóevohta doctrine than his astronomy; their adoption of the view that
the soul is a harmony is evidence of this.

(21)

For Grantor, see Plut. de an. proc. 1012 f sqq., Taylor Comm.
for Chalcidius, Comm. k 51; Taylor, op. cit., p. 157.

p. 113;

(22)

Especially in fr. 4 Diels, 58 Boeckh.

(23)

de anima 404 n.

(24)

(25)

15,

c.f. 404a

i

and hicks ad locos.

This is not necessarily a contradiction of Cornford's statement
(op. cit., p. 96) that the analogy is in fact extended from human
Alcmaeon proceeded -by analogy from
souls to the soul of the world.
the heavenly bodies to the human soul: Plato from the human soul to
the soul of the world.

The phrase

EtKwi hOlOS

recurs several times after 29c:

before the introdúction of the

iii

t

oXi and the IÁOwu1µ6V1

68d after the account of Ta lxtft; :ora £

at 48d,

ar a

,

at

6fdrip Passages to be taken

with these are 53d fin., 54a and 55d where the possibility of a better
account is conceded willingly by Plato.
Field (L1ind vol. 38, pp. 93, 94) criticises Taylor for using thce

passages to claim for Plato the recognition of the provisional and
progressive nature of Science.
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He suggests that this claim is a pure

construction on Taylor's part with no support from the text.

But

both the claim and the criticism, so stated in the terms of modern
thought, miss the place of "natural science" in the Platonic scheme.
The passages all occur near to statements of the underlying metaphysic

upon which the whole dialogue is built, and this can hardly be fortuitous.

The best commentary upon there is to be found in the treatment

of LtKoVUS

and

in the other dialogues, and particularly in

AWAct

the Sophist 232b -232c and again at the end of the dialogue.
i
helped as in Resp. v. fin. by the double sense of bO
ß

and opinion) Plato shows that the Sophist proffers

'((l
1

There,

(appearance
I

ESIt'wAa

AcJptvo.
I

r

lrQYT`a (2'á4c

but we have the recognition that there is such a

),

thing as EIMAritKr1

which represents the true proportions of the

original - though this is set aside in order to stress the discreditable element in EAWX01101.µcef 236c).

will stand, for Plato,

if141:s

True

'natural science' therefore

in the same relation to false science as

41

at Soph.

266d fin

and the work of the true

£IKCt,6Ti*Cn

to

scientist

is to substitute the former for the latter.

This interpretation will apply to each of the passages especially
if we read them in the light of the account of coiition at 37a-c.
r

Then the circle of the Other runs true the result is

(13Qtot K

A

ttç

.

%

00k;44 KAA

TIOWS

It is these that the true philosopher must

1

try to achieve by assimilating the circles in his own head to the

circles of the t e.G.V.

r
.

If he achieved it he would be an infallible

But only God really achieves this, for it involves

natural Scientist.

at once knowledge and creative action:

hence the statement at 68d

(which is a warning against 'experiments').
(26)

It has become

fourth-century.

accepted nowadays that this doctrine is plainly

Burnet thinks that it may have arisen from certain

views of Empedocles.

Frank is prepared to be definite concerning its

date (Plato und die sogenannten Pythagoreer pp. 278 sqq.).
Die Zeit dieses astronomischen Systems ist

,

durch die

Nachricht Theophrasts auch klar genug bestimmt, dass es von
Plato erst in seiner letzten Geit angenommen wirde.
Tode haben es dann fast alle seine Schiller,
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Nach Platos

sowohl Speusipp als

_

Philip;.us von Obus und Herakleides von Pontus vertreten,

es

ist also tatsachlich die offizielle Lehre der platonischen

Akademie

-in

der Zeit des Aristoteles gewesen.

sich keine Spur davon

lind

Vorher findet

andererseits scheint es schon von

der nächsten Generation_ der Akademie, von Xenocrates-wieder

sufgegeben worden zu sein, wobei vielleicht die heftigen

dagegen gerichteten Angriffe des Aristoteles nicht ohne Einfluss
waren.
Taylor also suggests (Comm. p. 237) that the Tirnaeus theory of the

oscillation of the earth was a "half -way stage" to the central fire
theory.

This is a complete reversal of former views which based themselves

more unquestioningly on Aristotle's statements in hetaphysics A.
P.Iartin

had to contend in his day for the recognition of the geocentric

scheme as Pythagorean at all

(

Études vol.

107).

11 p.

But it is

perhaps worth enquiring whether the modern view has reacted farther
than the evidence warrants.

Allowing that the historical Philolaus

probably held the geocentric view (Phaedo 108e; Burnet L.G. Phi p. 297)
and that no weight as evidence attaches to the

which led later writers to call the hypothesis
not necessarily disprove its antiquity.

!e

'fragments of Philolaus;
'

Philolaic',

this does

must also give up all

attempt to find the scheme in the Phaedrus myth, at any rate in any

explicit form.

Iiartin (Ltudes

arguments in this connection,
mous Life of Pythagoras.

trna.

11 p.

against

114

brings forward excellent

Cousin, who followed the anony-

But it is more pardonable to identify

with the central -fire than to identify her with the earth in

the geocentric scheme as M. Robin appears to do in his unfortunate

footnote on the passage in his edition of the dialogue in the Bud;
series (p. 37 n.).
It may be that while the scheme prevailed as a scientific

hypothesis

only at the time that Frank defines, it nevertheless had

a history in the School.

Aristotle does not describe it in terms

that suggest it is merely recent.
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His reference to the reasons for

the

ßVTi)(8MV

may not be a

form of the doctrine.

jest but a reference to some early

viere

The mythological names for the central -fire

need not "blind us to the fact that we are dealing with a scientific
hypothesis ", (Burnet op, cit. p. 299 init.), but they do point to an
earlier stage in its history.
Caelo B13,

Simplicius's comment on Aristotle de

incorporating as it does a fragment from Aristotle's own

work on the Pythagoreans (Diels
evidence for this view.

yJµK

F.

d.

V.5 58B37) strongly confirms the

The reference here to the

C

Oq,titioueinti

of the central -fire suggests the parallel to the passage

in the

Metaphysics (1091a13 sqq.) where the One, here the fiery nucleus,
limits the unlimited by breathing in the boundless air.

The central -

fire astronomy really descends from this cosmology which Aristotle

admits to have been intended originally as physical even though it

really mathematical.

is

The early controversy as to whether the world

breathes probably centres round some cosmology of this kind rather
than the geocentric astronomy of Pythagoras and Alcmaeon.
But it suffices for the purpose of the present argument if a

theory which made the earth a planet and so abolished the twenty -four
hour period of the OttaJOi

was a live option for Plato when he wrote

the Timaeus.
r

(27)

of the Circle of
The Kvas
Heath, Aristarchus pp. 101 -105.
the Same implies a definite period of mot }on, and a swifter one than
the planets.
is measured Ti;
Their achievement of the TtAtoS iViatre
i
i
(39d)
6V
OS
ei)t0(id5;
Ku'i Xuj
TOU TOWTOSI
.

(28)

Simplicius in de caelo 293 b 24 sqq., from Eudemu.s.

Taylor,

Comm. p. 206.
(29)

Taylor,

Comm. pp. 209, 210.

(30)

By 'depravation' a Platonic point of view is implied. It is
hard to believe after reading pp. 118, 119 in irofessor Cornford's
book that he does not share it, in spite of his cavil against Hitter
(and Taylor) ib. p. 87. n. 2.

(31)

Comm. p. 237 ad fin.
For a discussion of the alleged j_irecendents of the Timaeus doctri
ch. ii n. 40 p.q.(
sups.
v.
.

(32)

E. G. Ph3 p. 304 ad fin.

(33)

Mind,

(34)

Comm. p. 233

(35)

Comm. p. 229 fin., 230 init.

l.c. p. 87 init.
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(36)

Plut. Vita Numae XI

Platonicae Quaestiones, VIII 1006c fin.
(37)

Epinomis 987b fin.
(
I venture to think the evidence for the genuineness of
the Epinomis sufficiently strong for it to be taken as
fully valid evidence for the pruposes'of the present
dissertation.
I ought to say, however, that I know Dr.
Miller's arguments only from Professor Taylor's, criticism
of them (in the Proceedings of the British Academy vol.XV).

(38)

We cannot account for the doubtful tone of the passage, as
Schiaparelli and Wolf appear to have done on the ground that Plato
was afraid of a trial for heresy:
If so, why should he reixesent the
change of doctrine as a restoration of the correct meed of praise to
the gods in the Laws passage? Moreover the Athenians were too
occupied with Philip of Macedon by this time to be concerned to
brand the most materialist Anaxagoreans of the day - as Plato indeed
complains in Laws X. Even Ir. Harvard (in his translation of the
Epinornis, p. 71 fin.) seems to suppose that reticence on Plato's
part was due to a fear of interference by the authorities.
Ritter (Kommentar p. 249) seems absurdly tolerant of this view,
probably because he agrees himself with Schiaparelli's identification
of the "worthier body" of Plut. Vit. I'i.mae XI with the sun. Ritter's
own view that the scope of the Laws forbade discussion of astronomy
and especially of the mathematics bound up with it is far more likely;
but we must remember that the most detailed account of the kinds of
motion in Plato's writings is to be found in Laws X.

(39)

'Angular velocities' are too modern for the Timaeus.
The
elaboration of this matter in Laws X is discussed at p.Q9 infr.

(40)

Plato might without inconsistency with his subsequent treatment
allowed
Oivc.f 9
of the universe as the offspring of y s
But the necessity
slight rectilinear displacements of the planets.
for his ontology and epistemology of postulating a world soul with
the circle of the Other running true and rendering it capable of
óeN Cbóa compels him to allow no such variation to the ecliptic,
which embodies this motion of the world -soul. "`,ie other six motions"
of 34a are of course to be found within the OJenvot
Cornford op.
cit. pp. 56, 57), in the activities of the -Amite
,

(41)

I

have reserved all discussion of these passages, for the

Appendix to this chapter.

pp
(42)
(43)

Compare with Tim. 39aó Leges 822ab. v.

$icJrt;er.

p.13(1)

de anima 406 b 25 - 407 b 11, esp. 407 a 21-32.
discussed in ch. V. infr. p.
.
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This passage is

CFidP'l'Ell

4.

Plato's later Philosopy of Motion:

Translation and discussion of Passages.

1.

Theaetetus 181b fin. sqq.

SOCRATES, THEODORUS
Soc.

.

then if you are as concerned as this we had better

':;ell,

examine the question.

It seems to me that any examination of

the nature of motion should begin from an enquiry in to what is

meant by saying of all things that they are in motion.

am trying to say
of motion,
I

trust

I

or

am

is this.
I

I

Do these men recognise but one species

right in supposing that they recognise two?

shall not be left to hold the opinion by myself: come

in with me and face the risks of holding it by my side.
me;

What

Tell

do you apply the term motion to the exchange of one 'position

for another by a given object,

or equally to. its revolution in

one fixed position?

Theo.

Yes,

,hoc.

Let this be one species, then.

I

do.

Now suppose a thing stays,

without revolving, in the same place, but grows old or turns

black instead of white or hard instead of soft
other kind of alteration.

or

undergoes some

Would not this merit description as

a second species of motion?

Theo.

It must.

Soc.

So

I

posit these two species of motion: alteration and

locomotion.
Theo.

These are the two species.

Soc.

Well then we have worked out our division of the subject;

let us turn now to the party that affirm the motion of all things
and put a question to them. "Do you mean that everything exhibits

both species of motion ", we will ask, "and that everything
constantly undergoes bothlncomotion and alteration;
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or do you

mean that some things exhibit both motions while others do
not ?"
Theo.

'!ell,

to tell you the truth,

I

really cannot say.

But

I

imagine that they would reply that everything always exhibits

both motions.
Quite so, my friend, for if they do not say that, they will

Soc.

find themselves with principles that are both moving and static,

and it will no longer be any truer to say that all things move
than to say that all things are at rest.
Theo.

Exactly.

Soc.

And

so,

since all things mast be in motion on their view,

and there can be nothing that is not in motion, all things must
at all times exhibit all forms of motion.

Necessarily.

Theo.

Heidel makes much of this passage in his article 'Qualitative Change in pre- Socratic Cosmology' (Archiv für Geschichte der

Philosophie.

Band XIX).

Lutoslawski also calls it "one of the

greatest generalisations of philosophy" and attempts to equate it

with modern philosophical thought ('Origin and Growth of Plato's
Its significance for Plato's own thought

Logic', pp. 365 sqq.).

is better estimated by a more modest valuation in strict relation

to the context:

.at

the same time it is seen to be important as

doing for the first time what is done exhaustively at Laws 893a
sqq.

At 156a, at the beginning of the re- statement of the flux

doctrine in scientific terms by the

KOtt44,TtP)I

,

we have another

suggested division of motion into "two species of infinite
extent one manifesting the active,

passive factor" in

05-0164
(

.

Yi

moves,

UhA

sy

But though this helps in the

,C(

description of the album tK1e.
QiC

the other such as to be the

of the actual process of

it proves inadequate as a definition of that which

for Plato has to admit To TE
at)

X10654.óV

(ov

83

TIV,

liietáv1

úuVONV
(157a).

104 Tolo)v

But in this paseage we are not dealing with
a division
for immediate convenience but with something
more ultimately

metaphysical.

In Theaetetus 179 -184 the field is marked out

for the 110411Teft

of the Sophistes and the main forces,

the

Heracliteans and the ÿleatics, are reviewed; but Plato is not

ready for the full struggle,

since he has excluded the Forms

from the dialogue and refuses for the moment to examine Parmenides
as he has examined the other party.

But before leaving that

party he adds to his construction of a metaphysic on
their behalf
a statement of the kinds of physical motion for
which any meta-

physic mast account.
The important point is that the motions are bodily and
not

psychic, to anticipate the dichotomy of Laws X.

them 'mathematical' in the sense of the

one calls

If

}lßk input

of Resp. VII

one must insist that it is in their manifestation in physical

objects that Flato is really interested - in stars and in the

agregations of bodies (Lutoslawski wrongly cites Resp. VII 530c
AI
fin. as parallel here) . peá is divided into jj f ulipt
I

E

£YI

- a warning of the paramount importance of the

and simple

motion of the stars and the
QÀÁvr LJ6s

7
£v

0 ,ep.Jo,

is immediately related

in the critical dialogues.

to the

lfro

;0ïTs

of the follow-

ing ar game nt - but these are not to be regarded as any more

permanent factors in Plato's metaphysic than are the Kowa
185b.

They are both due to the absence of the Forms.

the case of

,l,AÀDI

6y

of

But in

we have the recognition that the attempt

of the Phaedo to account for these phenomena by the direct

"ingredience" of Forms (c.f. esp. the

re

Ç

of Phaedo l0la fin.

has to be abandoned, and that the cause of this change must have
the same ultimate cause as change of place, and yet still be re-

lated to the Forms in a manner that change of place is not.
will appear in the discussion on Laws X 893b sqq. infr;

it

This
is

outlined here and repeated (or even anticipated, if it be earlier)
at Parmenides 13815, 162d.
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It

can only be fully stated when the

physical basis of it has been worked out in the Timaeus.
Therefore Lutoslawski's attempt to see a direct parallel

with Phaedrus 245e where soul is in question, is misleading.
are dealing here with a first classification, into two kinds,

of

the eight kinds of motion sls arised in the Laws as the ninth
kind; Phaedrus 245c is obviously concerned with the "tenth kind ".

II.

Sophistes 2484 fin. sqq.

STRkIdGLH,

TIiEAF'TI;TUS

Stranger.

.

see your point.

I

You mean this.

If

knowing is to be

regarded as a kind of acting it follows necessarily that

being known becomes in its turn a kind of being acted. upon.
Now Reality according to this argument is acted upon in so
far as it is known, and in so far therefore it is moved,

which is impossible according to our hypothesis that

it

is

motionless.
Theaetetus.

Quite so.

Stranger.

But tell me, in Heaven's name: are we really to be

easily convinced that in actual fact the

';hole

so

of True Being

has in Itself neither motion nor life nor soul nor intelligence - that It neither lives nor thinks but is an Awful,

any
Holy, Unmoved and forever Established Thing - without
mind in it?

Theaetetus.

'.¡ell,

I

must grant you, my friend, that this is a

assent to it.
strange doctrine if we are asked to

Stranger.

and yet has no life?
But are we to say that it has mind

Theaetetus.

Impossible.

Stranger.

both, can we deny that
But if we say it contains them
it has

them resident in a soul?

Theaetetus.

How else could it have them?

Stranger.

possessed -of mind,
But then, if it is admittedly

life

for all its life, completeand soul, can we imagine it being,

motion?
ly static and immune from
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k

Theaetetus.

All this seems to me unreasonable.

Stranger.

Then that which is moved and motion itself are to be

admitted real.
Theaetetus.

Yes.

Stranger.

':e

conclude, then, Theaetetus,

first,

that if real

things are motionless there can be no mind anywhere to

exercise itself on any object.

Theaetetus.

Exactly.

Stranger.

But,

are moved,

secondly,

if we grant that all things pass and

by this doctrine too we shall remove this same

factor of mind from the totality of the Real.

Theaetetus.

How so?

Stranger.

Do you think that, if there were no freedom from

motion, there could be anything that abides constant in the

same condition and in the same respects?
Theaetetus.

There could not.

Stranger.

And can you make out mind as existing anywhere without
some such abiding objects?

Theaetetus.

Certainly not.

ell

Stranger.

'

then, with all the forces of reason we must meet

the enemy who makes dogmatic assertion on any question while
at the same time cutting away the very basis of knowledge,

intelligence and mind?

Theaetetus.

host certainly.

Stranger.

So it appears that the mind of the philosopher -- the

true philosopher who places these as of value above all

other things -- is forced to a novel conclusion.
accept,

on the one hand,

He cannot

the view of the Vihole of True

those who believe in
Reality as static -- the view alike of
one Form and those who believe in many.

Idor,

on the other

to those who teach the
hand, can he listen for a moment

universal motion.

He must be like the children who ask for

in the universe
"both please in dealing with everything
he must teach that the 'dhole of True

moving and unmoved;
Reality is "both ".
86

248d fin.

Heindorf's distribution of the words

seeu1s the

best available.

I

take

P

Te ()i- `ÿt-

to be a return to generalisation on the
part of the Stranger, not,

as l rof. Cornforci takes it (tlato's Theory of
Knowledge, ad loc.) as meaning

"Their point is".

r-

249a init

71

9

Yovv

.

6*'

INK

These words are a wicked addition

to thé description of true Being which

no devout Eleatic would allow himself,

249a

sl

1/

fin a,

1

v oV

4v

l

£ rT 0.Ypi

This is actually the position of Xenoÿhanes
but there is probably no reference intended:
the argument.

If von

(e.g.

fr. 3,

fr. 4 Karsten),

simply the next point in

it is

then Kw16g

,

1

249b

5

aKp/1¡1144 Tf. OV'i'c,JV

..

wI

71
; rdnal%

IVA

V

Neindorf.
'

Badham.

Neither conjecture is indispensable, but Heindorf's seems more likely

I

textually (haplography) and philosophically (Tun OV%J
in

site

of

1AVTA

in 24968 infr.

Tj

1TAV

249d init. lion

'l

sc.Ov?WÇ

),

and this

%

Tw:

Professor Cornford's note (op. cit.) is admirable; contrast Campbell
ad loc.

This passage has suffered much conflicting interpretation, but it has

usually been considered in the light of its bearing on the theory of Forms.
Its real importance,hoaever, would seem to be its bearing on the metaphysical

status of motion, and the implication of this for the Forms -theory.
not attack the Forais in themselves, but elevates another factor -

It does

Wj ,405

W%/10i4 - to equal rank with them.
':Je

may therefore set aside the views of those who regard the passage as

a direct modification of the Forms.

b short notice of them is contained in

a:

excellent article by Y. Rougier on "La correspondance du Genres du Sophiste,
du Philebe ét

du.

Philebe et du Timee" (in hrchiv für Geschichte der Philosophy

Band XXVII pp. 365 sqq.)

We may make use of his summary:

"Cette exclamation (248e) est prise par la majorité des critiques

corune l'annonce d'un changement
87

radical

dans

la

tleorie

des idees.

Apres les avoir declare immobiles et immuables

Plato leur accorde le mouvement, la vie et la pensée.

deviennent semblables aux
intelligentes

)ióyol

de Philon le Juif,

Elles

des forces

et actives.

Lutoslawski et Ritter (Gesetze, Kommentar p. 335)

y--voient

l'abandon complet de la théorie des Idees qui sont remplacees par
des ames, Gomperz une transformation progressive; Apelt un

aboutissement logique de la doctrine des précédentes dialogues;
Zeller, au contraire, un point de depart dont, s'affranchira

Platon vers la fin de sa vie ".
CZeller's view just named, though resting on the falsehood that
the Sophistes is early, recognises the fact that the others do not,

that the Forms persist in the Timaeus in the old sense (51c, d.).J
Our passage comes at the end of a discussion of the nature of

To

used in a wide enough sense to include the deliverances of

oV

Heraclitus and Empedocles as well as Parmenides (242b sqq.).
We have already discussed the whole passage (v. ch.

n.5 p.

i

1g

supr.) and we need only attempt here to determine further in what
,/

1

sense

I,vb\6.

is to be

included within

One view is stated by M. Rodier

To

71111011

ov

.

(Anne Philosophique) vol. xvi)

"Lame dont Platon parle dans ce passage ne ressemble point,

cela va de soi, a l'ame humaine. C'est une ame purement intellectuelle analogue a l'intelligence des Alexandrins.

Ainsi entendue

'l'ame est, naturellement, ce qui entretient acec l'Idee la plus

proche parentee, puisque elle n'est que la pensee de l'Idee; il
n'a d'autre fonction que de la reflechir.

De

Ame, par mouvement,

i

vie et pensee il ne faut pas entendre ici ce que nous designons

ordinairement par ces mots.

,W4

4k

Kai

4p.

S

Les quatres expressions

sont equivalents..

KIYN &.

MU.

La preuve en est

1

que Platon ne parle pas dans la suite que de mouvement,

qu'il prend pour substitut des trois autres.

ment peut -il etre question:

IIS

K01 6;s

Mais de quel mouve-

Sans aucun doute d'un mouvement

,I

purement logique, de celui que l'objet accomplit four
se refleter
dans le sujet.

Platon lui -meure le dit expressément en déclarant

que connaitre et etre connu, c'est etre mu et mouvoir.

K1615

de

Le concept

n'implique donc ici rien que ressemble au mouvement

local ".

This interpretation fails because it sets out to limit the scópe
of the passage.

Though ilato presents the

04 tenu beinstancing YYJ6bCQ(y/
idealists.

His intention is to give

cse

for allowing that

Tb

this is to persuade the
a wider meaning, and the

K,i/1 ais

main extention of its meaning will prove to be the recognition of
t

%

,)

I

¡s: .l04AiVZG

4,1!"

as the

stated in the passage,

a.OU

of 5:11A

TIK.ipa

i

-uS

KIN/

.

This is not

but the way to it is opened up.

Yet Lf.Hodier is right in a sense in saying that local movement
is not intended.

a

uKi

The movement intended is such as can only reside in
The distinction between ideal and material is

(249a 5:).

not obliterated but Plato's point is that motion and rest are found
in both regions, and the identification of motion with material, rest

with ideal

The recognition of this point clears away the

is wrong.

Eleatic objections to the recognition of the
because it exhibits

01

as

OVTLJS

oy

Plato has recognised the subject in

K0/ 64,I$.

thought as being as .real as the object in thought; but he has also

Ky5tJS

made the way clear for the recognition of an Galla as

which is as real as the formal cause, namely

NI

,

vj

and has overgot
1.

the necessity of supposing that only the Forms can be at

because only they are

III

NTtAS

DV

Ak

KIVv

WS

.

Politicus 269d sqq.

Stranger.

and-the
Ever to abide the same in the same relation
the divinest of all
sane condition is the privilege of

things alone:

the nature of the bodily does not entitle

to this rank.

Now the Heaven or Universe, as we have

it

many blessed gifts from him
chosen to call it, has received
who brought it into being,

89

but it has also been made by

him

to partake in bodily form.

Therefore it is impossible

for it to be free from change altogether, and
yet

so far

as it may it is moved with one motion and as nearly
as

possible in the same place and keeping the sane relations.
For this reason it has received its reversal of motion,
for this is the least possible distortion of its proper

motion.

But to revolve ever by his own power is possible

only to the lord and leader of all things that move; for

him to change from one direction of motion
would flout Heaven's law.

to the

contrary

It follows from all this that

we must not say of this Universe either that it revolves

ever by its own power, or that it is ever and completely
under God's power and receives two contrary modes of
circuit from his impulse, or again that there are two Gods
at contrary purposes which reveal themselves in its contrary!;

revolutions:

we must assert the only remaining possibility,

as we asserted it just now, and say that at times it is

assisted on its way by the transcendent divine cause, gaining new life again from its Artificer and the gift of

immortality from His working.
is left to itself,

At the other times when it

we shall say that it revolves under its

own power, being released at a point when it has gathered
such force (under the induced motion) that it revolves in
the reverse sense for tens of thousands

of revolutions

because its size is so great, its balance so perfect and
the pivot upon which it turns so small.

I.

The

O0W05

as a

)ooV

We are told three things of the

Oú0IG005

in this passage

(which is particularly fascinating because it holds in solution,
as it were,

so many elements of Plato's thought):

90

(i)

it is a Z)vJOY

(ii)

it has a body,

and therefore is imperfect.

(iii) it is a creature, and therefore

From (i)

it follows

that it has a

is imperfect.

OX

of its own, and

therefore is capable of directing its own motion - it has the
!.

though not 7óU Lo

bwaµ(s -1;

as will appear.

From (ii) we might seem to be re- asserting the earlier metaphysi
,,

(e.g. of the Phaedo,
hNDU.VJa)

78a sqc.), but the sentence

£auTO

o

0.uTo

implies a higher and more 'real' leader of all

things that move, who though greater than the cosmos is con-

ceived as moving with psychic motion. And so the inferiority of
the OueFVol as having a body is not that of being moved as
f,

distinct from freedom from motion, but the fact of the inadequacy of body to express psychic motion perfectly.

follows that the inferiority of the

Oueyttt

From (iii)

it

to its creator is

its inability to persist as he can in one constant course of

psychic motion,but it approaches as near as it may by altering
the sense of its motion only by a simple reverse. (c.f. Timaeus

30a WT.. púYpµt/

,

37a fin.).

Plato probably slips from impersonal to personal in the
a

i`

`

course of the sentence U011 otaoro
lichr'I'

at 269e

5;

`Ti4

at any rate the psychic power described

11

there is called. (in the language of the Timaeus) ntiby0.5
270a 4.

Likewise the 0.V0K0Kil16Ty

is

at

Q,V0.ÿK14

said to be

II

4JToY

in the soul of the 00edOS

,

which is
1

KÓVv6ty
This

E

\r\`os

I

&vattih

E.K Toy!

16iá

r..)1.4!-04

I

oV Kat

I)

(269d

6vvapO a ion

gaTo Kaîüe,)(as

is therefore

said to be "the least

init.).

Or rather the first

possible distortion of tis own motion".

of the
two sentences of 269e really treat the self- motion
T

, :;o;?,

¡.,S

as the norm and God's imposed

040.00/01t,

as the

r.

as a creature; hence
enforced variation necessary to it

aV -; oU ,w1,, refers

's

to its natural motion and Campbell's

1

suggestion of alteration to TaUTOU

91

misses this.

Its motion

j

under God gives it a ao,S Q
c

'
but irt6iZEUari
- it is 7i5

,

1

av oU Klv16-t,03

The

TatakXa, ,ç
transcends the

1tto0C10;

created or

0Oepa

s

he has nothing

:

in him, for he is able to perform the

constant single revolution, which the

simply because it is bodily and created.
credited with cross -purposes,

cannot perform

ojeip,;¿

He must not be

so as to be the cause

and evil at once, that is of both motions of the

of good
ogty,

:

nor

has he an equal and antagonistic deity pitted against him the

rebounds
okka
J os

at the dictates of its own soul, which

he created and which is ultimately subject to him.
be that the last sentences

(It may

of the passage explain why it can

get along without him for so long:

it has acquired such

momentum, that it can spin on its pivot for millennia - though
this, of course,

is really a strictly inconsistent explanation

on purely mechanical grounds.)

Though there is no attempt at a "likely account" of
it contains metaphysical

astronomical matters in this passage,

factors which persist in the Timaeus and in the Laws to a
J

The concept of

considerable extent.
28a,

arnot

,

reached

at Timaeus

is really anticipated in the graphic figure of the world

turned now by God at the helm now by its own "fate and inborn
necessity" when God releases the tiller and retires to His

conning -tower (272e)

.

But when a scientific account comes to be given,

the

notion of alternate cycles has to be abandoned, and with it

the theory of

Ct.VIWKÌ119

,

which had, at least in part, been
The element of

constructed to fit the historical scheme.
C

0.va ,v

of self- assertion against the

o.

i;ooeyos
1

powers active in the Outpsoe,

,

by psychic

I

becomes no longer a dramatic

opposition but a constant under- current.

Moreover there is

92
ßll

the recognition in the

of Kul014ocia as being

Ktvr of

pvr`67v

e

vC{Lt

Timaeus

while

rj lr

VoU'

really

pti,yQ<yi41

becomes the motive force of what Empedocles
had called the
elements;
r,

in the Timaeus and Laws there could
be no

(iV0.siK

;;

9 ysjvtllY1

,

as there is in the

o

Politicus.

Plutarch in the de animae procreation (1014d sqq.)
attempts
1

to equate the movement of the 0;)or1w4,

with the

/.;¡,1:

;

ú

of the Philebus,

under its "inborn desire"

0,0.0(1

the

and a supposed "bad world soul" in the Laws;

of the Timaeus

but the Politicus

offers a refutation of any attempt to foist Zoroastrianism on
Plato:

there are not two gods at enmity.

maintained in the Laws (esp. 904a sqq.).
estimate the place of

This position is
'die

shall attempt to

)

0.Ymvt,1

and its relation to the Outown later

on, but we may remark on two more general questions arising out

of this passage

- the significance of

history which

it

implies

and the significance of astronomy.
II.

The significance of History.

The account of the four decadent men and constitutions in

the Republic is related to cosmic periods only in the designedly

mysterious remarks about the number of the period of the human

creature (546a sqq.).
lapses,
ian,

The decadence is by a series of ethical

or rather progres::ive abandonments of

reason conjoined with music' (549b 6).

'man's best guardHere, however,

in

the Politicus, human life is made to depend on the vicissitudes

of the cosmos,
odo

" tttY

W

67 v 0.,

pJruS

-nu

001

,roi,

iiKratluis

10.1

tv

rvalIV,A&VOI,

YOy

-a,

(274d fin.

Kai ofoolittki.

1,

Under the very vigorous fable of the age of Cronos we read that
the causes that work good and evil, safety and destruction in
and that the
man are the causes at work in the cosmic process,

human process is dependent on the cosmic.
on the

10

Hence the insistence

motions
of the change of sense of the heavenly

4.ó-

268e fin. sqq.).

Irian

can be blessed and prosper if and when

the cosmos is under divine control.

93

Aristotle has the conception

of the constant return of ideas (Metaph.A

1074b 10, Politics

8

VII, 10 1329b 25 al) also a doctrine of 114E0s

and

as

(9oea

caused by the motion of the sun in the ecliptic in the de Generatlone.

In a sense, these two doctrines are combined into a unity

here.

This

could only occur where the suprarmzndane cause-is

thought of as attendant upon and concerned with the thoughts and
e,

ways of men) and where this cause

prove*

constantly operant in cosmic

is

-

in a closer sense than Aristotle's ltpWTOV KiVov0

aKwi o.

V

III.

The

f

significance of astronomy

James Adam was disinclined to accept Steinhart's view
of a direct bearing of Timaeus 47b, 90d upon the famous words at

the end of the ninth book of the Republic,
í°TiAw.*'

,,

jt

i

, avac,iî

-rw ,flooXoFtVJ OPai

(The Republic of Tiato, vol. ii p. 370.).

EV

tr.AA

OUeaVu1

OpoV

L.6 A)Ç

u

£QuiorYaTbli

Perhaps the New Test-

amont inevitably distorts our judgment here.

Either we read

Christian connotations into 000erS or we discard any religious
content in the Plato passage in order to avoid such connotations.
Yet this and the Timaeus passage are strongly religious (and the

saying

pul ®eWTOS Oo

MOrt

V

tW

goes naturally with them)

.

But

the religious content is not poured into the one word OU0avc_
'J

.

it must mean the visible heavens for a Greek, and its blessedness

consists in

its exhibition

,;,'J.

of

Ut

ig

and of

0)O1

S

vEW

So it is not inconceivable that by the end of

the

ninth book of the Republic Plato might point to the Oiea.VOS
where the perfect pattern of lawfulness confronts lawless men
and decadent states
529c seq.

--

and this in spite of his words at Resp. VII

But whether this is so or not, Plato could never have

used these words in any dialogue later than the Republic without
intending a reference to the 3vcaYOc

in the astronomical sense.

of the Timaeus,
Our passage introduces us to the Weltbild

for the important difference of

7

GWQKÚKÀr6;

save

We have the

revolution of the sphere
clear distinction between the physical
itself and in the
and the psychic factors, in the sphere

94

transcendent divine

0.11-loi

The very words

.

v
cc

/

IDOe òs
J

(270a) and 4VQVKrj

(269d init.) appear for the
first time in

this connotation.

Thus we have the first statement of
the new

1

dignity of astronomy, the law of those
motions that are direct

evidence of divine motions -of the divine
motions of reasonable
soul, as eternal as the Forms.
IV.

Leges 893b sqq.

ATHENIAN, CLEIJIAS.
Athenian.

Come then, and let this of all time be a
time for calling
on the aid of the gods - they must be called on
most earnestly

for it is to help us prove that they exist.
then,

Let us hold fast,

to this guiding rope and enter upon the hazards

argument before us.

It

seems to me that if

I

ofthe

am put in question

on the following matters it is with the answers following that
I

would safest meet each question.

'Sir',

may be asked, are

I

all things static and nothing moved, or is the contrary the case,
or are some things in motion,

motion' (I answer)

others at rest?

'others at rest'.

!Some in

'Iust it not

be in space

in some sense that the static rest and the moving move ?'

'Yes!.

'And some would move in one fixed place, others in a succession
of places ?'.

'It

is of moving things which have the power

of

being static objects at their centre that you speak', we shall

rely

'when you say that they move in one place,

ution of so- called "humming tops "?

'Yes'.

like the revol-

'And we see

that in

such forms of revolution this kind of movement carries round

t1-

largest and the smallest circle at the same time and by distribut

ing itself proportionally to small and great is itself smaller or
greater in proportion.

So

it

has become the source of marvels of

all kinds, for it imparts at the same time to great and small
slowness and swiftness in proportion to their size - a phenomenon
one would have thought impossible'.

'Quite so °.

'Moreover,

when you speak of things moved in a succession of places, you
appear to be describing objects moving on continually from place
to place, some times pivoting themselves at one point,

95

sometimes,

if they roll, at many.

And when on any occasion these several

moving bodies clash, by stationary objects
disintegrated;

Adimerolft they are

with other moving bodies meeting them from an

opposite direction they coalesce, and between such
clashing

elements a compound with its own motion arises'.
that these things are as you describe them'.

'Yes,

I

grant

'Loreover, bodies

which receive additions are merely increased, and those suffering division are merely lessened, in bulk only when each remains
the same'blement" as it was; in cases where it does not remain
the same,

addition or division are able alike to transform it.

Lastly there is coming -to -be universally; - under what conditions
does it happen?

',hen

an original point achieves fluxion and

arrives at the second dimension and from this to the third, and,

arriving at the third dimension becomes an object of perception.
These are the changes and motions that attend all coming -into-

Each thing is really what it is while it retains its

being.

construction, but when it is transformed into a body of another
construction,

its former being is completely destroyed.

Maybe,

we have now numbered and classified all kinds of motion

friends,

save two.

Cleinias.

':,hat

are these two?

Just the pair which it is the end of all our present examin-

Athenian.

ation to reveal.

pray you be plainer.

Cleinias.

I

Athenian.

We began to enquire in order to reveal the place of soul,
I

Cleinías.

Athenian.

think.
Je

did.

of motion which can set
Let us posit then one constant type

itself;
other things in motion but cannot move

and a second

motion to other things
constant type that is capable of imparting
increase and.
under the forms of combination and disintegration,

and passing-away and is able to
diminution, coming-into-being
move itself withal.

96

Cleinias.

Let these be the two kinds.

Athenian.

Then the first of these constant types, that which
moves
objects but is altered itself from one form to another
by the

ulterior kind, we will make our ninth class; \hile for
our tenth
we may perhaps take that which moves itself as well as
ita object

accomodating.itself to and exhibiting itself within
all doing and

being- done -to and called according to ultimate reality
the transforming and moving power among all things that exist.
Verily so.

Cleinias.

The evidential value of the refutation of the atheists in

Lairs

X

will probably be always a matter of dispute, for those interested in
it as the first attempt in Europe at the formulation of a natural the-

ology, will always tend to see the passage out of relation to the rest
of Plato's thought.

Conversely,

those interested in the formulation

of a system of thought from the dialogues (an impossibility, but an

inevitable means to fuller apreciation) will resent and underestimate
the passage because of its seeming dissonance both from the metaphysic
of the Republic and the logical system of the Sophistes.
But whatever the value of the whole passage, the analysis of

motions in 893a

is of permanent interest.

s;,q.

We should not evade

the difficulties by supposing that they are adaptations to the needs
of the atheist (e.g. Field,

of the old men (Taylor,

Mind vol. 38 p. 91) or talk over the heads

tr. p.

285 n. 1).

Taylor (ib. p. 284 n. 5)

claims that "Plato is describing the results of various combinations

from a purely kinematical - not a physical - point of view".
believe to be the

i

.

lbv' A14,,/S0

of recent

This

I

interpretation. Plato

1

himself tells us that the 0101/15

is

Olt

£JiK(i

894b
(

- it is to

6
)

7

of the OV 0.YOS, and
work out the actual visible forms of the motion,

all of them imply an ulterof the elemental bodies, and to argue that

ior

kind

of

motion

¡,va0 DTrOurAV

`

lr

µ4J

ÍOttGtbi bí Ta j

the motions analysed
y
Therefore we are surely right in regarding

word in Plato;
"physical" in the fullest sense of that

97

las

and we shall

go to the Timaeus, and especially to
the account of the

oN1

}IA-ra

of the elementary bodies for the elucidation
of obscuritie

in this passage.

In the sense that the physics of Plato
is geometrica.

his dynamics is kinematical, but in no other
more abstract sense.

Each form of motion described

is a summary

generalisation from the

fuller treatment in the Timaeus, but here
we have it brought out in
fuller detail than there that all the forms of
motion imply kpA

and

its motions, the resolution of water into two
corpuscles of air and
one of fire quite as mach as the revolution
of the ecliptic.

need not detain ourselves estimating exactly how the 'ten'

e

kinds are

made up:

in any case the iNarl

of ,ifhich the first eight are species,

Aworç

only the genus

is

and ought not to be included.

There may be a Pythagorean desire to bring the number up to ten:

best
and
Vti.

way

to

ó
r.V

do

it is

perhaps to suppose with Ast that KUKÀOOOeau/0

(both gliding and rolling; TayloriPlato,

lIii

the

p. 491.1is surely

l_

wrong in finding rectilinear motion at 893d 61) should be added to the
six given at 894b fin. (The classification is not parallel to the

a
Kcer161.6

of Timaeus 34a - that is merely external and is not

11

concerned with

D

U Ke,S

or

with

14.V 4,6i

)

.

It remains to comment on

the points of philosophical interest.
ts1

a

893c 5.
The reason for placing this. motion first in the list is
t

of course that it is the motion of the

made clearer at 097e sqq.

(1)

This kii. °01

(JP&Q'D
is the

.

The point is
tP 4( of

VOUS

.

I should have said that what is referred to is
Addendum.
neither t(v1.CXociocsb. simpliciter nor rectilinear motion, but the
'Why
forward movement of a sphere carried round in an orbit.
the
planets
clear;
is
not
rolling
Plato distinguishes gliding and
forward
motion
and
their
souls)
rotated (if we agree that they had
was
fixaxis
their
for
rolling,
might be called gliding; but not
of
planetary
theories
ed.
The reference may be to some lost
motion. Aristotle (de caelo 290a 11) limits the possible motions
of the stars to spinning and rolling (and of course decides
holding that the stars are set in their spheres
against both):
by them he cannot admit gliding even hypotheticround
and carried
either that the planets spin and glide or (if
holds
ally.
Plato
we
not, that they have no proper rotation) that
do
as
we admit,
they simply glide: rolling would be impossible.
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ato calls it

_

a O)IOtA/.

It is the

motion of the Circle of

/

the Same.

893d 2.
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1

I

i

Taylor allows a reference here to the orbits of
the planets

(trans. p. 284 n. 2).
the Other.

The reference must be to the Circle of

This gives a clue to the descri1;tion of the speeds

of the planets at Timaeus 38c

sgc1.,

where even the language, e.g.

of 39a init., shows that Plato is dealing with the
same point

here.

Perhaps

I

do.

ation correctly, but

not understand Professor Taylor's interpret-

cannot be satisfied with it and

I

I

think

another and a simpler one can be build up with the aid of
the

present passage.

shall therefore interpret the the Timaeus

I

passage with this one in mind.
God set the seven planets in seven circuits in (i.e. at

seven points at stated intervals on any radius of) the Circle of
the Other, considered as a wheel already rotating.

Therefore the

moon ought to have the slowest motion, Saturn the swiftest, and
the speeds of the other planets should be proportionate.

and Venus should therefore be swifter than the

Stun.:

that they

I(

are in fact only

L(5-6

is to be explained by their

e0N401

Mercury

e

l

VQVTIa

j

I

UVQ µl5

,

exercised against the urgency of the Circle of the

/

Other

.

Yet the moon,

the slowest planet, appears to have the

shortest period while Saturn has the longest.

leis, Plato says,

The moon really is slowest but appears swift-

is only apparent.

est owing to the action of the Circle of the Same:

the converse

is true of Saturn.

Taylor,

if

I

understand him correctly, takes the reference

of the Greek words to be the contrary of this, in order to aLke
But Plato surely means that he only

Saturn really the slowest.

appears slowest, and stresses the point that this is an appearance:
this meaning would surely arise if we transfer,

interpretation,

-r

.

r

veaTOOy

J

1

`(D

Ola

M44

....

Kuobv

X01('

and translate:

99

for purposes of

r
I

at 39a to come after

"(The planets learnt to travel) according to the motion
-

of the Other in the ecliptic, one describing a greater
circle

Saturn) one a smaller (e.g. the moon).

But by the motion

of the Circle of the Same overpowering them in its course,

those

that had the smaller circuit began to go more swiftly, thóse

that had the greater more slowly.

So by reason of the motion

of the Same, those that in fact have the swiftest circuit appear-

ed to be caught up by those that have in fact the slowest, thougi

the reverse is still the real fact (since the Circle of the Othei
is still a unity, relatively to itself,

apart from the external

distortion by the Circle of the Same)."
I

think my interpretation does not require us to suppose

a Timaeus who thought Saturn "slog" because he takes such a

long time to get round his orbit (Taylor Comm.

p.

init.).

Plato

began with the construction of the planets at points on the
radius of the circle, swifter and slower according to distance

from the centre.

This is the main principle, to which he admits

two distortions - the

f

`O)Vp,,*'i

vT

of I1ercury and Venus and

then the wholesale distortion by the Circle of the Same.

(If

Taylor's interpretation were right Mercury and Venus ought to
be hard pat to it to keep up with the Sun,

not have time

their hands to stay beside and pass behind him;
0.

assumption that they are

artnF)
w

t1

r'

t

on

only on the

swifter, being nearer the

circumference of the circle are they able to do this).

The

main point is that the Circle of the Other is thought of as

having its own "real" motion, and the distortion of its motion
by the Same, as "apparent" relative to
alt*A>

,

it,

Why the Circle of the Other was

even though real
so fixed as a

unity

in Plato's mind, we learn from the discussion of the mechanics
of it in the present passage.
To call this principle
is

¡;4

Q
VQT"av 4ÚQVw

it, if it is a mere statement
surprising, to say the least of

intelligible if it
of a simple fact in kinematics, but quite

tU( L

ÁoAIEi

r.I 0.iVe 0

1

N

arc.Ie Or

loo

e D41.

refers to all the troubles that arise from
the consideration
of the planetary motions - the troubles that
may have forced

Plato to abandon his cherished scheme of astronomy,
if our
interpretation of certain parts of the Timaeus
was correct.
CI

do not think that this account requires
much

alteration in the light of Professor Cornford's
book.

I

would rather seek to stress that while he acknowledges
the
relevance and the astronomical reference of our passage
at the beginning of his account of the planetary motions

(Plato's Cosmology, p. 82)and later translates the words
at 39a and interprets them as

I

have taken them, he does

not seem to avail himself of the basic variations of the

speeds of the planets due to the motion imparted by the

Other at that joint on its radius where the star is as

much as he might.

One must admit more than two distortions:

our account was insufficient here; but one must assert
that these distortions are superimposed upon the pre- exist-

ent variation in speed in proportion to distance from the
centre.

Cornford's statement that "only the

Su.n

presents

the motion of the Different unmodified" is suspicious.

Perhaps he is right in sexing some further modification in

every other case; but he must not claim that if the moon
moves apparently faster (really, withiathe circle of the
Other,

slower) than the sun, it necessarily accelerates

the motion of the Different by a motion of its own: may it
not be the case that, without any such acceleration,

the

circle of the Other would furnish it with a motion as speedy

(in reality as slow) as that which it in fact exhibits?
Should it not be, in fact, rather a retardation, relative
to the Other,

than an acceleration that is superimposed,

if a further motion is in fact intended?

Conversely,

the

apparent 'counter -revolution' of the outer planets, if we
accept Cornford's interpretation of 36D5, is in fact com-

pounded of the swifter motion (appearing slower) imparted
101

by the circle of the Other at a wider
radius and, in
addition, a further acceleration
(apDes,rin_ as a retardatior
to account for the actual slowness
of the planet.

It is

dangerous to ignore the .former factor
and to speak of "the
standard speed set by the Sun" as Dornford
does (e.g. "i.-. 89)
as though any point on any radius
of the circle of the Other

r

revovled at that speed.]

;
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Englandconsiders Et$,

cc'

$+;Tka

afro

here "a very obscure

AUTai

-

expression",

but guesses that it refers to conditions such as
solid, liquid,
gaseous.

Taylor (trans.

p.

284 n.

5)

blames him for this and

insists that it mast mean 'kinematical configuration'.
see that,in a sense,

it means both,

Vie

shall

if we follow our canon of

interpretation and regard these words as a description of the
motions that actually go on in the
ive

Ou eAVoç

.

In this passage

have a summary in a few words of the motions involved in the

reciprocal transformation of the four chief bodies, which is
more fully described at Timaeus 56c fin. sqq.

England is on the

track of the right explanation when he reminds us that it

is

r

laid down at Theaet. 181d that

OLAivAc,15

is one

species of

motion, and one which is consistent with "remaining in the same

place ".
We have first of all an account of colliding bodies in which

the result may be scission of the moving body by the static or

aggregation of two bodies each in motion.
preliminary statement;

But this is only a

after encouragement from the imaginary

respondent we go on to a more thorough explanatory statement in
KD.

aqi Kett

-

a"IroÀ'wrai

ri. /Ke

1

the

auÿvt
7

i

in some cases but

sS

Cs produces
c

De& in others;

in some cases, but

6reKtia e,15

it does not, tI90da

ØoPin

similarly bi&it)
others;

c,

it depends whether

Persists (if it does, there is au

etc.).
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produces

r

,

if

Thus earth would always exhibit only
in all possible collision;,, but

in the cases where

would only exhibit

Dea

of fire, by

when it is conquered and broken up and
two corpuscles

,

of fire become one of air (56e)
.41
I
oeo,,

suffers

ci

from the midst of a mass of

5)

or water; in most cases there would be

rull< d6í4,

Qua/

and

small portions of it had "battled
throu)h

and returned home" (Tim. 57b

air

fir;:

7/

'

nyi(,5 ç

+

(and not

fire resolves

Q,

on the other hand,

'..'ater,

.

/

c

íóç

it into two

i

by its ÒIaKei6i; when a collision

)

corpuscles of air and one of fire

eJ

(56d fin.). EtIj

in our Massage, therefore, refers to
the fiery,

watery, airy and earthy condition.

Plato need not recapitulate

in detail, having already done so in the Timaeus itself
(56e fin.)

694a.
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The preceding discussion has brought in #0ela (d64)01T-42I

893e fin.) but not lbvf.6r:i

What has really been treated of

.

so fax are the visible collisions, which in some cases produce

merely an aggregate, in others a new substance;

but we have re-

garded them only qua collisions and rebounds, between which an
aggregate or compound (either) may arise with a new direction of
But we mast now go on to ex_.laín

motion.

why in some of these

cases there is a new principle, that of Oop'x gat work, and to

account for this we have to go behind the four bodies, which are
cikAa(A aV

,

to their

(Timaeus 48e)

(5-ilitt, the triangles.

But what Flato actually does is to go one stage

f-

then back still

and attempt some answer to d.ristotle's demand of the Pythagoreans
l

10x1 Ìo

i

i

ca

Y {tyí oS

(Zeta

;

20).

The differentiation of the two types of triangle began at the

second dimension, but both had the same %A

1, and,

for Plato,

the objection that solids cannot be build ott of Planes (Ari st o tl

standing objection, esp. de caelo
pp.

305b

1

s

rß:

See Taylor,

400 - 410) simply does not arise; rather he

Comm.

ostulates that

planes are built out of lines and these out of unit

points,116m
J1I

A

(tBOS

though not, of course, in the sa

in some sense,

E

as the first pyramid of

re441

.

[b
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gg2,a
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"e are dealing here with the
only hint we get of the
I

CpTOS

Vv6 p!6

ITS

Ú.RAoIá receives
»,tritt1T04,

is

of Timaeus 50e by which
the

a

cI67ovn

£

OVTGL

-6/ ovria

ass

Only this process accounts ultimately
for the

.

difference between

4 rtA5

F,STI S1i

pÇ

and 0).0ea

04,57-s

114i,

40V

among the four bodies.

*TAI

-rravr6AZ

perhaps refers

to the "exit" of these offlrints of the
Forms, rather than to the

less ultimate

of the four bodies.'

The significance of the passage lies not
so much in the

exact interiiret.tion of the "fluxion" intended
(the element which
was really Pythagorean and which came to occupy
the mind of the
L.caderay

under Xenocrates to the exclusion of the others)
but in

two considerations:

the motions, though invisible, are still thought of
as

(a)

physical and bodily - no less
(b)

so

than rolling and colliding

no less than the others they are the outward evidence of
the

works of 4N

- it

!

is

(f

out of the Forms upon the

evaec
o- rovrav 'rag
a

894e 5.

AV

which presides over the copying

UTbiAt\

.

iî6

1foiq'pa6ïv

I14ów
r%

£

Plato is only claiming here what he has led up to in his

in the Sophistes (247e). -TÍOIG

CVD5

-Pa X41,

in the form of the

eight kinds of motion (now summarised as the ninth) is the widest

definition of

6

A6Tpt

:

wherever this is found there

hind

it ".

is a psychic lgIfi'

is said to

This soul

40ca and all

it includes all

-Ta

Pky

amolio6i4
,V

f

move

WM-

"be-

,

t

T$

1(15.1 Kai
I

$lake pit (894b

supr.)

.

1

But this does

ravróstç

not.

involve panpsychism, for the 1T,JTbt/eI01

are not directed to the governance of these motions of

bodies as an end in themselves, but their use of their power to
effect this governance is determined by their vision and choice
or at least supraphysical, ends.

of eternal,

cognitions volitions and emotions, are

i c, 5-lulTt TWA t
(1)

I

914a7-05

have, however,
3I

S.

o vt-w 5

S
0

These

is1q

activities,

which are

(896e 5 to 897b 5 infr.)

.

translated for the latter interpretation.
is very difficult on any interpretation.

1r
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Ultimate

H A P T E R
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.

5itQ5 in Plato.

'A turning -point in the history of human
thought was
reached when Plato achieved in his doctrine of Forms
a
synthesis between Hellenic rationalism and Oriental mysticism.
No intrJrpretati un of Plato can be adequate which
fails to do
justice to both these elements.
His double outlook is revealed
at once in the elementary observation that the abstract
argument
of the dialogues is relieved here and there by
a piece of myth
the material for which is drawn from current religious
concept-

ions.'

Eros and Agape.
tr.by Fr. A. G. HERBERT.

NYc;liEN,

It

is unfortunate that a perception so sure of the

'Lïoaente'

inner

of Plato's philosophy should be clothed in expressions
so

liable to mislead as this from Nyg'ren's book.
of such terms as 'rationalism'

Apart from the danger

and 'mysticism', we have here the idea

nourished by the Idarburg school, that the Forms doctrine itself
incorporates all that is truly philosophical in Plato and that the
'pieces of myth' are introduced only to 'relieve the strain'

argument.

of abstract

The various Hegelian interpretations, the Pythagorean

mathematical approach (if one may

so call

it)

of H. Robin and

Iaïr.

Hardie's recent neo-Platonic interpretation all agree in this.
Significantly enough, Taylor and Cornford agree to controvert
this.

Neither will force Plato's words to create a symmetry in

metaphysic which the dialogues do net warrant and both see that mind
is for Plato as it were

'outside' and 'alongside

to be conflated with them.

the Forms and not

They differ in interpreting Plato's

meaning on the question of the real transcendence of mind at once

'outside' the

Forms and !above' the ensouled Oúepa,YOÇ

:

Cornford

is anxious to question the necessity for the recognition of such

transcendent mind, lest he be compelled to admit that Plato is a

monotheist of the Jewish- Christian type.

negatin, the
The present essay can only indicate, often by
way that seems to open up through the complex of contested issues
the
to one who considers what may be legitimately deduced from

105

evidence collected in the present thesis.

would b

out of place, but a statement
of

.

perhaps the best vindication,

Anything more dogmatic
T(X.

or condemnation,

The terms of the Úió% 6í,

6Ûµ /0uVOVfhhere

is

of the IMOV 6í.

should first be restated.

Plato's

thought is to be seen in its historical
place between the pre -Socrati

whose results are used discritninatingly,an_d
Aristotle, who is working
at least in his metaphysics, astronomy and
physics,from a Platonic

base.

To hold thus to history is not to shut out
the timeless mean-

ing of Plato's

thought or the power of his art.

to see the master using his materials.

It

rather helps us

It

saves us from confusing

his materials with Hegel's, and, more important than that,
it saves
us from confusing his materials with those which Xenocrates found to

his hand and used

so fumblingly.

It is this danger

of confusing Plato's thought with that of the

Academy_ in the time of Aristotle that has led to interpretations of

the passage in the Soyhistes we have so often discussed which pervert
its clear sense1.

fails if

s

iimf

That passage is crucial, and the present argument

has been misinterpreted.

it

yir

KAJI

Kai 44i)(1

as

41(p

YfRi

But the mere recognition of
'real'

(in the same way as

1

the Forms are real) does not,of course, exhaust Plato's account of

these things:

rather it is the opening of the door which had been

closed till then for Eleatic reasons.

Any examination of the place

these elements take in Plato's later thinking gathers round the
P

discussion of the two terms a%T1a and
Of

these Ostia

V IOU

%OCi

must be considered first.

.

It may almost be

said to appear, full -grown in its technical meaning,

for the

first

&051

there the

and

time2.

N.TScicOY

3.

V0.15,,

which

is also called To 7000do04

presiding over the forming of
Then we find the

(1)

Ch.

IV.

(2)

But

we

(3)

'technical'.
Philebus 25e.

(ii),

re-- statement

c.f. Ch.I. n.5.

must not

forget the

in the Philebus

ptTtas

y-1

i tocra

out of

,

ireeá

in axiomatic form at

10'; of the Phaedo,

nor

c.f.

I.
Murphy's recent comment on it. (Class (-,;u. vol. XXX;
in
Plato
any
term
call
to
supr.) ï:oreover it is dangerous
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is

Lar.

t0

the beginning of the Creation
-story in the

0.

Oí

oIIvO

-0.v

.

I

i',,/i,,,V
,

=.ibá
By

an

J

5

here

(ate, ,

events,

al'['i

yid.
is

,lo

yQt

Q

`T'immaeus.

VT' QiTiotJ
Uv0.TJd

rués

)(op..S

QválCe

R

o rJ

meant something of a higher order
behind the

not a previous event related causally
to a subsequent:

in

i

fact the sense of 'responsibility' is
very much to the fore, as in
c
7
:
;
7
I
Tir,i l/^A`v'^J
i ti,os O..+Iacr;o5 . Aristotle's
are
AITfci

causes

in this sense, though the psychic
and almost personal signifie.

ance has faded: his material cause is
the Urgund not the Laterie:
New
m
the cause we are concerned with is, of
i
course, the Otem 1
pitta
IALOhl .F-

an

arak

the

M

and we are concerned to show that
Plato believed in such
and that it is not to be identified with the formal
cause,
for Plato.

0605,

Here we have to meet strong objections, claiming Aristotle's

criticisms of Plato in the :Metaphysics and in the

ultimate justification.
physique (e.g. p.

de anima as their

Thus I. Robin judges, in La place de la

76:

Par suite, tandis qu'Aristote était conduit a isoler la

forme en tant qu'elle est motrice irmnediatement et par elle -meure,
et a en faire, en dehors et au dessus de la mat

A re

le principe

d'un dynamisme heterogene a celui de la matiere, au contraire
Platon ne reconnait d'autre dynamisme que celui qui vient de la
forme.)

and this judgment claims support from Aristotle's criticisms in the
Some of these criticisms seem directed against the

ietaphysics1.

Phaedo h;osition,others against that of the Academy under Xenocrates,

and both are justly open to the charge of failing to show how the

Form can. be an 'efficient cause'.

C.f. Taylor, Comm.

p. 63

(1)
(2)

7

p0p.
Ti 1c ,

c.f.

33

sqq.,

5

-t
-ro i,e)1
Ross ad loc.

A single sentence2 seems to refer

fin. sqq.

rivov'ires
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991a21.

to the Philebus and the Timaeus, and it
may be argued that it Droves
a

f

that Aristotle did not believe the
avr a
r,

?'p/0)0

of the Timaeus to be
1

it rather points to,

'.ihat

of the Philebus and the

integral parts of Plato's
thought.

it seems to me,

is that Aristotle could be

so en;aged with the Platonism of the
Academy of his own day that he

often seems !filling to ignore everything
that came historically betwee
this Xenocratean doctrine and the more
primitive doctrines of the
Phaedo.

Moreover he himself .had always before
his mind the doctrine

of the pre- existing actualisation as the source
of motion (fof kwiro.
'

J

vt;n(o+/

ß,N1

)

as Mr.

1.

B. Foster has

recently shown' - a doctrin

which comes in from his biology and which of course, he
cannot find in
Plato, and still less in Xenocrates.

But to say that the Platonic

Form cannot be thought of as the source of motion in the
sense that
the doctrine of the de generation animalium

Aristotle to think of his gibr)q

,

for instance, allows

as the source of motion is a differ-

ent thing from saying that Plato never conceived of some agent other

than the Form which performs in his system a parallel function.
Moreover when we turn from metaphysics to physics,astronomy and

psychology we find at once that Aristotle takes the doctrines of the
Timaeus and of Laws X very seriously - and if it be argued that these
disciplines are precisely not metaphysics for Aristotle, we must not
go on to say the same of Plato - how far they are metaphysics is just
the question which we may not beg.

and especially the KY,\&i

Iioreover,

the fact that 140+/16 4

which is the being of the VMotfoeriov 9.1.4

never quite fits in to the vary -wit

ei

scale,

is perhaps an indication

that Aristotle never quite succeeded in expressing a doctrine which

made the realised form the sole source of motion because he never

abandoned Plato sufficiently to do sot.

(1)

to hr. Foster's recent articles in Mind
on 'Christian Theology and modern Science of Nature' and his
earlier book on 'Political Philosophies of Plato and Hegel'. iuïr. I

am very much indebted

Foster seems to me too Aristotelian in his treatment of Plato - I
fall here into the converse error - nor can I accept his too rigid
Bu
distinction between Platonic gat 4Ivut1é; and Aristotelian 1tT,,
his work illuminates the precise question at issue.
c.f. e sp. Net.1048b6 sqq. Where tykiegt is regarded as a itros, of
_
which 0661á or £rgos on the one hand and-041i% KiJrtOi s on the
other are considered as distinguishable £gbig!
.

(2)

,

1
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One might claim that it was left to the
revival called 'middle

Platonism' and especially- to Plutarch and Átticus
to stress elements
in Plato which became obscured to Aristótle
and still more to Xenocrates.

Such a claim is dangerous of course. Plutarch'
tries to insis

on a creation of the world in time and finds
a bad world -soul in the

Laws and in the

Ní

,

4,14lpla

l

l

qua

of the Philebus; even his insistence
that

J\2

,

\

is the 0,

KI416405,, is not quite

adequate to the

facts, as we shall see; but the fact remains
that he goes behind

Xenocrates, Cranter and the Stoics and makes plain the
need Plato fel
for an

AIT101

Ill

iiodern mathematical physicsts

Krt,itiy.

seem to be

I

prepared to acknowledge an unknowable a6c4 tovTreitiofir/ and something

corresponding to "offprints of the Forms" but there
co;nitión of Plato's

aim,

-T16

KIVY1I?'çd7,

j

Burnet puts

is no

modern re-

a causa gravitatis, as

1

Yet if we read behind the lines of Aristotle's

it2..

criticisms we can detect that such an

atria

was in fact posited in

Plato's later thoughts.
Is then,

this

ultimate j_
The %il

., f

'

1P° oS

T9

yr/

that of any

would seem to be
proximate ctT,A

a

but that all
,

1

«4

is not to

i,K

1(1

164 within

4VA

or

vo+1S

uX1

The answer

?

the universe

T-/(i

is the

are derived, and that there is an

called in the

Timaeus ¡ÎO. e,

T. 41

be confused with the O)1ô? wev

,

which

is

1

tbs

i

object of his contemplation4.

He does supremely what the derived

souls do in their several realms - he performs the two functions whici

Aristotle later declares to be the functions of soul: he knows and
initiates motion; yet he is distinct from what he knows (the Forms)

(1)
(2)
(3)

speak chiefly of the de animae procreation.
Gk. Phil., Th. to Pl. p.335 n.
How far the contemporary Xenocratean doctrines can be taken
by Aristotle to represent Plato's own position is most clearly
-ra
shown in the way he uses the Timaeus and the Ae4ta 5ó\j
a
have
little
we
Yet
ad
loc.)
at de anima 404 b 15 (v. Hicks
further on, at 406 b 26 sqq., a discussion which concentrates on
the circular mòtion of yôos as the piTVca Kir .{61.45 in the, Timaeus. Yaist we necessarily concede to Taylor's view here that Timaeus is
not Plato? But if not, can the Form be regarded as 4.6,,;
~
Km, ç.s by Aristotle in this latter account?
Corn11'ord, Plato's Cosmology pp. 40, 41.
I

.

(4)
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o;
and tram
in which the motion

arises. Strictly the Demiurge proper
"creates" the world -soul only, and that (unless we take the
myth

literally)

only in the sense of reducing
.011

14,y' aoei6

o5

all exist apart

and NTeoX,

Here there are, of course, endless

it

and

chaos to order:

Forms,

from hire.

difficulties

of interpretatio7

might be appropriate to examine Plato's use of the word
r

t

,A1b004

0

its

Socrates's Alb'

FiÌAKTtK01

based as they are on the

,

analogy of the arts, are all relevant, but

it is

conception of -1%,»,1 as distinguished from

when we come

to the

by a knowledge of an
rttß1

ordered scale that the Pythagorean elements blend with the Socratic
and we

arrive at such

a passage as Gorgias 503 e

-
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This idea is taken

of the

t?i y
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still
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£4d

further in the Cratylus
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where the conception-

/

1

ï1S alone is entitled to manufacture names

because he alone understands their real nature.l

the philosopher

(1)

µroupYous

of the Republic as a 01/t1Ot1,Y0c is foreshadowed in the

(1J

statement that the votO

Good.
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vQO`.rios

'T'O 0s

fin. sqq.

who

governs the

Hence we

city according to the vision of the

rarely occurs, but hr.

The word illAIOUTA

arrive at

Id. B.

Foster in his

suggestion that the Voµv ?Ps ought to
hints that names
QtYr\C for his 'írirrt;IT//1
are not the true 4(3.74. and therefore not the primary concern of
the philosopher; but the way in which the %imiodelos. proceeds
would apply equally to the Cb taXtiCtlias in hi's higher sphere.

Cratylus 390 d.

The

have a StCXiATtKost.
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book has well pointed out that the idea pervades the
whole'.
the have found the use of the term in cosmology
in the

Next

Politicus

a
I
41 1104

description of the

and the

as to

C

0 ro0e(o<v in

the Phi lebus

myth2

All

.

this wealth

of rneaninc, - purposeful and knowing working: of a
.riven
matter according to a given form - is to be read into the uses
of

in the Timaeus.

tv
'SploJto5
One

further point should perhaps
are used of

rovQ1t;;

when

Voas

be made here.

irOJeyos

it is distinguished

and

from 0,Vapti

but they can be used also, as at Epinornis 981b, of tw)(1{ . Moreover,
the Timaeus hints at 4f1WJXo, litt0dejo, who look to the temporal rather

than to the eternal4.

`tlr.,
.

may be

But on the whole

said to co- incide:

it
òiteoees

VOK

and 0.t D4
'

the question arises further

1

whether they can be identified further in any unique sense with.VYA

if

and

Perhaps
more

clearly the precise

satisfied

(1)

easily approach the matter

most

vie may

is required in the

tenth

is intended.

so, what manner of

_;oint

by determining

at which the supposed 'divine' activity

scheme implied

in the Timaeus.

-that the Tirnaeus scheme has a prior

also be

nnzst

Vie

validity to that

of the

book of the Laws.

Ir.

Foster (in'TThe Political Philosophies of Plato and Hegel',
esp. ch. i) is perhaps too insistent to ask 'quis custodes
custodiet ?' though quite right in insisting that a $vochi tos

is distinct

from

his workmanship.

1

said to govern himself, V &Ta
qua Guardian but airÍtws quay Philosopher. A
ser±téncê perfectly expressing the CokroJeAoc idea at 'Republic
500 d seems to imply this:
The Guardian may be

ryµµ r3E. ,3,itgós

A`

72.,
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.
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A

s

Taylor's hypothesis concerning the Timaeus leads him to
exalt
the Lavis above the Timaeus as Plato's own doctrinel.

Burnet adds

the claim that the Laws teaching is 'strictly scientific'
- that is,

free from myth.

But we have tried to vindicate the Timaeus for
Plato

on the lesser points of astronomical detail and we mast
complete the

vindication,

if possible, by showing the doctrine of the
Demiurge as

a more exact description of the

'best soul'

ultimate

ap(

6

KW

of the Laws.

than the

y

ir. Hackforth2 has brought forward close arguments to show
that
if God is to be underived and the cause of good alone he cannot
be a
.

Since Talas

are all derived3 and though causes of motion

absólutely are ethically
v4 T,

r:*

neutral, and only the Soul which is said

., moves

well and wisely.

Now

Mr. Hardie

joins

.

battle from another vantage- point.
"The God of the Laws is the 'best soul' but he is not the

only soul.

A God who

There is also the soul 'with the opposite potency'.
is a good soul must be viewed as the author of a few

things but of many not (Republic 379e).

But it is surely

impossible to suppose that, as a metaphysician, Plato ever accept-

ed pluralism as the last word

Further

1

see no adequate

reason for allowing that in .religion, any more than in philosophy,
Plato acquiesced in an ultimate pluralism; or that for him God
meant an efficient source of certain astronomical uniformities.
If there is anything clear in the philosophy of religion,

it

is

that a finite God is rejected by the faith in ultimate perfection.

Surely Plato was sensitive to this "4.
There seem to the writer to be adequate reasons for refusing to

equate Plato's God either with the

(1)
(2)
(3)

in

'o'

,

with a tendency to

Comm. p. 72 and esp. pp. 75 -78.
art. 'Plato's Theism' (Class Qu. XXX)

Laws 967d is rightly brought forward by Hackforth as the crucial
ILO Cur
aoeá
passage. ButGÇ.
Q
155.
l
p.
'A Study in Plato'

nth

(4)

`IOUs
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%

-

think of him as like Aristotle's.

Unmoved

equating him with the Good 'beyond being'.
is,

equally for

Let us grant that Laws X

if one may say so, an ar ,uménturn ad
iuvenes, that it does not

really

beyond what is elaborated in the l'imaeus
and is less exact,

;o

or at least

ing

'Mover,,an_d

leaves more to be understood'.

It implies an understand-

the fuller doctrine in the mind of
the teacher,

of

but the young

men are not to be taken behind the astronomical
phenomena:

the

1

4U

a.VoS

declares God's handiwork sufficiently to
convince the soul;

and therefore there is no clear indication
that the 'best Soul' that
that guides the heavenly bodies is to be identified
with the God who
is the measure of all things (716e) or
even with the

lilt

who

lS

matches the rise and fall of souls in the scale
of being(903d).
On the whole, then, we shall hesitate to
find sheer discrepancy

between Timaeus and Laws on the relation of the First
Cause to his
creation2.

The God of the Laws cannot be a derived

than the Demiurge of the Timaeus.
if the sentence

)(p

DS
Jo

5)'

oL

1

any more

Great difficulty always arises

AT oupa ,0

lweiv

3

is taken out of

its context within the myth and understood 'absolutely'.

means that only when one descends from Forms and

'bq

Surely it

µioogoc to the

y

i1

2

OU ß.5f0} with its soul and all the souls within

it does time enter

into the reckoning - not that a supra-temporal God created souls and

time "once for all ".

O U p 0.yos

From the point of view of the Soul of the

and the lesser souls, new creation every instant, like the

doctrine of Des Cartes in the Third Meditation would be nearer to the
truth: the myth of historicity

iriust

be allowed to pervade the Timaeus
t.

account right through:

)(tows

of the myth than its context.

,U.i

00(p;

There are no

r

is not less part

'instants' in the life of

God: but all things in time derive from him through

the

5ouls,who

(here the mystery of iniquity enters in in Plato's scheme) move the

bodily according to their moral insight.

(1)

of
have tested this hypothesis in the case of the 'ten kinds
Ch. IV (iv) supr.
motion'
As do Taylor and Hardie (v. Hardie, op. cit. pp. 152, 153)
.ie

.

(2)
(3)

Tim. 38b.
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Hence

Iir.

Hardie's argument against the
initiation of movement

by the self- movingl

is hardly fair to the
range of Plato's thought.

c

The Ultimate

eternal and constant begetter
and

sustainer of the lesser

e

,

%

toO

g,Wi

He is not himself a

.

in the ordinary sense,as
Mr.Hackforth clearly shows.

it would be dangerous to conclude
that he is

'impersonal'.

But

No doubt

there are grave dangers here of bringing
in irrelevant Christian

doctrines of 'personality'.

But we mast take account of
Plato's

own theological predilections.
4aW I

Though not, of course,

MI

EJ

God does seem to have an independent existence apart
from

his immanence as the

vow4

in

0,0:0_4,.

This is not incompatible with

a faithful treatment of the Timaeus myth as myth.

There is need,(for

Plato's fusion of metaphysics, and ethicslof a being wholly
good, who
is thus essentially distinct from souls,who can be evil.

Mere the

old Socratic morality and the true Socratic piety of the Apology

would surely be predominant.

To fulfil his metaphysical function

Plato's God need not be 'personal', but the Timaeus does not warrant
our saying that Plato chose to go beyond an

Slo

4,tioupy,
1

and eternal Forms deriving from

.

I

This was in a sense

a pluralism - to .speak more vulgarly it was a "loose end ".

Plato

was well aware that .they were parts of the same word, but it cannot
be proved that he did not believe as seriously in the masculine, as

masculine, as he did in the neuter.
acts of religious faith:

we can only trace the metaphysical scheme

as fax as it goes.

(1)

op. cit. p.

Both were,in the last analysis,

150.
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-

pew

KuK

11.

and

atria

I¡,Gv11.4 V1

.

Two radical distinctions bets ;een
Plato and Aristotle
must be
stated at the outset. Plato
attributes KrV1574
not, of course,
,

6-31P-a

eN

?

,

1(1

to Vous

in itself and by itself:

>

r

kY167s only what

takes

;,,lace

Aristotle regards as

/

tV Toro

Aristotle regards the

.

tendency to circular or rectilinear
motion as belonging to
the
of the bodies moved;
Hato, at any
rate,

carries the tendency back to the
i

a

in the case of

VÓ15%

-

itself, though not,

'

of course,

in /physical sense.
It would be fascinating to
inquire into the background
of the

statement at

Laws 898 b

that the best g(0%,

of the motion of

is that of "the movements of
the well- smoothed sphere ".

Parmenid.es'

It

1IOds

is

'rounded truth' become dynamic and alive, exhibiting

perfection in its balance of motion and rest and its self reentrant
regularity.
recalls,

So clear and striking is this argument in the Laws
(which

of course,

Republic 436d) that we are probably right in

supposing that Plato conceived the inner life of God himself as having
this constant revolution as its character: certainly it is created
by
s

1

him in the Souls of the Ovto.v s

and its inhabitants.

are circles and yet not in space;

The Soul -circles

they are circles and have the power

to induce bodily circular movement,and yet are within

00(

The requirements of cosmology riveted these conceptions upon
1:lato's imagination,

ed by astronomy.

anima

but it would be facile to explain them as demand--

Suffice it to say, that Aristotle's critique in de

III reveals a clear break on his part from his former master's

pre- suppositions, and provides us unconsciously with the acutest analysi
we could hope to have of the preconceptions of his own doctrine of
and of Plato's.

Iouc

This intimate relation between

vp* and circular motion in
2

r

t

universe probably explains the transition from the OVaKOKAioi
9

r

f:c:î

in the Politicus myth to its position as

at-Tick
(1)

in the Timaeusl.

v. suer

`

`-moi

va

of

µ4, ,/11

On the whole, one is inclined to think it

.
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the

dangerous to follow Proclus, as Cornford

is prepared to dol in

seeing a parallel between the self -motion
of the OVOVOS
Politicus and the Circle of the Other.

For one thing,

in the

the Politicus

was probably Britten after the
Sophistes, which offers no
sugestion
that the Other is in any way less
good
or less true than the
Same

Othr

The

KOw

in the world -soul in the
Timaeus yields

0LAv415

.

1Í16LLs

If it is inferior to the circle
of the Sanie at all

it is in the fact that it can
collapse completely under the
attack of

the rectilinear motions in the

net; -born

infant while that of the

Satie

cannot.
r

/
If the passage in which the
i'Aotvip i

Arr

is

introduced stood

by itself, it would have been almost
impossible not to have understood
t

it as a psychical and almost personal

force which is "persuaded by

mind to bring to the most perfect end the greater part of what
becomes"G
7

Y00c and
spring of

f

are said to be parents who bring forth the mixed of

aVelKr1

j

,

vc

'ç

but there is no hint of Aristotle's doctrine that

the female supplies only the matter, which represents the róle
that
7

some interpreters would assign to

I

(wall

.

Such interpreters ins

elude Baimker3 and Taylor himself as far as the question of COMIK1
1

as an QiT+a

T /
006x yol

y(1V

oí,05

is

concerned - though he does seem to make

into something else which Plato can hardly have recognised

in the way Taylor does - a residuum of 'brute fact' and 'ultimate

4.

collocations' due in the last resort to the limitations of our knowledge
These interpretations all go back to a confusing of the dichotomy
of

OW

and

0411

with another dichotomy, that

of psychical and

physical - a dichotomy which of course permeates all Plato's thought

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Plato's Cosmology, pp. 206 sqq. I have left my previous essay
almost untouched: it would be quite impossible to deal adequately
with the new elements introduced here by Professor Cornford's
a treatise 'on the Iiotions of the four bodies in the
treatment:
Timaeus' would be required.
Tim. 47e 3 sqq., esp. 48a 2.
Das Problem der aterie, pp. 118, 119.
"If we could ever have complete knowledge, we should find that
YMIK4 had vanished froi our account of the world". Comm. p.
301 al. tin. Not at all. 041K9 is an "objective" power that
God, who has complete knowledge, mast persuade.

Bc.íuiker

'
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and is found also in his philosophy of
motion.

This confusion is

easy, because Plato himself comes perilously
near it in one important

passage, the passage dealing with

QiTiQt

&fO

and

1:hich leads Baúraker and the rest to identify

Tla

aym

fin. sqq.

with the

I

(51-J

at 46c

1

ro:-r a

Sie betrifft ú_berhaupt nicht die Verknùpfung
von bewegender

Ursache und Wirkung, sondern deutet hin auf
die Abhängigkeit in
;welcher der Zweck zu i;itteln steht,

erforderlich sind.

die zu seiner Verwirklichung

Die Notwendigkeit jener Ursache ist
keine

innerliche, auf ihre eigene irkungsweise
bezia.gliche;
sie
auf
indem
beruht /einer aussern Beziehung, /jene
Ursache die notwendige
',

Voraussetzung fur etwas anderes

ausi:iachtil.

It is precisely this "eigene 10.rkungsweise" that needs to be
vindicated

ilutarch was surely right in identifying aVo19 with the

094VO4

I

of the Politicus2,

E-Elt)fp.let

with the

014,IQIa

and surely wrong in identifying it

of the Philebus °.

But we mast attend more closely

to the misleading passage:

,

OYTow
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r
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04.
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vruTl4

&I-awl-Cog
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á
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J

the prison-scene in the Ihaedo,

is familiar

'Co

.

from

and remains to the end, appearing as

and

the distinction between

.

n1
koc.

f
cute
_` r¡ sof
b,:=t

r

v-r , - t
_ TA
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K ,OT ,5 ar

upy,
.

VouJ

W

çjTFpout1

1

Ksrcsl

in

llmade

the Laws5.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(b)

But there is another distinction

Baukmer op. cit. p. 121.
Plutarch op. cit. 1015a c.f. ch.
Plutarch op. cit. 1014f.
Timaeus 46d 5 sqq.
Phaedo 99a 4, Laws 890e 7 sqq.
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iv.

supr p.

the same passage

e

ts e n 1(t1)(1\

TO

YOUV

and

4b

v

141

((

6Tporclumi

Plato does in fact conceive of the
cosmic process in either
way.
onf
can say th.t Y1v) uses material things
to its ends or one can
say thn

?

1

which would otherwise be

01

OWOoç

and have no rational and

harmonized effects is persuaded to 'take

toil

to itself'

and so; and

only so, to make the most of the
physical equipment available.
one can speak of the physical
equipment as
one can also speak of the

(46c fin.) but

,t,Twr

Vfl'

'causes in this realm "of
11VVÓtbec
f

ing themselves in subservience to
the
"takes over" is not
9

"a
r

Thus

Y1

or

(68e), but what he

atar

?a

offer-

/

let

but -ra

1144 K O' rat

1/44

I

0001 Klr

Before these can be made truly

in themselves they are V Vil

his «orkmanship:

GYQiT1A,

j

a.

aT

.' ,

they need
Q

r

they

,

are the servants, the servants who receive
no definite orders,

r

Q
Ov, WUtî

ar

1

TVAA

Moto- !,
It is

c

to c,

-ropár

ra Kro/

Q

are spoken of both before and after

I0Ìir

rita

áb

-ro

ó1/íQ( ( 46e 5) .

because the

the mention of the

n

to

67U

of the

Ire;

aril( 141

that the passage is so

difficult and confusing, and the confusion is worst in the phrase

tl

r

c

1

c

U :"

6..

ar
to

r

ü, 10.

:

ivti v

1

V00)4WWY

$

r

ru-1 sc,v.

K ,I a U 4-114(

11\r/0v-rat

I

eTge0.

Si

St.oî'eas.

Taylor1 takes this to mean "those causes which belong to the class of
things which are set in motion by another thing and of necessity

communicate motion to a third ", taking the genetives as partitive.
But may not both these genetives and

L

ík4e0V0%

objective genetives with

aIT1a,

clause means "those causes

above be

1

f

',.pith

in both cases?

Then the second

reveal themselves in becoming and

cause things which are moved by others and of necessity transmit

their motion" - a muddled way of saying "the cause of all that does
not exhibit Volli

1/(

But what does

Taylor takes it of mechanical necessity

(

mean here?
aV.O'PCfL

"If a man strikes me

I

can

help passing the blow on to a third man, but

if I strike the first

a row of billiard -balls that are in contact,

it can't

on the next "2).

(1)
(2)
(3)

Baiunker3 gives a similar explanation:

Comm. p. 293
Taylor, Comm. p. 293.
op. cit. p. 121 fin.
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of-

help impinging

In der. Notwendigkeit mit der das Bewegte
seinerseits etwas

anderes bewegen soll findet

Scheider die Lehre von

G.

unabL:nderlichen Gesetzen gesprochen, an welche die
Natur Gebunden
sei.

Aber eine der korperlichen Natur an sich
innewohnende,

mit

Notwendigkeit wirkende Kraft, auf welche hier alles
ankommt",

Aide

jene Stelle nur dann lehren wenn sie den
Umstand, dass ein

Körper,

falls er von aussen bewegt wird, wieder
einen andern in

Bewegung setzt, auf einer in der materiellen Natur
selbst
gelegene Kraft zurúckfuhrte.
dass ein Kórj.er,

Hier ist aber nur davon die Rede,

der von aussen bewegt wird, die Bewegung,

Notwendigkeit' weiter gibt.

'mit

Der Grund dieser Notwendigkeit

liegt hier nicht so sehr in einer Kraft, welche

denn

gestossenen

Korper von Haus aus eigen Aare, als in der Natur des Anstosses,
der siener Natur nach mit Notwendigkeit such fortplantzt.

Dabei

bleibt gleichwohl bestehen, dass Plato jenen Korper als Ursache

bezeichnen kann, namlich als Ursache in zweiter Linie oder als
Mittelursache;

denn nur durch ihn hindurch kann der Anstoss zu

den weiterhin Bewegten fortschreiten, er ist also notwendige
Vorbedingung,

d.

h. Mitursache ".

Now it is true that

havol

used in its ordinary literary

is

sense in the Tiniaeus, and even in the passage under consideration at

but surely the usage at 46e

46d. 8:

1

is palpably different from this.

,I

T'he
The

Orj:hic- Pythagorean &14

which "rules the gods" is no doubt being
t

deposed for the time beingl, but her place

is taken by

an

Q,VaiK1

/

which is Koihrtil

671maiAIIV

This Civil/appears here as every-

2.

where. in such contexts throughout the dialogue, a moving force, not
a rigid law of nature;

not mechanical but psychical;

unintelligent

and yet open to persuasions.

must enquire then into the nature of the motion of which

;e

aVIL

is the cause,

A

that is

e

1

says,

(1)
(2)
(3)

1b -f : -004u1

4d

s

°L

rigs

must take into account, as Plato

`

ucrS

`

(Nu( 4Kii.

Burnet has jointed

5 sqq.
She re-appears in a philosophical dress at Epinomis 962b
299
Comm.
p.
n.
2.
by
Taylor
Proclus in Rem p. ii 206 quoted
e.g. 56c S sqq.
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out the connection between 1cXavµvr
(a
1

not

and

J

I

(TAN/ mean 'notions

excutes' not

it

1iermits' as Tyalor translates it?
5

issue between his readin

1

1:

yai

av

'so far as

does

its nature

(This is precisely the joint at

/

aV9K

of

it

and the

resent one).

Strictly

1

no doubt,

there is no motion due entirely to

a ;:hole class

of motions erhich is due chiefly to

class due chiefly to

1¡011

brought in because Timaeus

(MyK1

Taylor2 suggests that

.

is

but there is

,

and another

(5/
ONCtil

is

only now going to deal with the trans-

formation of one 'root' into another.

But is it not rather that

after dealing with circular motion in thersoul and
body of the
he

Crin

now deal with what may be called for the moment
rectilinear

mnu.st

notions in the four bodies?
There are several hints in the earlier part of the dialogue
to

support this interpretation.
six rectilinear _notions3.

/

God made the

Mew. QIMI

of the

The fixed stars have a forwL,rd motion

controlled by the Circle of the Same, but "immovable and at rest in
repsect to the other five (rectilinear) motions in order that each of
theirs

:night be made as good as possible4.

we must restore the circles

in us that have been made to wander until they are QTCAGr£13

those of the gods,

that is still they lose the "excursions into

latitude" that they suffered under duress of the

then they were

i1

TeTi

/

4v QVT

! A oTi

ipr

i

.E11Nc.
!

ìIK 'vital( 06

ra

04.1f

. I
át Orr'
as

A

'1 T 'ÓLI

10

(1)
2)
(3)
(

(4)
(s)
6)

so far

Q,

O

v1w

1

tj

and

1 Qo4 1

of sight, as Taylor takes

upon the circularity of the

in the heads of the poor prisoners in the

teÍo 1.

4faA Q Ó1

P.. Th. to P1. p. 346.
Comm. p. 298.
34a 1 sqq.
40b init.
43e 3.
47e 3, Taylor Comm. p. 297.
G.

i
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5

he probably means by

1

I

II

is

but the account of the distressingly rectilinear effects of

,

(

Ot

not the account of the TriVQ.1T1t

it,

r,

S1

Vpo

¿,+V

Kal N,

(

When Timaeus is made to say that what has been dealt with

.

like

W Ì.tq

For

.

hile V6ob

bodies in the

a

lias a

considerable say in the forming of the

cc

UTOÓo\/1 1, their motions are practically
left to
which is the cause of the heaving of the

,

that like is driven mechanically to like2.
is not to forget the psychic

%)-111

so

But to say 'mechanically'

causa gravitatis - for to take God from

the universe does not leave a chaos of mechanical
motions,
a chaos moved only by the

X'

s

-{TNaVW Lti.141

'

`'

is sufficient to account for all the motions,

action by vß1 5 which we rust consider later.

.

it leaves

But this one cause

save for two forms of

This allows the dynamics

of the system to be mechanically convincing, and has led (along
with

the geometric construction of bodies) to the attempt to find an answer
to Démocritus in this part of the dialogue, by Wilamowitz, Eva
Sachs

and others.
his

d:ív;

c

Aristotle had to postulate an pQX, KiVuwc
YY

in each of

674100-4 and a doctrine of natural places, but Plato was able

(tvrttSs

to postulate a single a.

the system of Ernpedocles4

1

to do the work that VLI COS

did in

He saw however (as Emj_:edocles did not)

the

clash between rectilinear and circular motion, and solved it most art-

fully,

by making the

principle corresponding to the

r

of En edocle

(litÀIQ

1

at once the principle of the circular motion of the

pU tQVoS

and the

cause of the driving together again, in rectilinear Motion, of the
7

bodies th

!

had driven apart by the shaking of the

t

04611

orb
1

Atticus the Platonist5 says in the course of his strictures on
Aristotle that "Plato taught that the four bodies have each a.natural,
simple, rectilinear motion (fire to the circumference, earth to the

centre, the other two to the intermediate regions) and he reserved

circular motion to the soul.

aristotle practised a simple deception

on himself by assigning the circular motion, as though it were a bodily

(1)
(2)
(3)

56c 3 sqq. see Plutarch Plat. Quest. E' 1003b fin..sgq.
52e sqq.
6?5
The tripa.rtion into 0V ,
On this see ch. i pp.
sqq.
or
o
y then
and
es at 52b 2 leaves out both ptiTá 1 Ktvq 6t 4
l
V%p
not
inc
'ade
and
a
does
means taie Forms (51b 7 sqq.)
Aristotle has a shrewd criticism of "like to like" in Empedocles.

jt1

'

.

(4)

A. 965a 22 sqq.
Eusebius, Prael-aratio Evangelica, ch.
Jeietaph.

(5)
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i

- ix,

esp. vii - ix.

one to the

'fifth body' in the same way as
he distributed the

rectilinear

rotions among the, other four "1.

nristotle for

manufacturing a

ówµp

aTi

in order to be the subject

tS

J

I(QKXo oe a

of

He also inveighs against

tee.

Plutarch similarly, at the end of an
enquiry why

.

c..

Plato used rectilinear figures (the triangles)
rather than cyclic for
his georaPtrical physics,

D
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Both these statements, however, show the influence of Aristotle,

which one of the authors at any rate wished most of all to
avoid.
hile it is true that Plato makes

VÒdJ

the cause of

{4

he goes not make the natural bodies incapable of
y.h

'

:sica.l

an

,

;(pIo(,kq

¿ %K4J of the

4110.1411

r6143

'

Q

and

is precisely a bodily motion, which is only

of

VOUS

3.

It is the motion Yrue }persuades

to set up in certain portions of the bodies, chiefly fire but

tartly even earth4.

The commentators have disputed the meaning of

at 58a 7.

.51.i

f40eq

f iti

9

ly the solid

On the 'mechanical'

side it comes

of taking serious

I

Oki:L*

.

bounding the world and the four Empedoclean ele-

ments working within it, and only means 'clips round' for there is no.

occasion for the physical 'constrictive force' that Archer-hind would
/

find.

here.

But we must not overlook the

7.
Eusebius op. cit. xv, 8
slatonicae Questions 1004c.
Laws 897d 2 sqq. c.f. Àr. de cael^ Q

c.f. esp.

40a

2

of thé

1

involved.

QITiat

6

Toi µES

o tv

61,45-0

T

2111 6-

V

he five creatures in the five regions
The classification
in the Epinomis does seem to represent a falling away from this
position, and raises. suspicion of that dialogue more than anything
else. The difficulty is sufficiently indicated in 1.'r. Harward's
note (tr. i:. 124) on the Epinomis 981d 7.
",s the whole passage is mythology,it is perhaps not
suitable to press the criticism that Flato was aware that
the moon shone with reflected light and ought therefore to
as the earth".
have given her the same
j)tVtq
.

r69
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At the circv iference of the
7

Ottostss

we find yous

succeeding; in

`

1

persuading 0y411

to adopt the life of rotation, in
the orbits

of the planets similar i,ersuasion but rather
is meant by eri¡1y44

,

less successful.

'What

if the body which revolves and that
which re-

mains rectilinear is of the same construction

,

is that

WO

is

always

pressure upon" the natural motive agency of
the bodies to

";;gutting

change their course of life, and that even when
unsuccessful she is

able to check their natural tendency to separate
out.
That this is not entirely fanciful is suggested
by the analogy

of the microcosm,

though there the fortunes of battle are the
other

way, and the circles of the soul even in the fortress
of the marrow,

cannot hold out for ever against the rectilinear attack'.

It does,

seem strange that men should be judged by the degree of their vulner-

ability to this attack2:

but this is balanced by the recognition

that many diseases of the soul arise

6wµamS £

bla

V 3.

How the

circles in the head can steady themselves and throw off the assaults
of sense, is not clear:

it seems

duration of the spate in the

,

told at 82b:

tRVuñ
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A

q,10 44

6GWrws
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to depend entirely on the force and
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But when we are

0061c.
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I
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f

Tc610

oás

c

(76
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There seems a suggestion that the soul may somehow impose 41X1.

j
,

.

and

for exercise is divided

but how we are never told;
C

between shaking the body like the t_òò0)[1 does to the bodies in
and tending the cirles of the soul.

(1)
(

.

(

4)

it

1

85e
86b.
44óc
(5)
There is as a matter of fact noth88d, 89e fin. c.f. 47b 5 scjq.
ing incompatible between a 'determinist moral psychology' and the
idea that 'any soul can visit any body' - as I would seem to
imply at ch. ii n.
suer. But the psychology is not wholly
determinist if it is in our power" to strengthen or relax the
circles in the inevitable struggle against rectilinear assault.
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It

was really,after all, this difficulty of making
the simple

bodies move in a circle when one believed that they had a
source
of rectilinear motion in themselves that made
Aristotle postulate

his fifth body moving naturally in a circlet.

Plato was saved from

the Aristotelian doctrine of natural places and -absolute
lightness

and heaviness,

by having but one source of the motion of all
the

bodies, the heaving of the

IVb

counteracted by the

o
'

of the

Vo

QUV.V05

-moved

side of circular motion,
1

to the

OO)

QQ.vo

;

6

`

but

the mysterious

kt
I f4,t
ll

his account of the

Q 114,(0T1
6

S

of

V{UKno

f

Q

as a whole2, raised difficulties which made the`

theory only possible to one who believed that the activities of
itself were a spiritual

b(taK)40(24.

Aristotle refused to believe

this, and so he had to bring in his fifth body and to see in it not

the sign of a constantly active tending mind but the desire of IjP5 s
at its rarest for the immobility of the Unmoved Lover.

(

1)

de caelo

(

2)

34a

1.

I -268b

c.f.

sqq.

p 15 gupr.
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A

l,

p e n d

i

x

Soul as movent of body in Plato and in Aristotle.

Plato stays in the course of his refutation of the atheists
in
the tenth book of the Laws to enquire in what manner the
soul of

the sun guides its body.

"Seeing, then, that a soul guides the

sun, we shall not go far wrong in assigning to it one of
three

possible methods of doing this ", says the Athenian; and he
goes on
to name thesel.

"Either it abides within the visible spherical body and

guides it in all its ways in such manner, just as our soul within us takes ús everywhere in our wanderings.

Or it has provid-

ed itself with a body of fire or of a kind of air - as some

would have it - and from somewhere outside forcibly propels
its body with this body as its lever.

Or thirdly without any

body but by means of other supremely wonderful agencies it
assists its body on its way".
Jaeger thinks that the third of these hypotheses represents the
-

doctrine of the unmoved mover and that Aristotle learnt it in the
Academy2.
ly.

Teî

The second hypothesis he cannot assign to anyone definite-

But Ñ0
-íos,

11sâ

010

is a strange phrase to describe an unconcerned

eldflIbV

:

if Plato's own usage is any guide, (as, for

instance, Politicus 269c) it refers to an active concern by the

motive power;

the special point is simply that it cannot

to act. in any physical sense on any point of the body.

be

thought

This point

is therefore a tacit criticism of those who hold the second view of

an intermediary lever in the form of a fiery or airy body.

Plato

seems to be saying that while the simple unscientific idea of the

soul being "inside" the body is unsatisfactory, the attempts of

"some" to mend it by introducing an intermediary tenuous body is

unsatisfactory also, for the body is still only a body and the action

(1)
(2)

Leges X 898c8 sqq.
Aristotdes; Eng. tr. pp. 141 sqq.
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a mere material impulsion

/At

(Al

«'k'

therefore

and

)

i

he prefers to leave the question a mystery.

ready to identify the

:ie

must not be too

ourselves, but their doctrine bears

-;,1i,;

a suspicious resemblance to the doctrine of

ÌVt

úklUTOV

a

,

J

of which we shall find Aristotle making use in this connection.

Such hints as the dialogues give us only bear out ï-lto's

reticience on this point.

The soul of the OveVos.

is "wrought

throughout the whole and further wrapped about its body without"
and the same idea recurs in this passage concerning the sun whose

soul is

said_

Taiats

alb

Tats Toá í

of the manner of the action of

n

1.

t

MO begins to

emerge

But

4a(ar.

save that the technical term

at this point.

"took over" the visible chaos, or

Iiily

soul's energies upon the bodily

'the

processes we are told nothing definite,

iaep

16t0,

Ott

later -rá

f

C

The
I

ò
,

t0tseyoç
)41

$L ogo-a E; Q

r

&

3

(

y

TC+Toueloi
-fat
is

KtJli5;44

.w

l:14)

"take over" the

:.F.UTEOI .'fol

the

r

KiVY 6t.t4

might be called a poetic metaphor, like

4.

utkZtç

This
it

:

juster to Plato to say that both indicate the recognition of

the

existence of a specific problem, and that neither pretends to be a
solution.

Aristotle's direct treatment of the question unhappily takes
the form of a polemic against Plato and all who like him made
/YAl
a
t
.1 £(4tTO 1,p/oU1 5. The specific criticism of the Timaeus in this

chapter of the de anima does raise some valuable points,but the first
Dart of the chapter deserves all Bonitz said of it&. Taking as his

assumption

tria.t

are

all K tVr.t5

ÍX To7fH1

7
'

3

he labours the point that

soul cannot be said so to move except accidentally in its body

(though this is a materialist notion of the soul as carried about in

Tímaeus 34b2.
Loges E98e1, England ad
Timaeus 30a2, i'b. 6802.
Leges 897a5
de anima a 3.
:yuoted. by Hicks ( p.

b

{

S

427%

T)

Ss6 b(tVSiTo.t

ro

A

TJi -a

from Hermes VII p. 421.

yOTa Cilli3tA`I4t
1a&

(ióat

1 a` Xp'6
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kiele

t

t,/vlas

ruv1 4-gro !16v,1'

its body:

it almost merits condemnation

principles of the- main arwment).

itself according to the

At one point Aristotle himself

seems to be assenting to the proposition
that any movement of body

by soul implies that the soul's movement
mist be bodily

- at

least

Simplicius can take him in this sense, and fails
to extricate him

from the inconsistency in his comment'.

But that this was not

Aristotle's real view appears when he

criticising the materialist

theory of Democritus later
,

v\

v\

wov

To

is

As be ooro
oQ4c lot um V+ßá14

where he says

on,

álÁc òá

ou

1third

we come to Aristotle's positive doctrines
in the

'.ihen

book

of the de anima, we find him lese consistent
in the ase of

only for what is

¡,v TOTi sJ

K¡4.1

`s

The crucial case is the treatment of

.

the locomotion of animals, a case of the utmost imj;rotance because
of the parallel between the manner of this and the action of the

First

upon the

;::over

ÌÏcwTos.

oJeuvos

by a discussion of oc*c, and To

TWT6J

11,,

r

'$

4

0 aeov

3

and finally by a

1,

classification into three
to

This parallel is si.m1ised

.

-

dd Tó
Klvo,

1

KrvoLN KGr

&ov

16.01

which is briefly summarised and assumed in

At,40,4

,

and

',.etaphysict

But the real difficulty lies under the disputed reading at

W
1

433b17,

c n
q "<<J.

/

iS

KIVv¡6i

I

as

7
tw

,`

1

C.v

EtQ.

One can only

cuote part of Hicks's note which puts the point admirably.

further question arises:

"But the

in what way has Aristotle proved his point

that the appetent faculty is moved,where we understand 'with spatial

motion'?

For in a chain of moved movements mediating between the

first cause of the system and that which is really moved without

imparting the motion to anything else, the motion transudtted ought
to be of the same

,svoûd

,K1lTo-1

s

ecies throughout.

<Ivo,;1 Ka, rcyYoJpcvo

which is quite in place at 416b25
physical bodies are spoken

lrw4 OtJTa
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h`ras:l ;ímjlicius
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(
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Ksvia

(

(2)

4G6b?.5.

(3)

43:ia6 s"1(.
1G72a,15 sqq.

I

ínf: c.f.
(

4)

Hence the use of the terms,

wig..

,

VCtvorvov po4ov

and 434b29

sq.;.,

,

where

seems only permissible here by

of,

o
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sl

arrds tiuo¡e!
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V0656á
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rri.rtotle
tJETa}ow. , seems to imply ars=:ent
but
f;vae
the
problem
.36, 3)sg,,. ) pees
'orrur,
t

.

would tabe 4afar
410b19 infr.
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to

mean "is seen" even thsugr.

::rt":.

analogy.

The motion which appetency imparts
is spatial motion, but

the motion with which it is moved cannot be
of this nature ".

Iyy,uN,I
i

1

Taking the case where the

%

of a horse's legs are

moved by the sight of food we havé

i

r-

1, KVOOV

(a)

O KIVr1 iov

- here the food

(In the case of sublunary trylk,111

op

always proximately something perishable

cm'
-

QlaU0V

is

unless indeed

it be the )14-os 110KAoç - but always ultimately
the immater

ial 1%uTo4 Kvoud.

(b)

),

To KIVOUf V30 KIVOµtiVoV
A

OellS,

J

-t6

(c)

- the

14100r4110V

- the yiyyAuros

first,

and by it the horse.

l

)r

aI

Now the O01aved

is 11bi 6

is

B.6u1taToV
Eli

ToicoV

as Aristotle

says,

ot4, S

but the

and Kj;l;,á

ought not to be used for

for it is

it',

r

;

not

Ift
J

l

t

-Tof 1

.

Between the OV,VS

and the action of the

loriAri

there is a saltus, and we must not leave these treacherous crevasses

unmarked.

It

occurs again between the First I;lover and the

ku+cA0

f11cp0
;

.

,

with the aggravation that while there

horse to be "moved" by his food there

is the

is reason for

the

difficulty that the

first heaven can never by all its movement "get at" the object of its

desire.

"Strange too is that other thing that has been maintained ",

says Theophrastus in the fragment of his metaphysics',

"that the

things that desire what is at rest do not imitate its immobility;
for why does not for those thinkers the immobility of all other things

follow on that of the first mover ? "2.
But we must turn to the more general philosophy of motion in

Physics VIII and see if we can find any help in bridging the gulf

01
i

between

same

.AVA

and

6171,,á

tripartion into
OV

Voyojµ4Vß

there.

KIVOUVTA

'pie

are presented at 256b20 with the

10,A141

KIVOUVTO KIVO4)

and

Lot(

- if we follow Bekker's reading, with the
r

Oxford translator.

(1)
(2)

The intermediate class of yfVOVYm KmOrtiVO.

7b23. tra. Ross.
But see Ross's note in his translation of the ietaphysics
at 1071a17.
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is

probably made up of sublunary

OM

include the souls of the spheres).

exclusively (though it could
Simplicius seems to take this

interpretationl, and though they are actually called
OKIv1144

1
)4t

VOVOJVTAW

at 258b12,

Aristotle is careful at 259b6 to lay

stress on the limitations of their

there is no p:lTO Kh//6, 0. 2.

KIVou !JAN a

.i-ra

¿v

and to say that strictly

131(I160.

If the

¡/up.

Vt I116-61)"au

is

do forni the class

of

once again used of

AZ"

and conscious response to environment3, for an animal's
waking, for
instance, is not entirely "mechanical "4. -Or if the
reference is to
e,

6-WO

,

`->6Jet

or to the part which is most directly set in
motion

by the soul and which then sets the rest of the body in motion,
we
perhaps save the necessity of referring WV669at

to

441

directly

but we must remember that this part receives a motion not belonging
to it in its right.

It moves as a lever,

and the lever is not

naturally capable of moving the weight5.
To illustrate this we take the case of the horse knocking down

his stable door in his anciety to get at his food. Here the horse
n
1may be said to move (the wooden door) being moved (by his
e

food -desiring soul).

But while it is true that the motion arisir

;

in his tendons is more purpose-controlled and more subject to inhibition than the motion of the wooden door which simply falls to the
;round as it would have done had a ton-weiht struct it, yet the
c

tendons are in the last analysis composed of

3MoI.

_

pin

of earth and

water,and these have their natural motions imposed upon, just as the
door has, but over a longer time.

speaking

of the

principle

of uDXO

It is most unfortunate that in

at 259b20 Aristotle is so concern-

ed to point out (as in de anima a 3) that the soul moves itself

61)A

ft1Ko.

in the CoXot

This obscures the important point that there is evident

an pell KiP64t4c

1)
Ad 258b10
(2 ) TaitT Y od KUti415
(

(3)
(

4)

(5)

`(cap

25967.

25b12

s9-9
C.f. de an. 403a27 sqq.

255a23.
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which wields it, and this

it

Virs is

+VOW
it

both to the

DXl%

itself N uw
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!roves.

The importance of this appears
in Sirzplicius's ornament:
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